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Political Points.

The complete vote ;
Obituary.
of Kansas, as officially reported, lias points
of interest.
It gives Bryan 171,S10 and
THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
Cora V., wife of Melvin A.
McKinley 158,541, a plurality of 13,269 for
Stephenson,
Bryan. The Palmer and Buckner vote (lied at her home on Miller street Thursday
n
was 1,209, Prohibition
2,351, and Middle- forenoon, after a long illness, of consumpof-the-Road Populist 1,232. Leedy, Pop- tion. She was born in Searsmont and was
for
governor, defeated Morrill, Re- the only daughter of Levi M. and the late
liation in Ohy and County. ulist,
publican, by 7,509. This shows that Mor- Abbie G. Poor. Her mother died when she
rill ran ahead of his ticket a number of was four
he paper for Maine sea
years old, and when she was ten
thousand votes.
The Presidential vote
years old her father moved to
■j people.”
Belgrade and
reveals 160,000 men who have not gone
soon after to
Augusta, where she attended
daft on Populism.
With so large a body
ms. In advance,§2.00a year;
the
city schools. In early womanhood she
of sane citizens there is hope for the sun-at the expiration of the 1
flower State yet.McKinley’s official came to Belfast and made her home with
■•ms.
For one square, one inch !
plurality iu Michigan is only 56,000. That her aunt,Mrs.Frank S. Coombs,until her mar*l.oo for one week, and 25
is one of the States which Bryan thought riage to Mr. Stephenson.
-.out insertion.
A fraction
During her resihe
had sure.Congressman elect Ridge- dence in Belfast she had
,t- a full one.
made many devoted
of
the
third
Kansas
ley
district, Jerry friends, who sincerely mourn the loss of one
Simpsou of the seventh, and \V. D. Vin- who was ever
To-Day’s Journal.
true, and whose many kind
cent of the fifth, all Populists, have writPAGE 1.
ten Senator Peffer telling him that he had acts, and a life of unselfish devotion to those
ii.ti ge in Maine Central
better withdraw from the senatorial con- about her could but endear her to all. She
..Mas loan Bryant" A
test.
They informed him, it is said, that was a faithful member of Aurora Rebekali
Endowment
Missing,.Ail
>.
Meeting id' Waldo County they will be against him.The Kentucky Lodge, I. O. O. F., and of Primrose
id Respect..Concernimr Locanvassing board counted the Presiden- Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood, which oran
Periodicals.. Lectures
tial vote Nov. 27tli.
Gov. Bradley was
d*‘iiast Schools..Personal.
ganizations were largely represented at the
not present, his place being taken by AuPAGE 2.
which was held at her late residitor Stone.
The official count shows funeral,
; mi!.. .French Canadians in
ends in Tennessee.. .Thomas
electoral vote stands 12 for dence Sunday afternoon. The services were
Kentucky’s
:.'t Delay the Funeral..The
McKinley and one for Bryan.An offi- conducted by Rev. C. H. Wells, prayer was
lie Silver Trust Campaign
I- and
Periodicals.. Last, j cial tabulation of the vote of Nov. 3, with offered by Rev. Geo. E. Tufts, and music
a few precincts in West Virginia
missing, furnished by a quartette. The bearers were
1 AGE 3.
shows that McKinley’s popular plurality F. H. Mayo, F. G. Mixer, R. C. Leonard and
Coast.
of
Maine Men
(iiiio
| over Bryan was 708,639.Senator Black- I. T. Clough. The details of the funeral
.Sale of Islands ami Sheep.
burn of Kentucky, Friday evening, anwere iu accordance with her own
he Texas Good lor Noth- I
request.
nounced that he was a candidate for re
1 .oaungton.
The floral offerings were unusually handelection
and
that
he
would
be
in
the
fight some ami numerous
PAGE 4.
and included a pillow
I to the bitter end.Final returns from
in
Real Estate Nortliinscribed “Wife” from husband; pillow inSanta Clara county, completing the Cali'-••.tM.ii. .News of the Granges.
fornia returns, show that Martin, Bryan scribed “Daughter” from father, L. M. Poor,
deuce. .The Churches.
PAGE 5.
elector, has defeated Flint, McKinley Augusta; wreath inscribed “Sister,” Mr.
elector, by 492. This gives McKinley 8 and Mrs. F. A. Wood, Skowhegan: cross
Hast:.
electors from California and Bryan one.
from brother, C. Walter Poor, Augusta;
PAGE 6.
1 Notes. .Winter Millinery.,
wreath, Mrs. Levi
28 pinks,
Fish
and
Game.
Hon.
L.
T.
Carleton, Mr. and Mrs. FrankPoor, Augusta;
"i ming Fleet..The Neck of the
Wagner; wreath, Mrs.
! Deep M ater Vessels. ."The
game commissioner, speaking to the Bosin ..TheChildlessTliankston Herald’s Augusta correspondent in Mrs. J. D. Spart, Frankfort; bouquet of
regard to the famous Marquand case said : roses, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hopkins, FrankPAGE 7.
“The man intimated by acts and words fort; bouquet of roses and hyacinths, Mrs.
Food Adulterants. .Suffrage
j
that he did not propose to respect the
The Cat'- Intellect..The NovFrank S. Coombs and Mrs. George E. Thom..The oldest Twins in Waldo
of the Maine statutes and come
authority
basket of flowers, Mr. and Mrs. D. F.
<i
are Made to See. The Silver
here for trial.
No man, no matter what as;
his wealth or position may be, can make Stephenson and Mrs. Lucy Stephenson;
PAGE S.
of roses, Mr. Frank Meservey, Port« ountv
Correspondence..Ship any such talk as that, or snap his lingers bouquet
i.rths Marriages..Deaths.
derisively at the Maine game laws while land ; bouquet of pinks, Mr. B. E. Meservey;
we run this
thing. We merely showed bouquet of roses and pinks, members of the
Mr. Marquand the teeth in the statutes. Universalist church
OF THE WEEK.
; pillow,AuroraRebekah
He changed his mind and came down. He
Lodge, No. 10; basket of flowers, Pythian
paid the line like any one else. He went Sisterhood. Primrose
i'i:rs.
John A. Peters,
Assembly, No. G; bouhome.
That is all there is to it.”.A
rth. w ho was recently apGouldsboro correspondent writes:
“Not quet fourteen roses, one broken, Crochet
< overnor Cleaves
judge of in the history of our town have so many Club; 28 pinks, Mrs. Georgie Cheney, Milcourt at Ellsworth, to fill herring been caught in the bay as this fall. ford, Mass.; bouquet of yellow roses, Mrs.
used by tlie death of George Thousands of bushels have been caught F. G. Mixer and Mrs. F. II. Mayo; bouquet
already. Every worn-out piece of land is of cream roses, Mrs. Eugene Cook, Mrs. Rus-ue of leading members of
receiving a coat of herring.”.The sell Brier and Miss Hattie
Furbish; boubar.
He
is
a
unty
nephew Quoddy Fish Co., incorporated under the
of roses and pinks, Mrs. Sherman G.
Peters, a graduate of laws of the Dominion of Canada, have quet
erected a large building at White Head Swift and Miss Marie Kingsbury; bouquet
ce, class of *85, and one v>f
Island, Grand Manan, fully equipped of roses and pinks, Mrs. R. C. Leonard and
st active ami public spiritwith all modern appliances for a cold stor- Mrs. A. E. Hutchins; basket of flowers,
The remains of Michael J.
The particular purpose for Miss Iua
age plant.
Kuowlton; bouquet of pinks and
:.
>f Bangor, who died in which the building is designed is to de- roses, Mrs. E. R.
Conner; bouquet of pinks,
monstrate that fish may be frozen and kept
Miss Eva Cook; bouquet of chrysanthe1)., November21st, arrived i until such times as bait becomes
scarce.
ursday morning, and were This is the first plant erected for this mums, Mrs. M. Greer; harp of flowers from
residence of Mrs. Canning specific purpose and much interest is mani- friends of L. M. Poor, office of W. H. Ganfested in its success by the fishermen, to nett, Augusta. Her husband, father and one
ier street.
At 8.30 a. m.
whom it w ill be a decided advantage.
half brother survive her.
oral services were held in
L. T. Carleton, chairman of the board of
atliolic church.
A large tisli and
and
Warden
game commissioners,
membeis of Bangor lodge W. E. Berry of
Mrs. Emily P. Shales died of consumption
Winthrop departed Friday
[
ied in a body and escorted afternoon for northern Maine in
pursuit at her home on Congress street November
-in the house to the church.
of hide and market hunters of game.
25th. She was born in Belfast, was the only
!•
j
Pedagogical Association
child of Mr. and Mrs. William M. Woods,
Lewiston, Dec. 29, 50, 31. Change in Maine Central Management.
and wife of Lendai T. Shales. She attended
i akers will be lion. Frank
■i ary of the State board of
Vice President and (iencrai
Manager Payson the public schools here, was a favorite with |
:
Massachusetts_The anteachers and scholars, and the amiable }
Tinker Asked to Resign Refuses—Removed by
<*t Lie railroad e<'luruissioners,
Vote of directors.
qualities which drew to her the affection of |
>11 he issimd, \v;il show that
Portland, Nov. ;‘<o. An adjourned meet- her associates in childhood, continued
i miles of road operated by
ing of the directors of the Maine Central through life. Nor was that friendship un- :
ui railroads at the present
was held, to-day, at which were present ail
Hers was a disposition to attract
...Portland will have 12 ; the directors, both those from abroad ami deserved.
*uth from England and those resident m Maine, except. Mr. George those about her. Ever faithful to the interM. Pullman. The executive committee in- ests of those near and dear to her in the
lie winter. The Mougovited Mr. Tu •kcr t«. tender his resignation.
u line, the first of the seaMr. Tucker declined to resign.
It. was then family circle, she was also hospitable and
>dav evening, Nov. 25th,
voted to remove Mr. Tucker from the office social with all, kind and generous to those
of vice president and general manager.
> welcomed.The house
Mr.
iu the poorer walks »>f life. Her heart and
W alter G. Reynolds in WiuTucker, upon being notified of his removal hand were ever
open tov assist the needy, j
ued Nov. 27th, the Water- sent to President Tuttle and the executive
In her family the loss will be most keenly
utment being called.
The committee this letter:
felt. An only daughter is taken from the
•
tire is
unknown.
Loss
Portland, November 30, 1890.
a loving and faithful wife from the i
■J for 82,000.The sale of
Lucius Tuttle, President of the Boston & parents,
shoe factory was made to
Maine Railroad, and the chairman of the husband, and a true and affectionate mother
*rt Gray and O.
II. Hanexecutive committee of the Maine Central from the daughter, Alice G., and son, Wil't
Railroad:
city, Saturday morning.
liam Arthur all of whom have the sin*n which the sale was made
Gentlemen: l have been officially inforiucere sympathy of the
community. From
purchasers are to pay all bills en that my services as vice president ami
was connected with the
cut. to the creditors, the
general manager of the Maine Central Rail- early childhood she
E. Smith of 80,079.35, to road Company will lie no longer required. I Methodist Sunday school aud iu early
am deeply touched.
This act of kindness so womanhood became a member of the church.
1. The books in the concern
conceived and
consum1
cv
She was always active in forwarding the
Co. were examined by nobly teaches me that delicately
all is not base and
mated,
Oiimby of Bangor.Elisha j sordid in this world, and that the human work of the church, her last labor being as
late firm of Shaw, Son & heart, when connected with t e Boston Sc President of the Columbian
j
Society, during
ctlaud, died Nov. 50th, aged Maine Railroad, is capable of high ami lofty its efforts to raise the funds for the new
i- one of the oldest merchants
impulses. Wishing you a pleasant journey
church windows. She was also an active
and the first commercial trav- to Boston, this afternoon, I am, as ever,
Payson Tucker.
member of Aurora Rebekali Lodge, I. O. O.
sent a Maine firm.
He leaves
George F. Evans, assistant general man- F. and of the Non-Partisan W. C. T. U. The
son, George R. Shaw, a comof the Boston Sc Maine, was elected
ager
iv.dcr.
funeral was held at her late home Saturday
general manager of the Maine Central.
A reporter for the Press saw Mr. Tucker and was attended by a large number of
Secretary Olney received a at his house. Mr. Tucker said that he be- mourning relatives and friends. Rev. G. G.
«»u» Minister Terrell at Conlieved that the people of Maine would be in Winslow’s remarks were
very touching, and
Friday, that 2(3 women, wives sympathy with him. lie had been asked to
i American citizens, with resign, but he had nothing to resign for. He he paid a just tribute to the memory of the
had for 22 years, worked night and day to departed. Appropriate music was rendered
», will leave Harpoot at once
make the Maine Central a success and the
escort for America.
Twenby the Baptist quartette. The Rebekali Lodge
pride of the State. He had rajsed its value
• re
in a body, but did not hold serwomen, also wives of nat- from !?5 a share to a »>
cent, dividend attended
per
nt rican
citizens, will leave in a paying road. But, said Mr. Tucker, the lines vices. The floral offerings were numerous
The minister also states that have been drawing closer every
day. He and beautiful, and included the following
•'ii informed
by wire from Ma- could say one thing, that while he felt badly
From Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Smalley,
to
sever
his
connection
with
the
he governor of that province
road, and | pieces:
in the way he had, yet he felt a ! Chelsea, Mass., bouquet of chrysanthemums ;
by all the means in his power especially
freedom that had been a stranger co him for Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Woods, Orono, mat
ure of all persons on whose acyears. Mr. Tucker was visibly affected, but of
flowers; Mr. aud Mrs. William M. Woods,
: ication for permission to leave
was manly throughout the interview.
is made.
This is the first
i>
Mr. Evans, his successor, has been con- pillow, with name, “Emmie;” Mrs. Wiley,
fruit of the concession recent- nected with the Vandalia Road, then with calla lily ; Mrs. Joseph Tyler and Mrs. John
ly Minister Terrell in behalf of the Boston Sc Lowell, and more recently G. Damon, roses; Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
ind families of Armenians who with the Boston Sc Maine in the capacity
Haney, basket of flowers; Mr. and Mrs. D.
naturalized in the United mentioned.
N. Bird, ferns aud pinks; Mrs. A. R. Boynim ports from the navy yard at
Row at a Burnham Ball. Last June ton, Mrs. L. A. Bennett and Miss E. C.
that the historic frigate Conoid Ironsides,” is leaking Albert McNelley, who lives about a mile Frye, bouquet of 44 pinks; Mr. and Mrs. J.
therwise falling into such a out of Burnham village on Schoolhouse hill, G. Paul, bouquet of roses; Columbian Somade part of his house and barn into a ciety, wreath; Aurora Rebekali Lodge, emay that, unless Congress im■nakes an appropriation to have dance hall and began to have dances. They
blematical pillow ; True Hayford, roses ; Eva
a:lily repaired, the vessel will were attended by crowds from other towns,
Coombs, Georgie Maddocks and Snow
■*ie wreck before spring.
The
who came to have “a good time,” and from sisters, roses and pinks; Mrs. Burkett and
d well afford to spend a little
'.he preservation of a relic so all accounts had it. Thanksgiving eve the daughter, roses and pinks; Prof. C. D.
dance culminated in a row and as a result Woods, Orono, cut Mowers; Mrs. J. E. CotAn appeal was issued Friday
m ral
officers of the World’s a warrant was sworn out before Judge E. I). trell, roses.
iiiistian Temperance Union in Bickford for the arrest of William Hunter,
the Armenian refugees.
The
Guy McAlister, Frank Reynolds, Emanuel
Dr. Thomas Albert Foster, one of the old-tied by Frances K. Willard.IsaBrailey and Edward Brailey, all of Burn- est of Portland’s physicians, died in that
Agnes Slack, Anna Gordon,
ham. They were arrested by Constable
city at 2 p. m. Friday, Nov. 27th. Dr. Fosamlersou_Thanksgiving day
■
by observed throughout Cana- George W. Bickford on Saturday ami given ter hail been a victim of Bright’s disease for
a preliminary hearing, and the trial was set
ng the first occasion in whicli
Three weeks ago
about three months.
The
bans have kept the same day as for Tuesday morning at 10 o’clock.
Thursday he was confined to the bed, and
-ms.Prof. Benj. Aptlirop rase was heard before Judge Bickford in
Friday lie passed away after forty hours of
•
distinguished astronomer, the town hall, which was tilled witli witnespainless unconsciousness. The November
residence at Cambridge, Mass.,
ses and citizens, who had come from all over
of the Journal of Medicine and Scinight, from the result of iu- town to hear the case. After hearing the number
ence, Portland, contained a portrait of Dr.
ived by falling down stairs
m.
He was born in Boston in evidence, William Hunter, Guy McAlis- Foster, and a sketch of his life by Prof. I.
V lb he
graduated from Harvard, ter ami the two Brailey bo^s were each T. Dana of Portland, and by courtesy of the
dier massacre of Armenians is re- fined one cent and court costs, and Frank
publishers we are enabled to present the
have occurred in the vicinity of Reynolds was
discharged, as h e had tried portrait and sketch on the 2d page of this iso'.
It is rumored that more than
to stop the disturbance.
Each of those sue. The publication was intended to do
ns were killed.The lumber
fined were placed under $100 bonds on
honor to the living, as we were not aware of
ween the United States and Mexb'M ome so heavy that a steamship appearauce at the supreme court on the Dr. Foster’s illness, and the matter was in
first Tuesday of January, held in Belfast.
oner line, which will be devoted
type before his death. A native of Waldo
'radio exclusively, has just been
county, he was further identified with our
THE A B C OF IT.
"•<1. The company’s vessels, four
people by marriage, and his sou, Dr. B. BBarkA kidney education starts with:
t, will ply between Mobile, Ala.,
Foster of Portland, married a Belfast
lady,
'bine Pass, Texas, and all the At- ache means kidney ache, lame hack means
lame kidneys, weak back means weak kid- Miss Elizabeth M. Blodgett, a sister of Mrs.
rts of Mexico.A cyclone dePills.
11.
The
cure
means
Doan’s
W.
Kidney
mother
of
Quimby.
the
late Dr.
'1
section a mile wride and eight neys,
Read about the free distribution in this
in
length twenty miles southeast of paper, and call at Kilgore & Wilson’s, City Foster was Miss Joanna Carter of Mouta
member
of
the
well
known family of
ville,
I'exas, Nov. 25tli.
Me.
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The Waterville
in this city.
name
Evening Mail gives the following incident
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Drug Store, Belfast,

NUMBER 40.

that

Meeting

in Dr.

Waldo County Grange met Nov. 17th, with
Rising Sun Grange, East Knox. The day and

Foster’s

professional

career:

epidemic of cholera raged in
Waterville and Bangor sufficient to cause
great alarm and uneasiness. In this city it
raged among the French and at one time
there were over thirty cases. Dr. Foster
was studying medicine with Dr. Boutelle at
the time and he personally attended many
of the sufferers and afterwards contracted
Fifteen died in Waterthe disease himself.
ville during the short time the epidemic
lasted.
The funeral of Dr. Foster was held Monday forenoon at his late residence. There
was a large attendance of friends of the deceased, including many of the older citizens. The physicians of Portland were present in large numbers and the officers and
employees of the Union Mutual Life InsurIn

1855

an

Company went in a body,
being closed during the funeral.

traveling

the

News has been received by the relatives in
this city of the death, Nov. 14th, in Independence, Iowa, of William L., son of Dr.
Calvin Moore, aged about 36 years. The
deceased went from this city to California
with the family, returning later to Iowa,
where he married. His wife and one son
survive him. He had been afflicted with
asthma for many years and died from a complication of diseases. He visited Belfast
seven years ago, when he was the
guest of
Mr. II. J. Locke. But two of the children
of Dr. and Mrs. Moore are now
living, Mary,
who married a Mr. Johnson, and Edward,
who resides in California.
i

Was

Dean

People

to

Bryant?

Property In Philadelphia.

Capt. George H. French of Liucolnville
has written the Bangor Commercial at
length concerning the «.ase of Charles Bryant of
Philadelphia, over whose property
there has been so much litigation, because
of certain claims made hv Maine heirs to the
effect that Bryant was none other than Levi
T. Dean, formerly of Islesboro, and other
claims that Bryant was this or that man, in
fact anybody but the mau pretended to be.
Capt. French writes: “There is one strong
bit of evidence which I will mention ami
which was not used in the trial. The man
who is now postmaster here, was in 1855 and
and 1856 assistant with his brother, who
kept a grocery store and the postoffice, and
he says that in the summer of one of those
two years the bark M. E. Treat was hauled
up at his place and that at that time letters
were coming to this place from Philadelphia,
and directed to Charles Bryant, and that his
brother told him to give such letters to Capt.
Levi Dean.
If anyone will not take my
word for this Capt. Perry is here to answer

for himself.”
Capt. French says there have been four
trials over Bryant's property and there is to
be another when the heirs residing at Lincolnville will be properly represented in
court. He says that Dean was tattoed on
both arms and that the people who buried
him must have seen the marks. On one arm
in India iuk was a girl wearing a red ami
blue striped dress, an eagle aud a shield.
Somewhere on his body a full rigged ship
was tattoed and also three initial letters but
Mr. French says as he was a boy when he
saw them he cannot remember what they
were.
Capt. French says that the people at
Liucolnville who are certain that Dean ami
Bryant were the same mau remember things
ah ait him which would prove that they were
writes the Commercial
post office at Liucolnville
when Dean came in aud called for a
letter. He asked for it in such a low tone
that Capt. French did not hear the name,
but he remembers of the postmaster telling
Dean he had no right to give him letters
which were directed to another person. At
that time it was a well-known fact at Liucolnville that Dean had a wife in Philadelin the

phia.

the fall and winter of 1856 and 1857
Captain French says he and Deau were staying on the bark, which was frozen into the
ice at Pier No. 4, East River, New York.
One day Dean told Captain French to go up
to pier No. 40 and see if there was an extra
berth there. Captain French says he was
not gone so long as Dean expected he would
he aud when he came back he met a well
dressed woman with her face heavily veiled
coming off the bark. Capt. French believes
this woman was the Philadelphia wife.
Capt. French says he can produce eight or
In

ten

sea

captains

who

are

positive

that Deau

had been living in Philadelphia under the
name of Bryant for several years.

Winterport

Sea

Captain

An

Endowment

for

the E. M. C. S.

The friends of the Eastern Maine Confer-

Seminary at Bucksport are making a
special effort to secure an endowment lor
this seminary of $50,000. The time limit of
the conditional pledges is Jan. 1,1897.
At
the present time $17,000 have been paid in
notes of hand, and about the same amount
has been pledged, conditional upon the seence

There are
curing of the whole amount.
many friends and graduates of this school in
Boston and throughout Massachusetts who
are taking a lively interest in securing the
endowment fund.!

E. S. Pitcher
business.

Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore went to Boslast Friday on business.
Hon. Crosby Fowler of Unity was in Belfast Saturday on business.
Mr. and

ton

Dr. S. W. Johnson went to Providence, It.
on business.

I., Nov. 26th,

Martin Gannon of Livermore Frills visited
friends in Belfast last week.

will

Henry W. Dunton left Saturday fur North
Jay, where he has employment.
Miss Mabel It. Mathews went to Boston
to remain about three weeks.

Friday

Miss Charlotte T. Sibley lectured at Bar
Harbor Saturday and Sunday evenings.
Miss

to

Win. A. Faunce of Toledo, Ohio, arrived
last week for a short visit to friends in this

city.
Mrs. Stephen Chase of Rock laud is removher household goods to New York, where

ing

she will reside.

girls) will go to Washingthe inauguration of Pres.-

Mrs, W. W. Carter left Saturday for a
visit to her brothers in Nashua, X. H., and
Chelsea, Mass.

or

witness

elect McKinley, as guests of The Globe.
The trip will be made in special Pullman
cars, the party will see all the buildings,
etc., in the capital city and will stop at the
best hotel in Washington. All expenses, even

Mrs. Annie Vose of Forest City arrived
last Friday evening for a visit to the family
of Geo. E. White.
Francis A. Shaw arrived home Monday
from a visit of several weeks to friemls iu
Massachusetts.

paying for a substitute for the teachers
while absent, will be paid by The Globe.
See The Globe, daily or Sunday, for full

to

Rev. Geo.

particulars.
Lectures on

The next, meeting will he with Northern

Light

Grange, Winterport, Dec. 22d,
with the
following program: 1, Opening exercises; 2, Address of welcome
by Dora White; 3, response by A. E.
E. Nickerson; 4, report of Granges; 5, confering fifth degree; 0, remarks for good of
the order;?, appointment of committee; 8,
recess; 0, question, Resolved, That taxing
farm mortgages is double taxation. Afi\, D.
Dyer; Neg S. Thompson; 10, remainder of
program to be furnished by Northern Light
Grange.
Resolutions of Respect.
The following resolutions were passed by
Granite Grange Nov. 24, l.S'.Mi:
Whereas,we have been called to part with
another of our worthy members: Brother
David Kingsbury was called from his earthly tabernacle to enter the house not made
with hands, eternal in the Heavens, Nov. 13,
18<K>,
Resolved, That in the death of Brother
Kingsbury Granite Grange loses an esteemed and cheerful member, while we as brothers ami sisters must remember that our loss
is his gain.
Resolved, That we extend to his bereaved
wife and children in their deep affliction the
most heartfelt sympathy of
our
entire
Grange and commend them to the Savior,
who is a friend to the widow and fatherless;
for whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth.
Resolved, That a copy of the resolutions
be sent to the bereaved family ami a copy
be placed upon our records, and also that
they be published in the Belfast papers.

Mathews,
Fred Black,
W. J.

G. Chapin.

)

Theosophy.

Williams of Winterport, third officer
the Old Colony steamer Priscilla, the
finest vessel of her class in the world, came
home for Thanksgiving.
of

Frank Whitcomb, who lost lbs hand in
machinery in Pritchett & Sibley’s shoe
factory, is improving rapidly, and the injured limb is healing well.
the

Arthur Wyman of Auburn, formerly of
this city, has been appointed Deputy Warden of the Maine State Prison, ami moved
his family to Thomaston Saturday.
R. P. Chase, who has been confined to the
house since Nov. 32th by whooping cough,
complicated with throat troubles, was able
to attend the band rehearsal Monday • •ven-

Theosophy is not a religion distinct from
other religious, but the essence of every religion—the synthesis of philosophy, science
and religion. One who believes that all
great religions are aspects of the one infinite truth, believes in theosophy, whether he
acknowledges it to himself or not.
“The tlieosophical movement is a move-

ing.
and Mrs James Burgess of Searsmont
last week cti route to Mntinieus Rock Light Station t<» visit Mrs. Burgess parents, Mr. and Mrs. Altivcrde N*»r
Mr.

were

man.

1

i

j

Sumatra tobacco for

use

in

his

business.
a deal

high priced article, making
worth noting.

This is

a

Mathews Bros, have an unusual number
of high-class orders on hand. They include
the inside and outside finish, doors and
sashes, of a line summer residence on the
Eastern Maine coast. The house is to have
14-inch columns with elaborately carved
capitals. The doors and windows are of
cypress. They also have orders for an elegant summer residence on Cape Cod, with
cherry doors; a lot of circle-top church windows for Dorchester, Mass., the finish of a
Gothic top church in Newton, Mass.; and
the finish, including 4-incli mouldings of
western pine, for Boston parties.
Islfsboro. There was a quiet home wedding Saturday, Nov. 28th, at the residence of
Capt. Geo. A. Warren, North Islesboro, the
happy pair being Miss Lottie, youngest
daughter of Capt. Warren, and Mr. Bert I.

Parker of Castine. Rev. James Boyd officiatOnly the immediate relatives of the
bride and groom were present. Mrs. Parker
is one of the town’s most highly esteemed
young ladies and a very successful teacher
in the town schools.
She will be greatly
missed.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker will reside in
winter.
Bucksport the present
ed.

Bucksport.

in

She wbi

spend

the

w ;i r

;i

Belfast.
Mrs.

S. A. Chase of Mamtou, Co

who

! has been
visiting Mrs. Geo. W. Benson, left
J Monday for Boston, where she will spend

the winter. Mrs. Benson accompanied her
| for a short visit.
Tuttle, who lias been emphyed
store in Lewiston, lias
situation with Meyers A Cm of Boston.
His
father, \V. C Tuttle, visiteil hiia u that
city the past week.
Frank A.

in

!

jewelry

a

Among the students in the Bang* r Busi('oilege, commercial department, are
ant\
It >y A.
the following from Waldo
Gurney, Waldo, Geo. F Libby, Freed mi;
Ralph < i Pitcher, Belfast.
ness

j

Albert B. Hutchins was at i■ •:i.«*
Mr.
Penobscot Monday and Tuesday

Mrs.
from

1

and Mrs. Hutchins w ,11 spend the
Penobscot ou account of Mr. IB

wint-r

in

lcaith,

s

which has improved since g dig there
Waldo County,
Mr. and Mrs. Cushing K. Wa*R*, eft 1 few
asking for a conference with a view to im- j
s after their marriage, which was s, emu*
da}
proved and more uniform work in the j ized Nov. IStli, for their home in New I. uischools. A meeting will probably be held
don, Conn., w'her Mr W. will resume 1 s
in the near future.
business, which during lus absence lias been
The regular meeting of the School Comin charge of George Hartshorn.
It was i
held

superintendent

various

1

of

j

mittee

Monday evening.

was

decided to start the special school as soon as
possible. Messrs. Sibley, Wardwell and
Tilton

were

appointed

special

a

committee

j

Among our people who spent Thanksgiving out of town were Mrs. Robert Waterman and grandchildren in Camden
Miss

consider the case of some apparently I Annie L. Wiides in Monroe; Ambrose ,1.
confirmed truants. The committee having I Morrison in Brunswick; Mr. and Mrs C C.
the improvements at the Upper Grammar Rowe and Miss Berry in Brooks.
to

School building in charge reported that they
have contracted with R. P. Sticknev to put
a 28-inch Port laud furnace into that school-

observed the both anniversary b

house to supplement the present heating
apparatus. The question of partitioning the
Central Intermediate schoolrooms, similar
to the schoolrooms in the other buildings
was referred to the Ward 2 committee.

ca

E. S. Pitcher
business.

a

was

in Cnstine

Tuesday

on

Joseph Williamson, Esq., left Tuesday for
week’s business trip to New York.

and Mrs. Charles Cram of Portland
visited Mrs. William Crosby last week.
Mr.

George Kuowlton arrived home yesterday
Boston, where he has been employed.
W. Willis arrived home Tuesday

Mrs. E.

from

a

Mr. and Mrs. Charles MiRiken o!

visit to relatives in Massa-

chusetts.
Mrs. Z. S. Richards arrived home Saturday
a visit of six weeks to friends in Mass-

t!

igusra

Bangs

Sidney,

of

No'-,

1Mb

Bruns
The Mace family had a reunion
(
wick, Thanksgiving Day, at tin* home
and

Mrs.

Frank H.

Stephenson.

family.
Capt. James Hendersoi of Portlaml, t rmerly of Belfast, will probably lose his
right arm. A few years ago a small sore appeared on his hand and in spite >f ah that
could be done for ’tit grew until the surgeons
say the only chance for his life is :<• amputate the arm.
December btli, Mrs. I’. CI.enery. now in
Boston, Mrs. Margaret Burdette, Misses Anne

Crosby

and Louise Ha/.eltine o!

t

achusetts.

e.in

John O.

Johnson of Liberty

yesterday,
a

on

his way to

was

Bangor

in town

attend

to

meeting of the Loyal Legion.
True Hay ford left Tuesday morning for

Portland,
ant

where he has

a

position

as

assist-

steward of the Maine Central restaurant.

Charles Clark, who has been engaged
tishing the past season at Matinicus, arrived home yesterday to remain during the

in

winter.

Eugene Adams

and wife

were

in

Belfast

week, returning home to
Whitman, Mass., from a Thanksgiving visit
to friends in Hampden.

the

first of

the

Mason has returned from Portland, where he went for treatment of his left
eye, which was injured a few weeks ago
Howard F.

while he

ami

spend

the winter in

<

ity

rrn.i-

Europe.

Mss

ICazeltine went to Boston M..mla\ ate! the
others will follow later. Mr and Mrs. Y B.
ila/.eltimBoston
see

the

and

Mrs.

J. II

Tuesday

and wili go
,ff.

part v

Howes
to

went

Now \

k to

Among those who spent Thanksgiving in
Belfast, we noticed Edward H. Dunbar of
Plymouth, Mass., with Mr. and Mrs. IB urv
Dunbar; Mr. and Mrs. John 11. Cordon of
Brooks, with Mr. and Mrs. (’. F. Shaw Mr.
and Mrs. William Grady of Palermo, with
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Norton; W. H. Dmsmore of Waterville, with Mr. and Mrs. B. C.
Dinsmore; Clias. A. Harriman, wife and
child of Bath and Fred A. Harriman of
Waterville, with Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Harriman—Mrs. C. A. Harriman and child will
remain about

week,

a

but

the

“hoys’

re-

home Friday; W. C. Crawford of
Boston with his sisters, the Misses Crawford; Oscar 11. Fall, Newburgh, with Joseph
G. Patterson; Miss Jane A. M< Lellau from
Boston, with her parents; George F. Harriman, Esq., of New York, with relatives; P.
C. Peirce, from Massachusetts, with Ins
turned

was at work on granite.
It was
that a small piece of steel had penetrated the eye, and that the eye was shrinking away. The surgeons removed the eye,
Nov. 30tli, and he is now' gaining in health

family. Benj.

quite rapidly.

with his parents.

found

The

party consisted of Mrs. John A. Mm «*, Senior; John A. Mace and family, F. H Stephenson and family: and A. J. Morris m and

will sail from New York for the .Men

Robert Waterman and two grandchildren returned Tuesday from a visit to
friends in Camden.

mar-

>

S.

from

Mrs.

r

e

riage last week by a reception, w! a i. w is
largely attended. Mr. Milliken \\.:> b.>m in
Scarhoro, Nov. JO, lsJl. He marvi- i:.

Mr.

PERSONAL.

J-Committee.
)

Mr. I. L. Perry, manufacturer of the Belfast cigar, has just bought 1,030 pounds of

at Matinieus

which makes for the brotherhood of
It includes other organizations and
persons besides those who are in the theoton.
sophical society, including many who do not
cotisci'»us!y recognize themselves as being a
Miss Mary P. Beaman, who conducted a
part of this movement.
in New Hampshire the past
“The tlieosophical society is an integral j Kindergarten
movement, organized with the express pur- j summer, spent Thanksgiving with low sLstr:
ment

from

Industries.

home last
in Wolf-

arrived

Z. R.

Mr. George D. Ayers of Boston delivered
a course of lectures on Theosophy and allied
subjects at the Universalist vestry Tuesday
and Wednesday, afternoon and evening.
His audiences were small, hut those who
heard one lecture attended all subsequent
ones.
He handled his subject in a logical
way, and after each lecture invited anyone
present to ask questions, which invitation
was accepted
and many valuable points
brought out. In his lecture yesterday afternoon, upon “The Laws of Compensation
and Rebirth,” he said, in part:

evening
Concerning Local

Tufts

E.

Thursday from a visit of five weeks
ville, Nova Seotia.

j

tesies.

Hattie E. Robbins arrived home Tuesa visit in Lawrence, Mass.

day evening from

The Boston Globe has started a voting
decide who are the 30 most popular school teachers (men or women) in New
England. The 30 successful teachers with

ton

Boston Monday to

Mrs. B. O. Norton and child spent Sunday
relatives in Knox.

contest to

pupils (boys

to

with

number of The Boston
be issued on Sunday,
Dec. 13th. It will be filled with exquisite
illustrations in colors and half-tone. There
will be poems, music and stories suited to
the Christmas season, together with all the
news, and a multitude of striking features.
This issue will be worth many times the
price charged for it. Readers should place
their orders with their newsdealers at once,
as there will be an
unprecedented demand
for this edition of The Boston Sunday
Herald.

30

Waterville Friday

in

Horatio Spicer went
spend the winter.

The Christmas

Sunday Herald

was

on

The Forest and Stream Publishing ComNew York, announce their supplement to Small Yachts, by W. P.
Stevens,
containing examples of yachts and small
craft built in England and America between
181)0 and 1890, with working drawings and
complete details of construction. Price
§4 00.

bury: Rising Sun, Knox, by Win. Eiliott;
Haft est Moon, Thorndike, by R. Gross; Silver Harvest, Waldo, by
E. E. Clements;
Mystic, Belmont, by O. C. Cammett; Union
Harvest, Moutville, by M. E. Herriman;
Its first object, is to
pose of forwarding it.
Dirigo, Freedom, by B. F. Foster; Seaside, found a universal brotherhood without any
A.
L.
Belfast, by
Mudgett; Ritchie, Waldo, j distinction whatever. The society has no
creed, except what, can be implied from this
by J. G. Harding; Hillside, Thorndike, by N
the belief in the desirability of
Littlefield ; Sunlight,Knox,by Sister Shibles ; object—viz.,
obtaining such a nucleus.
Northern Light, Winterport, by D. Dyer.
“Its subsidiary objects are: (a) to study
the ancient
A class of 13 was instructed in the fifth
religions, philosophies and
and demonstrate the importance of
degree. Remarks fur the good of the order i sciences,
such study ; (b) to investigate the unexwere made by
Freeman W. Shepherd, A. plained laws of nature and tile psychical
The mem hers st udy
L
E. Merriam and Sisters Shorey
powers latent on man.
j andMudgett, The noon recess was
but they ao-ept or reject what
then ta x n. theosophy,
Billings.
j
they choose. By this freedom in thought
The programme in the afternoon, as carried ami investigation, they arrive at important
out, was music by the choir; Question, Re- results.”
Mr. Ayers is taking measures t<> form
solved, That the district system for common
schools is preferable to the town system, local branch of the Tlieosophical Society of
discussed by A. L. Mudgett, B. F. Foster. D. America.
Dyer, E. Merriam, ,1. G. Harding, W.
The Belfast Schools.
Shorey, F. W. Shepherd and Dr. Mitchell;
music; song by Annie A bom ; rec. by Sister
Superintendent Brick is preparing a sysIngraham; music; dec. by RobieMcGray; tern of supplemental reading for the rural
instrumental music
by Bro. and Sister schools similar to that in use in the central
Aborn and song by A. L. Mudgett. A vote
schools.
of thanks was given Rising Sun for courSuperintendent Brick has written to the

Boston, Nov.

headquarters

PERSONAL.

pany,

crowned with peace and plenty. The faithful shall hear these glad words, “Well done,
thou good and faithful servant, enter thou
into the vineyard and partake of the fruits
of thy industry.” Again, sisters and brothers, I give you all a glad welcome, and as
you go to your several homes may you each
carry with you some beautiful thoughts
garnered in from out of the beautiful harvest offered you here to-day, to be written
upon memory’s golden tablet in remembrance of this day, as a day well spent.
The response was by A. L. Mudgett.
Twelve Granges responded to the roll call, as
follows: Honesty, Morrill, by I. Wood-

Missing.

27. Capt. Win. M. Howes
of the schooner Leander V. Beebe now in
this port has been missing since last Monday, and it is generally believed that lie has
absconded with the vessel’s freight money,
amounting to nearly $2,000.
The schooner arrived here Nov. 4th with a
cargo of cotton. Capt. Howes was considered thoroughly reliable and honest.
He is a
widower and belongs in Winterport, Me.,
where he has two children.
lie gained considerable notice last January by rescuing the greater portion of the
Cuban fillibusteringexpedition on hoard the
steamer J. W. flaw kins which sank off
Montauk Point, Jan. 28th. Capt. Howes’
vessel was in the immediate vicinity.
He has been a frequent visitor at the
of the Cuban Junta in New
York when his vessel w as at that port and
Capt. L. V. Beebe, the owner of the schooner,
stated to-day that he would not be surprised
to learn that Capt. Howes had gone to Cuba
in the interest of the insurgents’ cause.

Periodicals.

daily

the very elements have seemingly combined at times to carry sorrow and destruction to mankind. Yet through all this warfare, through all these scenes of sorrow and
destruction, with the eye of faith we can see
the bright and beautiful banner of peace
and good will to mankind floating o’er our
country, the sunshine of prosperity basking in our midst, the efforts of the laborer

May

A

and

papers will not be able to devote the greater
part of their space to foot-ball.

even

Captain French
was

liue for the time of year and

say to those sisters aud brothers of our
subordinate granges, who sit with folded
hands aud do not and will not take part in
the programmes of your grange, you are not
receiving the benefit from the grange that
you ought; and whose fault is it? It is your
own, my sister or brother, and who is it that
is eternally croaking that the grange is
dying, that it is of no good to any one?
It is the self same sister or brother. Who is
there, having arrived at the years of
and
taken upon themunderstanding
selves the pledge
of a true Patron of
Husbandry, that does not indeed feel that
she or he should endeavor to live up to a
higher standard of morality? We all exert
an influence upon those with
whom we
mingle for good or ill. Let our lives be
such that our influence will ever be for the
good of all. There are many of you who
know, without a doubt, that the grange in
the past has been of great help financially to
the farmer.
It has many times been one of
the ways and means of bringing the producer nearer the purchaser, thereby doing
away with the middleman and giving his
profit to the farmer. That it will be of help
financially to the farmer in the future we
have no doubt. In the recent past; yes, we
mi'jbt say for several years past, a great
wane"*' bus been going on throughout our
country between labor and capital, and

uot mistaken.

that he
in 1854,

Papers

Winter is usually looked forward to with
dread,but there is consolation in the fact that
when it sets in in good earnest, the

socially, morally, and we hope financially. The grange has been a'great benefactor socially to m my of the farmers aud
their families and it might be of help to
many more if they would take advantage of
the opportunities therein; and let me now

Robie, Hon. M. F. King, Judge Percival
Bonney, Dr. Augustus S Thayer, Dr. S. H.
Weeks, Dr. S. C. Gordon and Dr. Charles
O. Hunt. The brief services, consisting of
prayer, reading of the scriptures and remarks, were conducted by Rev. Dr. Dalton.
The interment was in Evergreen cemetery.

Claim of Maine

were

County Grange.

mer,

bearers were four officers of
Mutual and four physicians, as follows:
President F. E. Richards, Hon. Frederick

The Norwegian brig S. N. Hanson, which
arrived at Garstou, Euglaud, Nov. 30 from
Apalachicola, Fla., brought to port three of
the crew of the American brig Mary T.
Kimball, Captain Bowers, from Mobile,
August 29, for Guantanamo. The men were
picked up Oct. 3 in latitude 29 N., longitude
74 West. The Kimball foundered Sept.
22,
and her captain aud four of the crew were
lost. The Camden Herald says: “Capt.
Bowers was a native of this place and very
favorably known here. He leaves an aged
mother, Mrs. O. D. Bowers, a wife and two
sons, who reside in Boston, a sister, Mrs. Albert Hall of Boston, and one brother, Orrison I). Bowers of this place.
His wife was
Miss Rebecca Annis of Camden, aud who is
now visiting
her relatives at Simonton’s
Corner.
Capt. Bowers began following the
sea when eighteen years old, and worked
hard and faithfully all the years following.
He sailed August 29th, on his 56th birthday,
from Mobile, Alabama, the home port of the
brig, the Mary T. Kimball, a vessel built in
East Machias. His death seems a peculiarly
sad one, and great sympathy is manifested
for his sorrowing relatives to whom the
i/low came without warning.”

Waldo

hall was filled solid full of sturdy Patrons.
The meeting was promptly called to order
by Worthy Master Harding. The address
of welcome was by Mrs. Jeunie McGray,
and was as follows:
Worthy Master, Sisters and Brothers: To
me has been assigned the duty of extending greetings to you to-day and in behalf
of W aldo County Pomona I extend to you all
a cordial welcome. In behalf of our subordinate grange, I bid you welcome to our fraternal home. Our grange home is not as beautiful as many of you have, our privileges
for entertaining you to-day are not what we
wish they were; but such as we have we
give unto you freely and cheerfully. We
have met to-day for the benefit of the far-

offices
The pall
the Union

ance

of

the

■

[
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Hazeltiue, .Jr., from Boston,

Literary

A

Sensation.

Obituary.

A Piece ol Fiction Convulses South Boston from
Centre to Circumference.

The October number of The

contained

1> >ston.

Its

en'thing of

a

south
s

short story entitle ! “A Little
was laid in

a

the sceue of which

Fool,"
in

people

among the

perhaps

is

publication
tempest in

oi' that

resulted
a

locality,

strange w!i<*u

not

characters is
there

The following obituary, condensed from
tile Christian Mirror, was evidently first
published in a Kansas paper: Died in
Chapman, Kan., Nov. 8th, at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Scott E. Poor, Mrs.
Catherine O. Jordan, widow of Rev. Win.
V. Jordan, who was an esteemed member of
tile Oxford Conference of churches. The
burial took place Nov. 10th, and the remains
were laid to rest in Indian Hill
cemetery,
beside the husband, who crossed over the
river seven years ahead of her. The subject of this sketch, Catherine O. Jordan, was
horn eiglity-two and one-half years ago in

Century

one

teapot
which
of the

mule to say:
“Ol course
nice people in South B >s-

tew

are a

tou; they hid

live there because

to

j

they

factories and things, and have to be
them; but then again, there are such j
dreadful neighb >rhoods there."
The !
story is very bright and original and the
own

near

authors name
This

Poor.

was

proved

given
to

Agues Blake

as

be the writer’s

1

own

Result of

“real, true" name, and she lives no
farther from Boston than Walnut street

her

writings
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lJt.AK.I-: Poor.
I ran
say any more than
Mi>s
“on .Mr.
GibleTs
1 lie matte! concerns him more
!’
asked me t<> write such a
>’mc'stei! that 1 make it brief.
A

understood,

or
went on, “that 1
ps i.f my own accord in
d
Mi. (older asked me
iei it..
i Should not have
more about ii
i had not
s"
by t he ejiorters.’'

in* .-r

■

'.od

r.

o,-ii

tli
>•

M:ss
v

.adoeii here

i

comments,
i.-diy o-mplimentary to reporters,

a

«

out to

vv

11•

’’.it

some

interview her about her
read it, ascertain of

having

iat; had done.
Poor lives with her father, Mi. H.
Poor, the publisher of Poor’s Kailmad Manual.
Their home is at JS'J Walnut >;ic t. Krookliue, one of the mostdesiralde } oi lions of that aristocratic subu rb.
The in-use is big and old, and with that
utnm.spheie which only time, wealth and
the long residence in it of a cultivated
family "an give. The big rooms are beautiful.y and richly furnished, but they are
evident1.\ rooms iu which people live and
work.
Ttm hi.use is verily “founded upon a
V"> k.‘
f*-i several rods of the high wall
rises from the sidewalk iu front of
v. a fmm the soiid rock
itself. The
s
•immnd it are spaeious and unite
ai
-a .Mim Agree the charm of nature
m:.:
The family is one of the wealth!1
i\’:in*, and in social standing
m- i_ the liist in t*-wu,
M:ss
herself is a woman of middle
attiactive. pleasant face, and a
•hajming voice.
c
"ks out upon the world through
.ism's, and wt-ars her
plentiful gray hair
b.
sti’aigbl back from her face. No
"in* -ml talk with her foi even a
very few
min-'t-'S without coming to realize that
she
.tii earnest,
thinking woman, who
i ;s st.-c:: mil 'll "i life and of the
world,
a. «•: idly considers the resu&of her
"hs'-rv aliens.
M:>s
lias been a contributor for
nn;i
i'* rlie leading
magazines of
ii.
"A Little Fool” was not
hei
:>t
means.
She lias
essay by any
lir.en frequently for the New
Kugland
Magazine, in which as in most other pubinations .inti1 recently, her stories have
appeared over the name of “Dorothy
Preseott
not as has been
incorrectly
stated. "‘Dorothy Brookline.”
of
this. Miss Poor said: “I
Apropos
think nom-de-illumes are foolish, and I
w ish 1 had
begun to write over my own
name.*'
Lei first novel of any length, “Brothers
and strangers,’’appeared about three years
ago, and was very favorably noticed. Miss
Poor resides in Brookline for six months
of the year and spends the rest at her
ountrv place at Andover, Me.

the

Miss

\
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Canadians

onservative

A

in

flaine.

estimate

places

A.

Foster, M. 1).

number of French Canadians in Maine at
the pietent time at
bo,000. About half
ice-.*- tie found in the six
manufacturing
centres.
Biddeford and Saco
in

have,

numbers, about 11,000; Lewiston
ib 1,1 n, 11,000;
Waterville, b.bOO:
t;,d
nnsw irk,
g.bOO. Probably 10,000
-r
in
!
in the extreme northern and
v.< .s:. iu
pan of the State in the region
ai-ng the Canadian line, the rest are, for
th> n.part,
scattered, a few hundred
in a )'i;n
among the larger towns and
<*itit >.
Among them are 4,000 real estate
«i«'nei>
with property aggregating sg
m ).
o<
boo,
■

uiio

n;d

A
1 Ji

Election
Tlie

Eraiuls

in

Republican
Tennessee,with

lennessee.

j

_

Miss Florence Wells

|

It lias been

conclusively proved that disease geims—whether of the bacillus or funkind—do
not
thrive in healthy persons
gus
and that when they do find lodgment they
may be expelled by taking into the system
the particular element that is needed to
make healthy conditions in blood and tissue.
Angier’s Petroleum Emulsion supplies tlie
vital elements so much needed by those
afflicted with weak lungs, bronchitis, consumption, scrofula and other wasting diseases.
It expels disease by revitalizing the
blood and building healthy tissue.
I'nlike

Cod Liver Oil it disturbs no function ami is
perfectly agreeable to take.

NERVe-LIFB

j

j

~

Delay

The free silverites

restores

are

making

Complete

entertain-

efforts to show that after all the free
silver issue was not so disastrous to the

tion is

election of 1892 the

which proves that

Kentucky.
North

Dakota.

Oregon.

Populist. 2,381
National Democratic_

Total....110,410

South Dakota.

West Virginia.

Wyoming.

200

Totals. 27,300
57
These 57 votes taken from Mr. McKinand
added
2S0
to
Mr. Bryan’s 107
ley’s
would give Mr. Bryan a bare majority.
But the free silverites say nothing about
the immense revolution in sentiment that
would be necessary to change 30,000 votes,
not in one State but in eight widely scattered States with varying interests and
differing currents of public sentiment.
They also neglect tin; interesting fact that
a change of 30,000 votes in
Bryan States
would have inlluenced exactly the same
number of votes in the electoral college:
Votes

Changed.

Electors

Changed.

The new commercial treaty between
Japan and China embodies all the privileges hitherto enjoyed by subjects or citi-

of western powers in China under
whatsoever treaty or convention obtained.
It also secures to Japan the customs now
in force, so that China cannot, by special
arrangement with western states, make
any change to which Japan is not a conzens

senting party.

|

118,304

The

Silver

Trust

Campaign

A

handful of silver millionaires—the
kings—gave the pledge at Chicago

that if there

was an

unequivocal declara-

tion for free silver

would

furnish

|
j
!

a

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores
to
all
development
parts of the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the iirst day’s use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
Stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

sleep.

KALAMAZOO.

MICH?

“Qonsumption

is not directly inherited, but only
the tendency to contract thedisease.
In any stage of this malady nothing is so effectual as

ANGIER'S

ETROLEIM
EMULSION
Prompt

I

bullion

refreshing

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,

Fund.

_
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8
11
12
12
4

57
Subtract these votes from Mr. Bryan’s
column and he has only 110 left and Mr.
McKinley’s majority rises to 227! In all
these States the tide was setting strongly
against free silver, as all were carried by
reduced majorities.
In the States of the
free silver consolation table the soundtide
was
money
rising, as the results in
neighboring States prove.
It is a waste of time for the free silverites to labor over their corpse.
Life is
extinct.
The burial should he as speedy
and as quiet as possible.
[N. Y. World.

18%.
80,425
32,217
1,571
2,287
1,804

This shows an increase of nearly 2,000
in the total vote, a Republican increase of
17,500, a Democratic decrease of nearly
10,000, a shrinkage of one-half in the
Prohibition vote aud of about 100 in the
Populist vote. The Palmer and Buckner
vote amounts to only 1,804, which, however, exceeds the one per cent, requisite
to be entitled to regular nominations.
Subtracting this vote from the Democratic loss, it appears that about 14,000
Maine Democrats cast their ballots for
McKinley, the rest being made up by
votes of Prohibitionists.
The net result
then of Bryanism in Maine is tha splitting of the party and the carrying of onethird of it bodily into the Kepi blican
The moral is that it pays better
camp.
to stick to principles and not to be enticed
to running after false gods.
It will take
the organization in this State a long time
to recover from the blows self-indicted between June and September of the
year
1890.
[Portland Advertiser.
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2,000
500
(5,000

!

are:

Prohibitionist. 3,002

a

15
13
3
4
4
0
3

000

figures

Democratic.48,044

Electors

3,500

November

Republican.(12,923

change of about 30,000 votes in eight McKinley States would have given Bryan the
presidency by a majority of one:
Votes

the

1892.

Their favorite consola-

this table,

of

facts.

Democratic party, even if there was a big
electoral and overwhelming popular ma-

jority against it.

returns

election in Maine present some interesting :
Compared with the Presidential

ing

leading Re- Kansas. 4,000
publicans from all portions of the State, Nebraska. 1 nou
North Carolina. 8,000
dosed a session last week after
having Tennessee. 5,000
unanimously resolved to investigate alleg- Virginia. 0,000
ed election frauds in that State, and inaug- Washington. 2,500
urate a contest for the
Totals. 20,500
Governorship and

The Germs of Disease.

person t.o.
among the
building of

relieve cough, promote
appetite, aid digestion and r-t.■
lost flesh, it is, unlike Cod I.iv r
Oil, perfectly agreeable to taka',
Even in the last stages when tit
cough, diarrhoea and night sweats
are wasting the body away, the distressing symptoms can be greatly
relieved by this preparation.
to

Druggists 50c. and $1.00. Pamphlet mailed
free.

ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON.

coinage they
campaign fund of #1,200,000.

The declaration was made, and more than
this sum was paid. Taken into consideration with this contribution the fact that
the mines of these silver kings are valued
at #122,000,000, and the silver product in
1895 was worth $32,250,000, and it is noted how easy they could give. If they had
been victorious it meant an additional
yearly profit of $15,000,000. This sum
was not expended by the National Democratic committee, but by committees controlled by the contributors themselves.
The mine owners of Colorado alone made
up a campaign purse of more than $408,000, and this for a State with a voting
population of not quite 178,000.
The Alumni of Colby have already subscribe el about $4,000 towards the uew
Alumni Chemical building. Rev.William
Ilowe, D.D.,of Cambridge, Mass., class of
1833, has not only maele a subscription
towards this building fund, but he has
paid it.

A HEALTH

BUILDER
TN

•J*

constructing a building
you must begin at the

foundation. It is so with the
“L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters.
They make stomach and digestion right, and thus furnish
good material with which to
build. You will have a good
strong body in which to dwell
if you use “ L. F.”
35c.

a

bottle.

Avoid Imitations.

pioneers

that

came

with

the

the railroad in l*i(j, to
bring
civilization to the State of Kansas, and did
their share to give the early settlement a
start in tile right, direction. Sin e then their
interests have centered here, and thus they
chose as their tinal resting-place the same
hill that their dusky neighbors did. The

Doctor

1

200

indorse a contest upon the part of candidates for Congress.
The Republicans
claim that these fiauds are
far-reaching
and surpass anything heretofore practised, and that iu live West Tennessee counlies alone enough votes were transferred
from the Republican to the Democratic
ticket in tlie count to overcome the
alleged Democratic majority in the State.

a

ease over this country,
tile desire leads
Wm, V. Jordan and wife were

choosing'home wherever
a

same

iutiueuces that

brought father,

mother

and daughter to Kansas has sent, tile eldest
son. V\ i 11 is, to the far West,
Washington,
another son, it. M.. to New York. Their
youngest sou, Forest, was buried in the
home State, in the cemetery at Andover,
Me. Grandma, as she was’ always railed
here, was a patient, lovable woman, always
cheerful, a life-long Christian who lived out
her belief and had a host of friends, for ail
who knew her could not. ic.it hive and admire
her sweet, bright life. While her death was
expected, her loss will long or mourned by
those with whom she had lived.

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral

Slate Executive Com-

mittee of

sible to travel with

an

Consulted

California. 3,000
Indiana. 11,500
the

AVFP’<s-Cherry
I Lrflv ^ Pectoral.

active number of the American MediI contracted a severe cold, which settled
cal Association and for several terms has
on my lungs, and I did what is often done
been a member of the Judicial Council of
in such cases, neglected it, thinking it would
Tliomas Albert Foster, M. D., son of the
Association.
go away as it came; hut I found, after a
little while, that the slightest exertion
Thomas 1>. and .Ioanna (Carter) Foster,
During the war in 18(>2, when an appeal
pained me. I then
was
made
for
to
leave
their
was born in Moutville, Waldo Co.,
surgeons
Me.,
homes and go to Washington for hospital
Feb. 20, 1827.
lie was tin* fifteenth chib!
work, he promptly responded, and perin a family of twenty-one children.
who found, on examining my lungs, that (lie
foimed a month's valuable service in the
upper part of the loft one was badly affected,
His father died in Is; | leaving his widow
kindly and Ackenton hospitals, which
lie gave me some medicine which" I took as
with a large family and limited means for | were crowded with wounded men from
directed, but it, did not seem to do an\ good.
Cen. Pope’s army.
Fortunately. ! happened to read in AVer's
their suppo t.
Almanac, of the effect that Ayer's Cherry
lie was early appointed United States
Pectoral had mi others, and 1 determined to
The mother, with that devotion to her
for
the State!
give it a tri.i 1. After taking a few doses my
| pension examining surgeon
was relieved, and before 1 had finj children that only a mother can have, did of Maine, and continued such until the ! trouble
ished the bottle I was cured.’”—A. Fit lak.
formation
of
the
Boaid
of
her part, well, to continue the best interest
Examining j
watchmaker,
Orangeville, Out.
!
in !s7:,. of which he was made j
of the family and lived to an advanced Surgeons
a
;
member, and also elected president of
; age. and saw the result of her moral and
the Board, a position which he held until
i
religious training as developed in the ma- ISM. when he lesigned. lie was a memHighest Awards at World’s Fair.
1 ture lives of her
ber of ward four of the common council
children.
1
of the city of 1 ortland in 187-.
At the age of twelve years, Tliomas A.
Ayer's l*ills Cure Indigestion.
in ISM h»‘ was appointed Medical Di- J
went into the busy world to care tor him- j
sell', unaided pecuniary;., but with lesolu- recti 1 of the Union Mutual Life Insurance
| li"i’ and force of eharactei that overcomes Co., a position which he still holds.
di <1 itii.•;ilties, and which has been more
Dr. Foster’s ability as a writer upon
medical subjects, his clear and concise
; 1 ully developed in his subsequent life.
IPs summers were spent in working on presentation as iouiul in his various pub; a farm am!
during the winter season he | lished reports, have received favorable
attendee. school.
public and merited recognition.
lie recei ved his c ar.lv education in : he
i
Among his contiibutions to medical litischools cf his own C wn and Freedom ; erature the most important are “Deports
on
the Epidemics in Maine in 1Sim-07,” I
Ills
wns
so
Academy.
progress
rapid that j
of sevento* n he became a | “Sanitary ('ondition of Portland in 1n)7,*’ !
1 at the ag
j teacher and for ten successive years lie j “Inlluenza,” '‘Sti ictnre of the Urethra,” J
i taught school during the fall and winter. 1 “( ase of Ca-sai ian Section," Effects of
j during which time he was three times ; Psychological Influence upon Disease,”
! principal of Freedom Academy.
essa> on “Co-education of the Sexes.” n
IK began the study <u medicine in the review of “Clark’s Sex in Education,”
year IS.*.:; with Dr. V H. Boutelle, a lead- essay on “Exeicise in Health and DisHaving visited New Y<uk and Boston and
ing physician of Waterville and Kennebec ease." “The Little Things in Obstetrics,”
made a very thorough examination of all
County, attended lectures at the Albany etc.
the NEW and DESIRABLE STYLES in
Medical College, X. Y., and the PennsylFor a number of years J)r. Foster was
millinery, we feel confident we can please
vania Medical College in Philadelphia, and an active member of the Portland Fraterour customers with our
took his M. T). degree at the latter insti- nity, and among the papers presented by
goods and taste in
tution in the spring of 185(5.
trimming.
lie com- him to that organization which attracted
menced practice with his preceptor at special attention were the following:
Waterville, where he remained about three
“Paupers and Pauperism;” “Rings,
Ism sand l’athies;” “History of Philosyears.
During the winter of 1858 and ’59, he ophy;” “The Irish People;” “Some
will have charge of the trimming departfurther prosecuted his studies in the Col- thoughts about Beliefs;” “Necessity, its
ment, and as she is direct from one of the
lege of Physicians and Surgeons in New relation to Success and Failure in Bite:”
largest and most stylish work-rooms in
York and at Philadelphia.
In March, “Mind and Matter;” “Religion and MorBoston, where she has been at work with
1859, he came to Portland, where he still ality,”
first-class milliners,she is prepared to give
resides.
He retired from active practice
Socially he is a member of Ancient
Landmark Lodge No. —, F. &. A. M.,
about eight years ago.
you all the new ideas. We keep constantHe was recognized by the medical pro- Blanquefort Connnandry, Beacon Lodge,
ly on hand a full line of
fession as a skilful physician, well versed Falmouth Encampment, 1. O.U. F., Bramin the most modern and successful treat- liall Lodge, K. of P.
ment of diseases, a careful counselor and
He filled the position of city physician
of Portland for two or more years, and
well read in medical literature.
His large practice and experience in served fourteen years as physician to the
obstetrics placed him among the first county jail.
He was elected Honorary Fellow- of the
physicians in the State, and he performed
the second operation of C.esarian section Maine Academy of Medicine and Science
MRS. B
F
W ELLS.
in 1894.
performed in the State of Maine.
Belfast, Oct. «, lHIML—411f
Hr. F'oster has been married three times. !
Always interested in the local matters
pertaining to his chosen profession he was ! He first married in 1849, Eliza Jaue, daugh- i
an active member of the medical societies,
ter of Daniel McManus of
Unity, Maine, j
His membership extended to the follow- From this marriage three sons were born,
j
ing; Maine Medical Association, Cumber- Barzillai B.. now a practicing physician in
r Great
land County Medical Society, and Port- Portland, Charles W., who is
RESTORER
practicing
Restores perfect
land Medical Club.
medicine at Woodfords, and Henry, who
health,
In the Cumberland County Society lie died at the age of two years—his wife
vigor and
manhood and rewas treasurer iu 18(58,
vice-president in died in 1833.
moves all obstailis second wife was Adelaide, daughter
1872, president in l>7-5. In the Maine
cles to marriage.
Medical Association he was recording sec- of Edmund Woodman of Searsmout, Me.,
/Tg* Restores the
/entire nervous
retary in l8r,ig treasurer from 18*'4 to 1878, whom he married in 1837. She died in
and was elected its president in 1884.
two
/
18(54, leaving
system and stops all
daughters, Arietta and
vital losses.
For about ten years lie was an instruc- Joanna C.
ReFor his third wife he married
moves effects of the
tor in the Portland School for Medical HiMary, daughter of Col. Isaac Woodman
sins
of
and
exyouth
st ruction. serving
successively as instruc- of Searsmout. Me., the result of this union
cesses of later years.
t. »r in anatomy, physiology and
is one daughter, Ellura. [Journal of Medisurgery.
Removes all eilects
For the past twenty years he lias been cine and Science, Portland, Me.
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.
The Maine Democracy.
Cures Insomnia and
Don’t
the Funeral!
Thomis

Changed, Changed.

F rench

on the Great American desert ami saw
it the abode of the buffalo and the tribes of
savages who lived by hunting them.
What
a wild dream it would have been to her
parents on that day if they had thought of her
as
departing this life away out in the
great unknown West. Yet we to-day see
these events occur and think
it nothing
strange. How many old people have spent
their whole existence within the limits of
tlie State of Maiue, and so would it probably have been with our dear departed friend
had not modern improvements made it pos-

also

Which Doctors Failed to Help,

■

so

a

DISEASED LUNGS

and

A representative of the Journal, who
called upon Miss Poor on Sunday, at her
home, found her a delightful person to
meet, although, for the reasons which she
very readily gave, she did not feel at liberty to discuss the matter of the sayings
of **A Little Fool” at any great length.
‘The story was purely a piece of liction," said Miss Poor.
“The opinions printed in it are only
drain;-tic presentations of the ideas of the
characteis."
Miss Poor has given our a letter of expkiiiatb':: through Mr. Kiehard Watson!
■;h’.ei. and kindly fu' liished the Journal’s j
oentalive a copy.
This letter was j
"’.it by a protest sent, to Mr. (rildei
ai.
>y lb v. Y’heri Kugime George, rector of j
K: ■>••• yal Cliureh of .south ;
ami iv.ids as follows:
>t

Lejlar.

Neglected Cold.

in Brookline. She is related to Mr. C.
O. Poor of this city.
The Boston Journal gives the following interesting details

concerning Miss Poor,
her surroundings:

A.

tile town of Andover, Me., spending her
girlhood days in Andover, Mass., and Belfast, Me. She was married at Andover,
Me., in 1830, before there were such things
as railroads, telegraph, or
any of our modern improvements in use.
At the time of
her birth her iiual resting-place was known
to the Indian only and was chosen by them
as a tit place for their
departed. The sun
that shone upon her on her natal day shone

!

Albert F. Bradbury, treasurer of the Dexter Savings Bank and a director and treasurer of the
D.xter A Newport Railroad
Company, died,X.»v. Jatb, of kidney disease.
He was born m Nowhuryport, Mass., and
came to Dexter in is*;:; 'as
agent for the
woolen mil's, now operated by the Dexter
Woolen Mills Corporation. He was very
prominent in tiunaneial business affairs, was
representative m Lae Legislature in lsp;;
and a prominent member of the Mann*
Association of Woolen Manufacturers.

O R

GUMMED

Deacon Samuel Herrick, one of the most
prominent citizens of Sargentville, died
Nov. 2."tb of heart failure.
Mr. Herrick had
been in i.l health for a week, hut had been
steadily improving and his death was must
Mr
Herrick was an active
unexpected.
church member.
He leaves a family.
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The Portland Press is a live up-to-date
morning daily, clean and reliable, and a
credit to Maine journalism.
ri he Gardiner Reporter-Journal is
publishing some very readable matter on its ;>rd

Hundreds of children hav worms, but their
them for nearly everything else.

parents doetoi

True’s Pin Worm Elixir

The Ariel is out from the E. M. C. S.,
Bueksport, under date of Nov. path. The
leading article is by Horace M. Muzzey and
is entitled “Lynching.”
The number is
tilled with much interesting matter, and includes a well drawn sketch of Ex-Prof.
J. F. Kuowlton, now Hancock
county clerk
of courts.

Is the best Worm Remedy made. Jr is liken i>e the best Kun-!
edy tor all t he complaints of children, such as l-Vveri-d.
Costiveness, Indigestion. Sour Stomach, etc. It ham »><•♦ n a
household reiiHily for 15 years. Its etiieacv in ste-h tr«u;ni.^ nas never neen equalled.
Purely veireiai.k- ami ?»•= »*m
Druggists, or of the Proprietors.
Dr. J. F. TRUE & CO

is understood that owing to the
presof other business H. M. Lord, for several years the able editor of the CourierGazette, has determined at least for tlie
present to sever his connection with that
paper and has sold out his interest to his
partners. Mr. Lord will be much missed
fmm the journalistic field in this section of
Maine, <>t which lie has been one of the
brightest lights. [Rockland Star.

New this Fall"
COME IN AND TR\

“All

The Rudder for November is full of interest, as usual; indeed, every number issued is
worth to the amateur or
professional

Stuart Perfumes

order to do this the magazine must be
at least twice as many readers
as at present.
We hope this appeal will
meet with a prompt response. The Rudder

supported by

Ai.i. Kind>

of <

'iau

k■

This.

Tired bodies,

pale aud sunken checks,
sleepless nights aud weak
ruining our lives and killing our

eyes,

No wonder these poor sufferers
bless Dr. Greene for his great offer. He is
the most successful specialist in curing nervous and chronic diseases aud the discoverer

medicine, Dr.
nerve remedy.

[

POOR

attention to every letter, tells just what to
do to be cured perfectly aud permanently,
and makes all understand exactly what
their complaint is. And all this costs nothing. No journey to the city, no doctor’s

fee, tiie best medical advice aud consultation
in the world, and nothing to pay. The
Doctor makes a specialty of treating patients
through letter correspondence, and it is
wonderfully successful. Write him at once,
reader, and you will almost certainly be
made strong aud well.

cure

Liver

Ills,

Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

&

•

H. J. LOCKE A

at

!

SON,

•

BELF AST

NATION AI

DRUGGISTS.
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STEVENS \

CONANT’S

I

.Manufacturers
..of.-

MARKET.^—

.YihI

I>i*al-

Hoot s,

SltlM's,
lilUtlM

If uring teased half of the store
occupied by dames /". Fern aid,
‘•if Main street, I have fitted up
I mill be
a first-class market.
all my old friends
propose to sell goods at

pleased to
and

see

reasonable
taken and

Greene’s
He has

Nervura
established a system of letter correspondence at his office, ‘M Temple Place, Boston,
Mass., by which all can write him about
their complaints, and by mentioning the
symptoms they suffer from aud telling him
how they feel, they will receive an answer
from him, free of charge, giving a complete
description of their case and telling just
what ails them. He gives most careful

PILLS

VOL R \\ ATCh M
•

of

Weak Men and Women W ill Be Glad to Learn

wonderful
blood and

S We tit all kinds of eylow.
ry^Satisfa

the

boys, Indian crackers
and noise. Then there was a speech from
Dr. Peters of Brewer, patriotic and instructive, followed by an invitation from Squire
Smith to a free lunch at the house, consisting of coffee, sandwiches, etc., which all enjoyed. Cheers were given for the Eddington
hand, for the speaker, and for Squire Smith.
Then the company adjourned to Pinkham
hall and tripped the light fantastic toe until
four o'clock ill the morning, when with joyful faces they left for their homes.
w.
Belfast, Me., Nov. 2d, ISffh.

HOOD’S

CLOG

We sell them by the
Ounce or Bottle.

Mr.
H.
the

of

accompaniment

that,

'|

....low- ).;

MANY NEW ODORS.

East Holden, to celebrate
the election of McKinley and Hobart. The
Eddington baud discoursed sweet music,fireworks enlivened the night, a torch-light
procession marched over hill and valley,with

of

tui

finest in the world
AT THE PRICE. »

Last, but Not Least.

people.

or

a

To the Editor of The Journal:
Wui. F. Smith (sou of the late Peter
Smith of this city) ami daughter, gave
use of their storehouse and
grounds to

nerves are

•.i

t

*

Lasting-

field of its own and merits
a liberal
support. The Rudder Publishing
Company, loo Broadway, New York. Subscription 82 a year.

v.

ami si'OM.V'i,

Most Delicate,
Fragrant and

but in

(

SILVER,^
For the table

tographs, technical articles, stories, etc.,

haggard

(ti>i.i. and (-

else yon

Sachet Powders!

lishers would like to increase the size of
month's issue to forty or forty-eight
pages, that they may publish an extensive
collection of matter, including designs, pho-

<

a i'l l

*
Sor.n*

A\l>

each

an

that Olitt*

<ioi.i» l;i\..s,

yacht or boat builder vastly more than a
year’s subscription, while the magazine appeals to the yachtsmau everywhere, whether
he cruises under canvas or steam. The pub-

A.

GOL!
GrO L 1
GrO Ij l

It

sure

Republicans

:

z

JTOODV, ltail

WORMS IN CHILDREN.

page, and has an original and entertaining
Boston eorrespiindent.

admirably fills

■•

and all

to Conant <1

parties indebted
requested

Co. are

to call and settle, as all unsettled accounts will be left for
collection soon.
K.

Belfast,

Nov.

12,
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the Mosquito Coast.
:donee of The

Journal.]
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7th.

King Robert, monarch
i" own
estimation, de-

j

this coast to be that
iiurcli of England, it

■!
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that to this

its aristocratic fold—
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busy with things

too
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nipted

strip,

to

From
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dissenting
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fellow
three
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near

with

head,

old

an

four rounds

or

and

a

musket

fantastic

discharged

the spot, to
evil spirits,

over

away any duppies, or
might be prowling near. Then the
day relig- crowd
surged back to the village as hastily
at the lowest ebb.
The
as they came, where the painted palli.ah does not appear to
bearers seized some heavy macliates and
ial effort toward bringwithout an instant’s loss
■

«,

new-made grave.
In the hut was placed
an earthen
vessel full of water; the dead
man’s turtle spear was stuck deep into

min-

disseminate their

to

".piiiia: but

they

as

never

die British officers and

s

the coast
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were

spite of the climate,
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brother from the United
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any rate he hired
attendance of two
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came
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ed, until finally he in-

leading
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by giving
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each

to

a

beforehand and promisthe benediction.
So
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arrangement that they

i"

scare

that

of time cut down

all the

palm trees that surrounded the
hut their dead comrade had occupied.
This

done

and

bottle)

a

spiritual

con-

would be

ad-

before and

theni,

that the

unfortunately,
u.ary*s demijohn
miracle

no

possible,

as

as

and when

was

ex-

dc

compensate for the

to

unusual

.iii
c

producing
nurse,

pu d
t:d
*«:

flow of elo-

time flattered

a

by

himself

lasting impres-

a

however,

was

sud-

chiefs,

of the

one

indignantly exclaimed,
no good!” and stalked
the entire native audi-

'V

"P-'iisive grunts—“no grog,
tlie increased American

;.i\

iuudc

little improve-

some

'i grace for tlie communass, the Sambos are yet
their old-time heath-

d to

wards

recognize

and torment

when the latter is
lulled into

a

supposed

and

them;

have been

to

sound slumber

they

seize

the opportune moment to bury the dead.
if the water which they

wrought Subsequently,

was

the widow’s cruise of

!

-t

after.

making

great pretentions in Central
Thanksgiving Notes.
And at last Governor
Kinney
h'mself departed in
The Wood & Bishop Co., Bangor, prehaste, “between two sented
each of their employes with a tur< aj s,
w ith his
name indorsed on another
for
Thanksgiving. It took 71 birds.
key
man s passport.
lueil®a-

After

a

nominal

protectorate of 105

years, Great Britain by the
Claytou-Bulwer treaty of 1850
resigned all claims to
the Mosquito
Coast; and 10 years later,
undei the treaty of
Managua, graciously
ceeded it to
Nicaragua—to which country
it has always
rightfully belonged. The
king” of that day (his illustrious name
has escaped
my memory), consented to
the arrangement on
condition of retaining his administrative functions and re-

i

|
j

leave in the vessel

the grave disapto do, the ware being
on

pears, (as it is sure
porous), the friends believe that the dead
man

drank it, which is proof conclusive
escaped the maw of Wulasha.

that he

rejoicing ensues, in the form
general “Seekrow” or Feast of the
Dead, an orgle which continues for days
and is appropriately characterized as “a
big drunk.” Mungo Park and ClapperThen great

of

a

ton

have described similar scenes in Cen-

tral

Africa, which certainly

seem

more

African than American.

Among other things which this coast
the old-time pirates and bucca-

owes to
neers

is the name of its

of the

adjacent bay

and that

capital

and river—derived

from the noted Dutch privateer, BleeAfrican, half Indian, in
veldt. who had his rendezvous here a couuin figures conspicuously,
The Spanish disa.uu
of ours, who visited ple of centuries ago.

Hen

of

lie put the turkey and chickens up
agaiusttwo turkeys and luck again favored
him.
He then placed the three turkeys
against six chickens and turned five aces
in one throw of the dice.
Xine chickens
and three turkeys for a quarter.
The
young man then secured a ten-cent team
and called on 12 different families in the
You may imagpoor section of the city.
ine the rest.

Hon. .John C.

Grady, a native of Eastport, but now a resident of Philadelphia,
at the recent election, received practically unanimous support for his

return to

the

Senate of
the
of

Pennsylvania, and according to
Philadelphia Times, is the recipient
political honor.

Edwin F. Brown was the sub-treasurer
of the Republican national committee
during the campaign just closed and is
just at present winding up the business of
Chicago headquarters. He was born in
Auburn, Maine, January JJ, 1803. He is
president and owner of Brown Bros.
Manufacturing Co., which company was
established at Chicago by his father, Edwin Lee Brown, in 1800, and is also a director and secretary of the Northwestern
Gas Light and Coke Co., and a director
and secretary of the Country Club, both
of Evanston.
He was married to Sarah 11.
Vowell of Chicago, September 10, 1885.
Their beautiful home, “Windiknowe,” is
situated on the lake shore, at Evanston.

Welcome's

Life at

toast

“Thanksgiving,”

Washington.

s<

//I

1

X

X

JU
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The secret of happinesf is health. The
of woman’s attractiveness is health.
Health is responsible for the ecstasy of a
lover’s kiss—of a husband’s love. Health
makes plump, smooth neck and shoulders
—full cheeks, bright eyes, red lips, a
breath like flowers. Ill health brings
out the bones, deadens the eyes and skin,
whitens the lips, makes the breath unbearable. No woman likes to be hideous
—no woman likes to see the love
light
fade from her husband’s eyes. No woman need be unhealthy or unattractive.
Ill health in women is nine times in ten
directly traceable to some disease or disorder of the organs distinctly feminine.
These things are serious, but they can be
mired—sometimes quickly and easily—
sometimes' slowly, but always surely by
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription.
This wonderful medicine is designed
for one single purpose,—to make women
healthy in a womanly way. To stop the
burning, aching pain and debilitating
drains common to diseased womankind!
The almost miraculous help it gives is
best told by those who have used it. The
following letter is only one chosen at
random among thousands:
Mrs. James Sehalfuer, of Freemansburg. Northtt is with pleasure
ampton Co., Pa., writes:
that I write to let you know the great good I have
received from your medicines and the local selftreatment at home. I was troubled with female
weakness, had pains in mv back all the time,
sometimes so severe that Icould not lie still in
bed at night. I tried different doctors but they
could not help me. Then my husband got Dr.
Pierce’s Common Sense Medical Adviser, and induced me to try Dr. Pierce’s medicines. After
taking six bottles of the ‘Favorite Prescription’
I feel like a new woman.”

of the turn-turn,

or

1 the air, relies ed by
blast on an enormous
sounded like the dis11

x.

regular

a

filled

by
describably
which

>se

ughout

mournful—
“murdered

iu4ns office until
death of “llis

in

night
I uickly drowned by the
ni
md pipe.
Pushing
of

a

group

on

over

was

upheld
the farce ended by the
Majesty"—hastened by

ciowned

other

first

our

enter

many of them ex-buccaneers, but acting under orders—pressed their pretended

—

inter- | lights to this legion are too well rememto need recapitulation.
Under the
moment, and bered
distant wail- * British protectorate one negro after an-

At

•Ned for
in

The
could seize, iti behalf of the Crown.
methods by which these English “agents”

indulgence

in

“king,”

and

the cup that cheers
-good old Jamai-

and likewise inebriates
ca rum.

Sir

llans Sloan relates how

one

Carnegie, Hon. Theodore Roosevelt, Dr. LyAbbott, Madame Lillian Nordiea, Hon.
Scliurz, Charles Dudley Warner, Mrs.
Burton Harrison, and a hundred other fa-

Scallops

man

Carl

mous men

Four

and

fascinating serials,

more

for

impartial

Tobaccos

monaivhs

was

taken to

than

two

accuracy.

The cost of the Companion is but 81.75 a
year, and we know of no investment that
will give so great returns for so small an
amount of money. New subscribers will receive the paper free from the time the subscription is received until January 1, 181*7,
ami for a full year to January, 185*8. New
subscribers

also

receive

upwards, according to quantity. These are special trades and
BELOW regular wholesale prices. These were never
equaled in
Belfast and ought to be an inducement to
people wishing to keep
their horses warm.

Articles of Hardware that
ALL SIZE HAY
For Dedrick

j
!

The children of Belgium have

a

WIRES,
Presses, etc.,

GUNS and

Every

tobacco

Galv., fitted to order
KNIVES and FORKS, Etc

FUR ROBES and LAP ROBES,

LANTERNS of any kind, 38c.
OXE CAR LOAD 07

knows that B-L

has arrived and are
ready to be seen.
Come and examine the best
made Sleighs on earth. A lot
of the cheaper grade will be here by
3 or. 15th. I
cordially invite your inspection.

A

—Best Line,
as

as

for Buchanan &

*

Lyall, the manufactIt’s

a name

means

every-

urers.

that

thing that’s good for
anything

in

the

to-

Atwood, Winteroprt, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Thirteen Millions

($13,000,000) Fire Insurance Assets.
Marine, Granite State Fire Insurance Co Firf AsPhiladelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co..'
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.

Nichols, Monroe & Co.,
Are

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

established at the well-known HERVEY .JEWELRY STORE IJKI
KASI
MAINE, and would invite the attention of the citizens of Belfast and vi.’initv
‘rht-ir
large and line stock "f mm
now

Watches, Clocks,

bacco line—

With
errors of

r...

■

a

loots and other obstruc-

made the basis of several attempts at colonization; all of which terminated with

the death of the deluded immigrants,
''ioirally
by some insistent vine. |I from fever and other diseases of tlietierra
i*•( 1.
pell-mell, as if the calante. Finally the grants found their
hi jess were in hot
way to New York, and into the hands of
almost snatched

pursuit,

■

by

a

men

the

c

the drum and

with

keeping

a

Gorgon-lieadecl
time

as

best he

spectators hurried after,

1.. Kinney, who purchased them
conditionally and set on foot that short-

Mr. II.

enterprise known as the “Kinney
expedition.” In the autumn of 1855,
this gentleman, accompanied by a numlived

anying the empty half of
a his
head, like a helmet, ber of eager adventurers, availed themst of the
jungle they pene- selves of the grants and privileges thus
comparatively clear place purchat^d, and proceeded to Graytown,
overed with low, dark un- where they commenced the execution of
1 b-re a
But they met with unforeshallow trench was their plans.
anti
which the half boat contain- seen difficulties
discouragement,
was placed, and the other principally owing to the feud then exist-

Linnie

both of Rockland. The ceremony was performed at 8 o’clock by Rev. Mr. Brad lee in
the presence of the immediate relatives of
the bride and groom. Mrs. Skinner is the
daughter of Charles Havener and a young
lady much esteemed by a large circle of acquaintances. Mr. Skinner has for several
years until recently followed the sea and
has occupied the position of mate on large
vessels, proving himself an able officer. He
is now in the employ of J. P. Wise & Son.
Mr. Skinner is popular with his associates
and the young couple are in receipt of many
Mr. and Mrs. Skinwarm congratulations.
ner had many tokens of friendship in the
form of valuable presents, a prominent one
being a handsome check from the father of
the bride. [Rockland Star.

•

it.

1
lif,i

I

Then the

branches,

women

and the

“by tilled in the earth.

threw

painted
While

on, other men were collected palm
branches, with which
n

was

quickly

built upon the

ing between the Nicaraguans and the Accessory Transit Company; and although
their leader was made Governor, the
“Kinney colony”

one

by

one

deserted—

most of them to join the forces of Gen.
Waiker, the fillibuster, who by that time

Sale of Islands and

Sheep.

One undivided quarter part of the island
of Matinic, in the town of St. George, about
150 acres, with house, barn and outbuildings,
belonging to the estate of Mrs. Eliza Thorndike, was sold at auction recently, to Israel
L. Snow of Rockland for $500; also one undivided half of Green island, half a mile
south of Matinic, to the same for $33, and
one undivided half interest in 237 sheep and
lambs now on the island to John H. Brennan of Rockland for 61 cents apiece.

Liver Ills
biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constipation. sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
cured by Hood's Tills.
They do their work
Like

Hood’s

easily and thoroughly.
Best after dinner pills.
25 cents. All druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
The

only Pill

to take with Hood’s

Sarsaparilla.

THOROUGHBRED JERSEY BULL
FOR SALE.
One thoroughbred two-year old Jersey bull fo
sale cheap, it sold within 30 days.
G. J. SHAW & SON,
4w48
Searsport, Maine.
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prom

thorough knowledge

a

OPTICAL WORK
We carry in stock a full line of

refraction.

of

«•••

are

mao.urn.I

to

SPECTACLES and EVE GLASSES, in Gold, (iold Pilled and Nickel Frames

Dealers all say

so—

We

prepared

are

furnish them

at

to

test the eyes free of oharge and if gasses an need- d we
low prices. Ail work in tins hue is fu!!\ iva: ranted m.i
wili eh uige them free of .dmi-go.
a call and we will endeavor t,, merit
share if vmir o nr.u,,g,

carefully

very

Users all confirm it.

O. If.

On and after Oct. 4, 1MM>, trams <■ .i.necting at
Burnham ami Waterville with through trains for
ami from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Boston

will

run as

FROM BELFAST.

CRAIN.

r SI

1 25
1180
11 40
1 51
12 03
2 12
2 22
2 42
4 35

SEEDS and
GROCERIES.
Importers

Unity.
Burnham, arrive
Bangor..

13 5o
In
45
15 In
5 88

H
4

quality of
■

L03llS>

Blacksmith

ier-ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
TELEPHONE 4-2.

ltf

Tempi & FnrnisM Rooms
LET.

The Langworthv building, corner of Church and
Market streets, opposite the Court House, has
been thoroughly repaired and I now have a tenement of six rooms on the secord floor, also a few
furnished rooms to rent. Reasonable rates to the
W. E. MARSH.
right parties.
Belfast, Nov. 12 ,1890.-46tf

1

I

All Oict of Admiration!

;

0 oo
0 25

a si

Waterville

oil

..

3 13

7 05

5 35
9 20

1 4o
5 58

I' si

v

a si

Portland. 12 25
4 15
|E.D.
Boston, w D.
(

/IflKt-.ks

--

TO BELFAST.
Boston
Boston,

r SI
A M
u,)
‘‘<H>
.8 30
I* SI
11 00
120

1 E D
| w D.

7

Portland.
A

Waterville.

Bangor

SI

A SI

6 00

7 On
7 15

..

a

si

A si
8 50
9 10
9 20

Burnham, depart..
Unity.

7 10
7 5o
Thorndike. 8 10
Knox. 18 25
8 50
Brooks.
Waldo
+902
Citypoint. 19 15
Belfast, arrive. 9 25
..._

19 27
9 42
19 53
H005
10 10

4 30
] 40
i* si

5
5
5
5
5

05
25
38
44
50
M» 08
16 18
6 25

BOSTON

THE

DERBY.

AN UP-TO-DATE HAT

J

iFlag station.

FOR

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00 |
from Belfast ami all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North- i
west via all routes, for sale t>v F. E. Crow lev,
PAYSON TUCKER,
1
Agent, Belfast.
Vice Pies, and Gen’l Manager.
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Any man who wears one of our new style V* ILPortland, Sept. 28, 1890.
COX MATSfimirediatelx beci ms an object of
but
admiration---not of hilt's tit alert
of everybcd> who sees him. C< me in

II

FHLL Sc
--WINTER

j

Belfast, and Castine Rente.

Win'er

Arrangement—In

and let

Effect October

us

help

you t«>

>1 AH)M(
STEAMER CASTINE, cm almve (late,
wind and weather permitting, will
run every week day in connection with li. A B.S.
Co., as follows:
Leave 'West Brooksville at 7.20 a. m.; Castine,
7.4.">; Hughes Point, S.3<>: Ryder's rove, 0.00;
Lane Kiln, 0.20; arriving at Belfast, in.30.

JT—fc

be bardsi

me.

Dwight P. Farmer,

1. 18E6.

I b y, I I I

j

or

if you go

Fishing

Pat yourself in touch with the great frafrom Belfast at 2.00 f M.,evtr\ Mom ay, Wedternity of sportsmen by leading their parFor
nesday and Friday. Take steamer next day lor all ! ticular medium, Forest mid Stream
landings from Castine t>’ Bar Harbor.
if you are not so in touch, you are missing
Passengers going t«- Millbridge, .Jonesport and
lias
for
this
best
the
county
about
thing
Maehias take steamer Castine from Belfast at
2.00 i*. m., stop over at Castine. take stmr. Frank
.Jonesnext morning for all landings Iron. Castine
to Maehias.
AGENTS: H. A. Greer, Belfast; ,J. R. Ryder,
Ryder’s Cove; Win. Pendleton, Hughes Point; ,J.
M. Vogell, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.

of

Anthracite and

TO

t7 30
7 48
S 02
8 Jo
8 2<>
8 45
11 50

V M
3 40

•Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and Satur
days.
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.no i>. m.. for the
above named landings.
Passengers going East take steamer Car-tine

FEED,

Dealers in the finest

|

A SI

Belfast, depart. 7 20
Citypoint.. 17 25
Waldo
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

JOBBKltS OK

;

follows:

Beltnst to Boston,

SWAN & SIBLEY CO.,

MONHOE, Miinnjiifi-,

FALL^
^ STYLES

TX M E-TA15X, X :.

Great Reduction in Fares.

a

satisfactory we
6if*" Please give us

are not

charm-

National W. C. T. U. in St. Louis, fifty-

Silver Ware, &c.
(,,

■

woods, dragging
sledge, bumping and

Jewelry,

Our stock of Watches ami Clocks is the largest to he found in Wald.nntv and
selling them at the LOWEST PRICES.
In our manufacturing depurtm
w.
pared to make to order all kinds of GOLI> and SHALL .ILU LI,lit 1*1 \ | \
or STONE KINGS.
Parties having any old worn out go d ,r s It cr
made-over into new goods at small expense. In this line we do "-a,.d,
,'t

Maine Central R R

eight young women, each bearing a huge
chrysanthemum, marched to the platfoj m
and presented the llowers to her in honor
of her fifty-eight years.

Mast, laine.

prices.

■

Lotlirop’s grand-daughter, Miss
Havener and Frank W. Skinner,

•

travelers life and accident INSURANCE CO.
TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 TEARS, at loa rates on
buildings aeoeplable.
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD. JS'-Correspondrnee
Sollrlied.
41tl

well

the

Mr.

BAILEY,

DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.

stands for Best Leaf

"

were

THE FAMOUS

to 75c.

—

»H. A. MOYER SLEIGHS^

user

■•n

Hubert Charles Frederick 1. to the Yanspeculators was taken to Europe and

as

and
sociation of

i"

kee

such

POCKET KNIVES,
READY MIXED PAINT,
The Famous “English” LEAD,
EXTRA FINE RAZORS,
SHEARS and SCISSORS

AMMUNITION,

Plain and

■

■■mis the

Important,

“ENTERPRISE” MEaT CHOPPERS,
RAISIN SEEDERS,

Springfield Fire

■

'Gaining the cadaver and

are

GLASS and PUTTY,
PUMPS and PIPE,

Over

dusky
Companion ing Christmas legend about Santa Claus’
a
small pitpan cut
four-page Calendar, lithographed in twelve Pony. They always place their wooden
to be educated, but regularly esJamaica
part of which lay
colors, which is the most expensive color sabots on the window-ledge, stuffed full
a tree,
production its publishers have ever offered. of oats, liay and fodder for the “dear Commencing
■d iu cotton cloth.
It caped bis lessons by shinning up
Monday, Oct. 19, 1890, the rate of
Address,
he
Christmas pony.” In the early morning
in whose topmost branches
perched
fare for through tickets between Belfast and
and
was
The Youth’s Companion,
idle-aged man,
run
on
tiptoe to look: and behold!
A
all day among his brother monkeys.
Boston will be reduced from $3.00 to $2.25.
‘205 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. they
by the loathsome disthe hay is all gone, and the shoes are
Between Scarsport and Boston reduced from
fair sample of these lialf-savage monarclis
as bulpis—a species of
over
with
and
sweetmeats!
brimming
toys
$3.25 to $2.30, and a proportionate reduction
a Year for The Journal and Tribune.
never for a moment rulers,) selected
$2
Then
the
children
their
(but
hands
with
clap
sery prevalent along this
will be made in the price of through tickets
glee, and wish they could only have wakbut aid of rum is rapidly by the Englishmen as suitable tools,
between Boston and all landings on Penobscot
The Recorder of New York has discon- ed in time to see the
his
pony
munching
the native population, either because of the degree of their in- tinued publication and turned over its entire oats.
Blver.
That would have been such fun!
fluence or ignorance— was that miserable mail lists to the New'York Tribune. The
pun stood a number of
[“Santa Claus’ Pony,” by Elia E. Mos- The price of rooms accommodating two persons
Charles Frederick I., Weekly Recorder was a very popular paper by, in December St. Nicholas.
each will be reduced from $2.00 and $1.50 to
branches in their hands, creature, Hubert
$1.50 and $1.00 each.
with and many of its attractive features are now
was invested
who
simultaneously
-I in fruitless efforts to
These rates will he continued through the seathe
widow
first
Mrs.
of
found
in
the
and
his
of
trousGeneral
which
is
furntitle
of
the
Pickett,
Weekly Tribune,
pair
King
that swarmed over the
son, and until the close of the river by ice, when
ished free to all who pay their subscriptions Pickett who led the famous Confederate jI the steamers will be withdrawn from the route
Soon after donning the “purple,”
u
frizzled hair stood out ers.
was the guest <>f
at
until the opening of navigation in 1897, when
Gettysburg,
charge
to The Journal one year in advance.
With
In iike the snakes on the (or rather blue jeans), he proceeded to
the Society of the Sons and Daughters of regular rates will be resumed.
The Journal furnishing all the local news,
w
of
hole coast
Commencing Monday, Nov. 9, 1890, steamers
Nicaragua.
Maine in
Washington recently. Mrs. will
!aided Gorgon, and they make over the
leave Belfast, wettther and ice permitting—
and much other matter of local interest, and
Pickett has for a number of years held a lor Camden, Rockland and Boston, Mondays
Honduras to a company of
and
Belize
and
""lies to and fro keeping a
the Tribune to supply the news of the world,
in one of the depart- Thursdays at (about) 2.3<> p. m.
position
government
for
York
New
pay
capitalists—receiving
and
via
'ii 11
For
and
with
houseto
the
doleful
Bangor
Wednesdays
way-landings,
fashions,
a
and
ments.
She
is
of
general,
political
step
turn-,
sturdy
genial lady
Saturdays at (about) 8.00 a. m., or upon arrival of
for this princely grant six barrels of rum hold science and
mechanics, literary and the Southern type, and has long forgotton steamer from Boston.
exception of these women
of cotton pantaloons! For- other departments, stories and miscellany, the bitterness between North and South.
heat the drum and blew and a bundle
RETURNING :
“such a wealth of spirits” 20 pages in all, it is a very takiDg combinatunately,
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.00 p.m.
to
the
take
'•"ly appeared
E. Locke, who lost his foot in
Ralph
From
Rockland, Wednesdays and Saturdays at
a year.
Subscriptions may begin the Maine Central
'■st in the corpse, the rest proved too much for the delicate consti- tion at 82
yard in Skowhegau two about) 5.00 a. m.
if desired the two papers
and
at
time,
and
he
From
any
Ilis
of
months ago, has been given a situation as
Bangor, Mondays and Thursdays at 11.00
quickly
Majesty,
with one another, or tution
a m
will be sent to different addresses.
clerk to .Superintendent Robinson of the
('HAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
al gambling game, which gave up the ghost, to he succeeded by his
WILLIAM H. HILL, General Manager,!Boston.
Bangor roundhouse. Mr. Locke has been
our quoits, while a few
son, George William Clarence, who was
with an artificial foot by the
Wedding Bells.
provided
train hands and General Manager Tucker,
sleep under the trees. duly proclaimed “king” by the British;
TTH TG
Skinner-Havener. There was a very quiet the latter subscribing £00 toward the
n.
entirely naked ex- while the distressed people of Nicaragua
last Wednesday even- same.
wedding
yet
pretty
frantic
were
but
e»th and daubed all over and Honduras
making
ing, Nov. 25th, at the residence of Thomas
"iored clays, rushed from fruitless appeals to the world at large for
When Miss Frances E. Willard closed
Lothrop, corner of Lincoln and Limerock
made
the
drunken
The
her speech before the convention of the
by
grant
hastily tied a bit of rope redress.
The
Rockland.
contracting parties
streets,
of these

Having purchased the entire line of extra large team Blankets
a firm
going out of the Blanket business, I can furnish you with
a team Blanket 90x100
inches, thick and heavy, for $tl.£>0 and

Fred

Farmington.

Mahoney, proprietor of the Main
street restaurant, is the first man to introduce that delicious shell-fish, scallops,
into this town, and he will keep them for
sale so long as there is a demand for
them.
Rolled in flour and meal and then
fried nicely, the scallop we consider a
more delicious morsel than even a brook
trout.
Mr. Mahoney will also furnish you
oysters in the shell, or solid—and a good
square meal, too. [Farmington Chronicle.

::

of

C. A.

women.

hundred short stories, and ten times as
many sketches and anecdotes will be printed during 185*7; and all the departments will
be maintained at the high standard which
lias made the Companion’s name a synonym

in

_

BLANK]

*
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w

?
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w

ment.

The inauguration of a President, the sefinding no precious metal hereyears ago, tells of a fuThe Texas Good for Nothing.
abouts. departed for richer fields, leaving lection of his Cabinet, and the seating of a
k place at a small settlenew Congress—national events of the comin
their
the
Moseos
Washixoto
It is learnpeace
among
lagoons
x, November
He was -the
up tin river.
ing year—suggest the question, What are ed that without extensive alterations it is
nglishman who at that and mahogany forests. A hundred and the
powers and duties of these
high offi- very doubtful whether the Texas can be
fifty years later, near the middle of the cials?
over behind the Throne"
It is understood
During 18517 it will he answered again ordered to sea
the
17th
buccaneers
century,
appeared
that evidence was adduced to show that
-*f Mosquitia, with a
through the Youth’s Companion, in a rebl
of her compartments leaked when the
the scene—those “sad sea dogs”
gurehead to the »Slii]> of upon
markable series of articles by Secretary
j engine room was flooded and that a leak
from all nations, but mostly from Eng- Herbert. Postmaster-General
ol ii)> the river, which I
Wilson, At- j sprung in any one of them at sea would
who were on intimate acquaintance torney-General Harmon, Senator Lodge and
have surely caused the loss of the ship.
pitpans tilled with men ; land,
Reed.
with the successive governors of Jamaica Speaker
md for the funeral,—all
The Illustrated Announcement for 1.s;t7 Not only were all the alleged water tight
and shared with them the spoils of the (mailed on application to the Youth’s Com- doors found to be loose, but in the opinbrightest, laughing.shoution of at least one member of the court,
When the war with Spain panion, Boston), shows that the above is
:
!
ng ilirii
the utmost Spanish main.
only one of many brilliant “features” by appointed to investigate the matter, the
was brought to a close, so that it was uo
which
the
will
it
sevCompanion
whole bulk head system is utterly useless.
signalize
ist at the scene «»f
enty-tirst. year.
The Texas was built from plans obtainu
little group of j longer possible to connive at freebooting,
Three novelists who at present till the
shaded by palms these enterprising sons of Britain deter- public eye—Ian Maclareu, Rudyard Kipling ed from a British naval architect during
and Stephen Crane—will contribute some of !
the first Cleveland Administration, and
crowd of sambos mined to obtain possession of Mosquitia, their
strongest, work. Practical affairs and
lit* bank, and the and incidentally everything else they popular interests will he treated by Andrew has been a costly failure.
coverers,

a

Z'

secret

was

honored without cheering.
All of the
speeches of the evening eulogized Ambassador Bayard aud regarded the Queen’s
invitation to Windsor as a great compli-

:

■

BOTTOM PRICES GUARANTEED
•1UU.

The second Thanksgiving dinner of the
American Society in London took place
Thursday evening in the Grand Ilall of
tlie Hotel Cecil.
Henry S. Welcome,
chairman of the society, presided in the
absence of the United States ambassador,
Thomas F. Bayard, who, with Mrs. B vard, was “commanded” to dine with the
Sir Henry
Queen at Windsor Castle.
Irving and Lord Rosebery were invited,
hut sent letters of regret.
Each guest received a leather bound souvenir containing the portraits of Mr. Bayard and of all
the American presidents including President-elect McKinley, and emblematic designs, historical and political connected
with Thanksgiving words, the music of
Hail Columbia and extracts from Longfellow.
A statue of Liberty and an eagle
cut from au ice block were placed behind
tht chairman.
The toast to the President
was drunk with enthusiasm to the music
of the Star Spangled Banner. Chairman

The Times says
that “Senator John C. Grady’s re-election
makes him the ‘father’ of the upper house
of the State legislature.
At the close of
his next term he will have served longer
in that body than any other Senator in
the history of the State.”
rare

AND 5ELL AS LOW AS THE LOWEST.

and

to

Alark.

WILL HEET ANYBODY’S PRICE

Bayard,

the United
Mrs.
Bayard,
visit
Windsor
“commanded”
were
and
dine
with
the
Castle last Thursday
Queen. Mr. and Mrs. Bayard, in consequence, were obliged to cancel their engagement to preside at the Thanksgiving
dinner of the American colony in London.
Hon. Thomas F.
States ambassador,

won.

Maine

BAILEY—HARDWARE.

Governor Cleaves and council met at
the State House last lhursday and confirmed the nomination of Warden Smith
of the State prison and the others recently appointed. They also elected the presidential electors.

silently
quickly
linished, the men ran
down to the river and plunged out of
ceiving a subvention, equivalent to $5,The President and Mrs. Cleveland atsight in the wrater, a kind of lustration, 000 per year for a
period of 10 years. But tended Thanksgiving services at the First
or
purifying process, deemed of the ut- he died in a few months and
church, in Washington. The
Nicaragua Presbyterian
most importance after such service has
was bright and balmy and Mr. and
has never recognized his
day
successor. NeverMrs. Cleveland drove in the barouche
been rendered.
Why the palm trees are theless, the Keserva
Mosquitia continues with open side windows. Later the prescut down is one of the mysteries of “reto be ruled
by a Sambo chief, elected by idential family ate their Thanksgiving
ligion.”
his fellows and assisted
dinner at the White House. The day was
by a sable court,
accordance with the views
The natives do not know why it must or
council, which assembles at Blueiields. spent quietly,in
suggested in the President’s proclamation.
be done, except that it was practiced by
Land cannot now be
bought within the
The Stars and Stripes floated last Thurstheir aneesters in Africa, who also plant- reservation, but can be leased
at the rate
day over the United States Embassy, coned a cocoanut tree upon the birth of every of three
cents per acre for a term not ex- sulate, the American College, and the reschild; but the rest of the ceremony is ceeding 50 years. The soil is said to be idences of the Americans in Rome. Reeasily explained. The Sambos believe of remarkable fertility, and there is a con- ligious services were celebrated in the
national church by the Rev. Dr. Xevin
that death results from the influence of a siderable
export trade—chiefly in India and were attended by nearly all the leaddemon called Wulasha, who, ogre-like,
rubber, cocoa, mahogany, ginger, sarsa- ers of the American colonies. The United
feeds upon corpses.
To secure their dead parilla and tortoise shell.
The treaty of States Ambassador, Mr. Wayne, was unon account of ill-health, to be presfriends from this horrible fate, it is 1880 provided for seven
schools iu the terri- able,
ent.
necessary to lull the demon to sleep and tory, which instruct the Indians in their
It is told of a young man in Waterville
them steal away the body and bury it, own
language and in English; yet a more that he laid down
twenty-five cents and
after which it will be safe. That accounts
ignorant, lazy, superstitious and alto- with the aid of the dice got a turkey Wedfor the drowsy drum and the droning pipe gether
hopeless lot could hardly be found. nesday night, Xov. 25th. Then he put
and the slow, soothing dance of the
his turkey up against three chickens and
Fannie Bhioiiam Ward.
was

ring regularity, Sunday
for Wulasha is very fond of music
aid the minister’s hopes women,
and susceptible to female, charms, hence
iigcli. one Sabbath afterthe Gorgon tresses.
Meanwhile, in the
leiable number of natives
darke ned recesses of some hut, the pall
c
ttit- instigation, as afterbearers bedaub themselves with paint and
d, of some jocular Englishclay, so that the demon may not aftero them that
■

was

50tf

c. W. SMALLIDGE,

Manager.

Marcellos J. How:
OF BROOKS,
HAS HIS STORE WELL FILLED WITH

Dry
and

as

&
usual lias

Fancy
a

Goods,

good variety of

articles suitable for the

HOLIDAY
which he is

selling

at

LOWEST

TRADE,fU

the^^
PRICES.

a

sportsman.

The Forest and Stream is a weeklv journal-although its readers often say that it ought to non dm!v
—tilled with sketches of shooting ami tishiim. -tori, s
of woods life, and camp experience. It is national
in scope and interest —an American sportsman's
journal, of sportsmen, by sportsmen, tor siiortsmei
1
Get this week’s from your dealer am! look it
through; or send us ten cents for a copy, with Ultis
! trated catalogue of books on outdoor sports, and
describing our beautiful premium pic tm-'-e
j circular
four of them. In colors: Jacksnipe Coming In .»ass
t igiFishing at Block Island; Quail Shoot im: and nia
I lant and Valkyrie Yacht Race. We semi to rest
I Stream one year (price $4)and the set d b»ur pm
Stream
and
! tures a S'J value) for $T>. or. Forest f"r $3.
Cmos. and choice of two of the pictures

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
P. O. Box 2832, New York City.

$50 REWARD.
The above reward will be gi\«-n f
'he.i|pre
in the
lieiisioti ot the parties or parts that
doors ol‘ my dwelling liotise ..n the ni_!:i oi N’o\.
7, during tiu* Republican celeb rat i,«n.
L
MAPLKS.
Monroe, Nov.

*25, 1814*5.—tl'48

NORTHPORT

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
1

BELFAST,

PUBLISHED I

Mrs. Nellie Dickey is visiting friends in
Camden.

HURSDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1896.
N

Mrs. Hattie Gatchell Of Boston is visiting
her mother, Mrs. Chapman.

EKY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Mr.

I

f

publican Journal Pub. Co.

Al;"

*•

wlsburt,

NEWS.

ing

;

a

of Brooksville is visitand Mrs. Janies Wight.

Ellery Herrick

Mr.

Mrs. Wm. Drinkwater has returned from !
week’s visit to friends in Boston.

Maine Central

was

surprise

a

to

every-

in Maine.
He had been the manayears, was widely recognized
ger for
as a railroad man of great ability, and
was popular alike with the public and the

body

~~

of the road.

employes
tral

“Payson

was

Tucker’s road.”

only inference to be drawn from his

Ju

of

writing

the December

in

merely

low comments

“White Man’s

Maurice Leadbetter of Yinalbaven lias
home from a very pleasant visit to
his aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. John
Crockett.
the past month there has been considerable sickness in this part of the town,
and several of the stricken ones came very
close indeed to the shadow of death, but
they are improving, and their relatives and
friends now feel confident their restoration
For

a

an

Africa,”

Harper
as

s, Poultney Bigefollows on President

Kruger having a sentry body guard:

to

Jane Hart, aged
Miss Jane Hart,
grandson, Albion
lock has lived in

three hundred thousand whites the President has to be

possible

guarded by soldiers.”
Bigelow never heard

Mr.

health will be speedy and

which makes it

peculiar

We

to it.seir.

Is

58; her grand-daughter,
aged 17; and her greatHart, aged 7. Mrs. Bulthe

house since she

was

young woman. The house is near the
Lineolnville line, on the shore road, and is
said to he over a century old.
a

of

11:«• White House police? This is a regularly organized lorce, and the house and

FlOOd

S

r^'n

0,1 re

lr ills

Itchiness of

Sick

SI: six for

The services at the

Sunday will include
Rev. J. M. Leighton,
by Sunday school.

$5.

Liver Ills and
Headache. 25cents.
all

failing is Doan’s Ointment. Free Samples
Kilgore & Wilson’s, City Drug Store, Belfast,, Me.
at

1

■

tened to call him in from bis work. So
c< lint ry was about 1 sTO.
1
I\ Noali, then represent- grabbing the instrument from a nail where it
di. id i'omeroyhs Eemocrat and j hung, she stepped oat m tiic yard to blow it,
ing
I Elevating the instrument to an angle of
<•
:
j- ipcis at the National Capital, enabout 45 degrees, she prepared to blow, but
t J'T a leaning in
e
Washington, before she could get the storage, battery of
u
w!:! ’.
a> given in Lincoln Hall.
The her wind to work
something slipped down
v.
: j
nit::
general!} took an interest the undine o! the instrument and landed
a tin- affair, and the writer was
presentagainst her chin very forcibly. For a moed w il: a large framed portrait of the ment she felt very much
surprised, or belad} which still survives many migra- wildered, she could not tell which, but her
absentmindedness disappeared at once and
tions.
Mrs. .Scott-biddons was accomher astonishment can be better imagined
panied by her husband, Capt. Scott, a
than described when she discovered that it
hall-jay English naval officer, who imwas the steelyards instead of the horn that
]»icssed one as having an unlimited capa- caused a
i urpie bunch to disfigure the otherfoi
His
wife
was
city
brandy-and-water.
wise fair and pretty chin. The man of the
a very
charming woman, graceful in fig- house was a little later to dinner that day
ure. with a refined and beautiful
face, and than usual, and as he entered the outer
as a reader she was for a time
very suc- door he was met by the rich perfumes of opcessful.
In her later career she met with odeldoc? spirits of turpeutine ami balm of
gilead buds. He entered the kitchen and to
disappointments and died in obscurity.
relieve his anxiety the lady told him the
story of the pea sliding down the beam. It
Suin' < f the leading newspapers of the
is all right now; the man carries a watch,
country have been discussing the ques- and, as he says, “it is more agreeable for all
tion. should the press give both sides of a concerned, and much more reliable than
«ui*.;ovei syand the arguments
pro and wind.”
iris

:

■ >

1;.
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<

—

-n
v
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m,

both aide and

aie
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The Social Season.

d not have to go back very far to retime when there could have been no

discussion,

li

pevt

interesting.

thought

of

as

the

giving any

I’i oneiits, even in the news columns,
it e
11<*ue lit then, and think now
that a
newspaper should publish the news, and
that it should be liberal in its treatment
1

ti.'isi
'Pci
1

win

urtesy

hold opposing views; but
permit what it grants as a

t

il-

to

is

be claimed

as

a

right.

t

The

private enterprise, but one
the public for support,
ippeals
d il ii does not treat the public
fairly it

news:.a;

ei

a

;i‘

ornamental trees in Cumberland county, is

days-The Knights
of Pythias are making arrangements for
their annual ball, which will doubtless be a
good one.... Mrs. Bertha Brackett of Newport is visiting her parents here....Miss
In ne Cook has returned to Brooks, after an
now

at home for

a

few

absence of several weeks.
\V

inter port.

The remains of Mrs. Addie

Tyler Rich, who died in Denver, Col., last
week,arrived Monday morning and a funeral
service
Mrs.

was

held at the home of her sister,

Stephen
P.

Simouton

dandelion blossom was picked in Capt.
Ben j. Atwood’s garden one day this week.

Thanksgiving service was held at the
Methodist church, Rev. J. P. Simouton ofliciating... .The Odd Fellows and the Baud
gave a Thanksgiving concert and ball at
A

number of team loads went
the city. An excellent supper ;
must
lad., unless it has a silver mine was served and llie host and hostess were
Union Hal-Miss Beulah Rankin has re-wm
bvdiind it who can afford to pay foi ! given many valuable presents.
turned home for the winter_Win. Belches
the "utinuanee of an unprofitable ventThe Kingsbury Social Aid will meet in tlie I
has moved his family to the house of Mrs. J.
lire.
Vestry of the Uuiversalist Church Friday
B. McDermott-Mrs. C. M. Chase has
1 lie present discussion turns
upon the evening at seven o’clock for a social, which
gone to Belfast for a few days_Mrs. CarSiivt-I question, and the
.Springfield Re- will take the form of a “Water-Weedle” rie Tyler has gone to Bangor, where she
publican maintains that lefusing so much party. Each young lady is asked to bring a has
employment as a dress-maker_Misses
a
hearing to the Bryanites “is nothing bottle of ink and ten sheets of plain paper.
Mida Atwood and Edna Clement left for
The opening dance of A. E. Clark Camp,
less than a menace to free
Bucksport Seminary
speech, free
Monday.The
thought and pure Democracy.” The Sons of Veterans, was held at Belfast Opera Loudon fog which settled down on us
House
and
was
Thanksgiving
evening,
very Friday night
same
delayed our mail sometiling may as truly be said of the
successful. The music by Sanborn’s Orches- what.
It caused our carrier, Mr. Isaac
Anarchists, or of any set of men who tra was of the
high order which our people Rich, to lose his way on the river, but a
might see lit to array themselves against have come to expect from that
organization. number of men collected on the shore aud
religion, good citizenship or the obser- The next dance of the series will be Decemblew fog horns and displayed lanterns, and
vance of laws.
The New York Evening ber 10th.
about 10 o’clock he got in.
Mr. Frank
i'ost takes opposite ground.
It says:
One of the pleasant social events of Simpson, while running down to the wharf
To sum up, the reason why we are not
Thanksgiving Day was the opening of to assist in signalling to Mr. Rich, slipped
■willing freely to admit Bryanites to our “Breezy Point Cottage” in Northport, by and fell, breaking the small bone of his
leg
■columns, is that we believe their platthe owners, Frank Smith and brother of just above the ankle-The Winterport
form to be from top to bottom
irrational, Boston. A club of twelve ladies and
free
is
in
library
genimmoral and anarchistic.
receipt of another valuWe believe the
triumph of tlie party would put an end tlemen from Belfast were invited and serv- able gift from Mr. Holbrook, from whom we
liotli to free speech and free
thought, ed with a first-class Thanksgiving dinner. have had so many. This time it is the new
would f>iit all property iu
danger, would The afternoon was very pleasantly spent, Scribner’s History of the Un.'ted States, up
make the 1 nited States, instead of a
glory and the day was one which will be remem- to date, in 5 volumes_W. D. Thompson
and a boast, one of the most
conspicuous bered pleasantly by all who participated, and A. F. Carleton returned la me
Saturday
ot human failures, would roll hack the
Messrs. Selwiu Thompson, H. C. Marden, night from North Berwick, where they have
tide ■■! civilization on this
continent, F. H.
Mathews, Joseph Tyler and J. G. been employed on the water works. Mr.
would exalt ignorance and folly above exPaul presented the hosts with a hands' me
Carleton will settle up and finish matters
perience and knowledge, and would put a
flag for the cottage, the presentation speech
premium on mendacity and injustice. being by Mr. Thompson.
here relating to the Winter] ort Water
This being so, it wili be easily seen why
Works. The North Berwick Works will be
we do not disseminate the views of the
News of the Granges.
in about two weeks.
Mr. Haycompleted
In fact, to call them “views” at
party.
den is also nearing the completion of the
all is a misnomer.
Seaside Grange will elect officers at the
They are the yawps
ot ignorance and folly, and there is not,
regular meeting next Saturday evening. Damariscotta Works...Nov. 21st the Winand ought not to he, a place for them The plan recently adopted of asking ques- terport Water Co. turned on the water aud
in any newspaper printed for intelligent tions of the various members to be answered last Thursday the town officials tested the
by live-minute talks at the next meeting,
men and women.
On Cushing
works very satisfactorily. Another feature hydrants at various points.
to be taken up soon will be short papers or street, through 250 feet of hose, water was
addresses on the various States of the Union, thrown some distance over the roof of
Transfers in Real Estate.
giving historical, political, geographical, William McGee’s
house, next above the
geological, commercial or other items of
The following transfers in real estate were
interest.
Cushing residence. On “Christian Hill”
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
water was thrown over the highest buildfor the week ending Dec. 2^1890: Chas. C.
ings. From a hydrant at the head of WashHamilton, Boston, to Chas. W. Curtis, Searsington street water wras thrown 30 ft. o ver
the warehouse of Fred Atwood. From the
port; farm in Searsport. Estelle E. Roberts,
foot of Commercial street water was thrown
Brooks, to Albert E. Kilgore, do.; land and
over C. A. McKenney’s mill and feed store
buildings in Brooks. Julia A. Either, Unity,
to Chas. W. Mitchell, do.; laud and buildand warehouse. At the Methodist church a
stream was throw n over the vane on the
ings in Unity. Silas J. Hall, Warren, to A.
F. Light et als., Liberty, land in Liberty.
spire, and over the adjacent buildings. At
FROM
Gideon \ oung et als, Lincolnville, to Geo.
Hussey’s store the stream went 50 feet over
W. Heal, do.; laud and mill in Lincolnville.
the roof.
At F. W. Kelley’s residence it
went clear over the roof of all buildings and
Henry B. Carver est., Searsport, to Ann
L. McGilvery, do.; land and buildings in
at the lower sclioolhouse over the belfry
Searsport. Calvin E. Knowiton, Monroe, to
and spray half way up the Hag staff. Many
TO
were out to view the exhibition and the test
A. E. Nickerson, Swanville, laud in Monroe.
was considered very satisfactory, as it was
Abbie M. Knowiton, Winterport, to A. E.
only hydrant pressure. At 10 minutes notice
land
and
in
Monroe.
Nickerson;
buildings
steam power could have been added—a 50
Everett Larrabee, Jackson, to Chas. H.
horse-power Manning boiler aud Worthington Duplex pump of 750,000 gal’s capacity.
Cuticura
cured
Resolvent,
by
Speedily
Stevens, do.; land and buildings in Jackson.
The standpipe holds over 200,000 gals. James
greatest of humor cures, assisted externally
Lorenzo Pattterson, Belfast, to Isaac E.
Freeman, Capt. A. E. Fernald and P. C.
by warm baths with Cuticura Soap, and
Rich are the-lire wardens. John and James
Foss, Portland ; land and buildings in Belgentle applications of Cuticura (ointment),
Bolan held the nozzle during the test. A
the great skin cure, when all else fails.
fast. Lewis A. Knowiton, Belfast, to F. A.
committee from the New England Fire InSold throughout the world. Price, CtJTiCORA, 50c.;
Dickey, Northport; land and buildings in
surance
is
soon to inai

warming.

over

A

from

j
|

EVERY KIND
HUMOR

PIMPLES

SCROFULA

Northport.
Joseph H. Brown, Knox, to
Mary E. Haswell, Monroe; laud in Monroe.

Soap. 25c. Resolvent, 50c. and $1. Potter Dbuo
A5i> Chew. Corp., Sole Propu., Boston, U. S. A.
or liow to Cure Every Humor,” mailed free.

of them this
ones.

Masonic Temple.

at 5

the North Church next
follows: Sermon at 10.45
by Rev. G. G. Winslow of the M E. church,
| wliowi ! preach in exchange with the pastor.
Sunday school at 12 m. There will be but
services

day

be

will

at

cheap.

|

8, 2.
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As we are to take stock
will sell <*<K>ds at the

in

interesting papers uu various top vs,
concerning woman’s work for woman. The
usual missionary offering will be received.

Give us a call and please remember we
are old. experienced buyers and ran sell

se\eral

!
|

this combination we give the celebt
which is always sold for SI.2s, the Bust :
Co. Huron at Si.4s, making in all >2. 0. (

follows:

The abov combinations must Up sotil t<

Exchange

spect the works with
of insurance rates.

expected

a

view to adjustment

as

We have about yOO dozen
en’s
and
at
the
we
goes,
prices
quote

Men’s

sermon by Rev. G. S. Mills of the
will he made In ibe price of through tickets
between Boston and all landings on Penobscot
Congregational church; Sunday school at
12 in.; Junior League meeting at 5 30 p. m.;
River.
Epworth League meeting at 0 p. m. Topic, The price of rooms accommodating two persons
each will be reduced from $2.00 and $1.50 to
“The Indwelling Christ: the third person in
$1.50 and $1.00 each.
Every Friendship;” Leader, Miss Cleora
/These rates will lie continued through the seaHaney : song and prayer service at 7. Topic, son,
and until the close of the river by ice.
Steamers will leave Belfast, weather and ice
“Why is there joy in Heaven over penitent sinners?” Text, Luke 15:7-10. Tues- permitting, for Camden, Rockland and Boston,
Mondays anil Thursdays at t,about) 2.MU p. m.
For Bangor. ia way landings, Wednesdays and
day evening at 7 15, prayer meeting; ThursSaturdays at (about; 8.00 a. m., or upon arrival of
day evening at 7 15, class meeting.
steamer from Boston.
Dr. A. T. Dunn, secretary of the Maine
RETURNING :
Baptist Missionary Convention, has adFrom Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at o.oo p..m.
From
Rockland, Wednesdays and Saturdavs at
dressed a circular letter to the Baptists of
(about) o.OO a. m.
the State in which he says that the work of
From Bangor. Mondays and Thursdays at 11.00

The same missionary force of workhas been engaged for the coming year,
and the churches in the State are called
upon for an immediate special offering for
the work of the year.

Men’s extra

WINTER SERVICE.

Men’s
good
Women's
Misses’
Children’s

mon was

not

a

dealing

3$

OCj

Boots.

buy

your winter footwear, and

over our

w

stock before purchas

B. C. DINSMOR

and

o

disease.

TAR 33 Main

No wonder Hale’s Honey of Horehound and
Tar is praised by its users. Its curative effects
are like magic.
Sold by druggists.
Pike’s Toothache

Drops

cure

in

one minute.

White Coon Cats and Kittens.
Also Pure Black Coon Kittens three or
four months old.
Address
MISS L. Iv. CURTIS,
3a 4b
Sear sport, 31 e.

Street,

Belfe

PEOPLES NATIONAL E *

•

L. A.

KNOWLTON,

President.

FRANK R. WIGtV

Deposits Solicit*

j

tne strict-

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

Feb. 2S,

I si»

$3fi.3.i:MlD
July 11, I SO5.

i

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Contain

Mercury,
surely destroy tlie sense of smel
derange the whole system when
entering it through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never he used except on prescrip
tions Iron; reputable physicians, as the damage
they will do is ten fold to the good you an possibly derive from them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo., ().,
contains no mercury, and is taken internally, actng directly upon the blodU and mucous surfaces
of the system.
In buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be
sure you get the genuine.
It is taken internally
and is made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney A

The

mercury will
ami completely
as

Co.

oj

Pure

partisan, hut it was patriotic.
large and included many

paid

25j

J

pay you to look

HOREHOUND

was

of our local politicians, who
est attention.

quality Rubber

It is now time to

0F

to

death-

straightforward, manly
manner.
Like the broad anil
deep thinking preachers everywhere he apparently believes that the moral side of political questions should by taken into the pulpit by those who can handle it. The serThe audience

HONEY

that

Union Thanksgiving services were held at
the Universalist church, with a sermon by
Rev. Geo. S. Mills, Congregationalist, scripture reading by Rev. G. G. Winslow, prayer
by Rev. J. M. Leighton, invocation and
benediction by Rev. C. H. Wells. From the
text found in the first clause of the 20th
verse of the 147 Psalm—He hath not dealt so |
with any nation—Mr. Mills delivered one of
the best sermons preached in a Belfast pulpit for many years. He believes that our
nation has something to he thankful for in
the result of the recent election, and told

s

HALE'S

troubles

leads

heavy snow-excluding Arctics,

RUBBER BOOTS

of

bronchi"1

MO

I

throat and

outside the factors of matter and their
forces. The theory of prayer rests on the
conviction that there are emergent* of
spiritual power. So faitli has her sphere,
and science confirms rather than dislodges
belief in the unseen world.

in

neglect

Grey

Arctics,
light Arctics,
Women’s high three-buckle Overshoes,
one-buckle

Rev. Dr.

it’s

heavy

OVERSHOES.

F. W. IN>TL. Agent.
.Belfast.
WILLIAM II. HILL. C.en’l Manager, Boston.

Whitman, formerly of Colby
University, gave an impressive sermon at
10th annual meeting of the Baptist, Columbia
association in Washington.
Dr. Whitman
took the ground that as there are extraordinary and unforeseen forces and effects in
the material world, for which no cause can
be found, these mysteries imply the divine
existence, a divine factor in human affairs,

;q

Long

Commencing Tuesday, Nov. 24. 18‘.td, steamer
Rockland, ( apt. K. W. Curtis, will leave Bangor at
7 a m., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdavs until
closing of river, then Inna Buck.-port at 8,Mo a.
m. for Rockland via all river landings, including
Searsport.
Returning from Rockland at 8 a. m. Mondays,
Wednesday- and Fridays.

''2.500.

Leggings to sd.h
confidently

we

Long
extra

A. it.

ers

r,

good quality Snort Leggings.

“

p. in.,

LOCAL

tjetb

break t/i“ combinations.

cannot

tee

LEGGINGS.

Boston will he reduced from $3.00 to $2.25.
Between Seursport and Boston reduced from
$3.25 to $2.30, und a proportionate reduction

The services at the Methodist Episcopal
church Dec. (5th will be as follows: At 1045

what it was
and eloquent

^|

In

Belfast, Dec. 2, 189ft.— 4w4*.»

evening subject will be, “A Scriptural
Greeting to Joyous Youth,” Evel. 11: 0-12,
as

price,

Combination No, 3,

The

The music will be

$\35, making

B. F. WELLS.

At t he Baptist church next Suud iv the
pastor will preach in the morning upon the
theme “Sowing and Reaping,” Gal. 0: 0-10.

1 Juo. 2:14.

Rubber Sht
heel Huron, whi

Our

LOWEST BOTTOM PRICES.

service in

t

that is worth si.

.January,

the evening, that being a missionary meeting at 7 o’clock. There will be

one

of

one

felt with fine 1.

price,

ALL KINDS.

OF

is

bargains in this v
giving an extra e

^$1.40 I

C?

I

at)

ton

OF ALL KINDS.
HA1

Our

in all $2.00.

Lace Goods and Hdkfs.
A NEW STOCK OF

This

In this combination we are
offering a Felt Boot that is
worth 75c., a Rubber to tit
that is sold for $1.25, making

ALL PERFECT,
NEW GOODS.

as

sale in Boston last week

Combination No. 1. Combination, Not

PLAIN SILK RIBBONS,
Width Vos. 30, 22. 1(5 and 12.
Width in inches, 3 1-8, 2 3-4, 2 3

great rubber

the

able to give some exceptionally good bargains
above. Below we enumerate a few of our many trart(

W ork.
Never before offered so

o’clock in the afternoon.

The

Sin

By attending

FOR CHRISTMAS

Stubbs, Tuesday afternoon,
officiating.Two
couples were united in marriage at the
Methodist Parsonage Wednesday afternoon,
Nov. ‘doth.... Mr. George Swett and Miss
Lilian Smith; Mr. Elmer Colson and Miss
the past year of that denomination in Maine
T. H. Marshall Relief Corps will have a Florence Baker-Mrs. M. A. Coffren, Mrs.
shows decided progress, there having been
picnic supper and sociable at Mrs. Ellen Lewis Atwood, Mrs. James Nason, Miss s57
baptisms, an apparent net increase in
Richardson’s on Green St., Friday evening,
Laura Nason and Miss Lizzie Grant are on
church membership of 511 and an increase
Dec. 4th.
Supper at t» o’clock. Ail the the sick list this week....Col. L. D. Carver
in benevolent, contributions of more than
members cordially invited.
of Rockland
in town
was
Friday.Y
About 50 friends ol' Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Tripp
called at their new house in East Belfast
Tuesday evening and gave them a house-

no more

be the fortunate

can

each.

Great Reduction in Fares.

Rev. J.

space to their

$2.50

Morning—Sentence, “Hear Us, Lord,” by
SavHe l as remodel* d his press and claims that Joseph Baruby; anthem, “Jesus, My
ior,” by De Bois. Evening—Chorus for lahe can do as good work as any ox press can do.
dies' voices, “Hail to Thee, Great King,” by
.—For over fifty years John M. Dow lias
Dow; quartette, “Fade Away,” by Baruby.
lived on his farm in West Brooks and now
Beginning next Sunday, there will be a
for the first time is without a sheep, w hereas j
lie always wintered any where from twenty- I series of 5 o’clock services at tile Uuiversal- Helluxt t<» Ftoiston, !«i\i
ist church during the month of December.
five to a hundred, lie always raised his own
The services will consist largely of special
stock, keeping ewe lambs. His stock lias
thus remained unchanged except by judi- music by the choir, assisted by soloists, and
there will he a ten-minute address by the
cious selection of the males, and his lambs
The public is cordially invited to
pastor.
have always brought the highest prices. He
has always had faith in the profit of keeping attend, and all, irrespective of church affiliasheep ami only closed out his lot of fifty tions, will be welcomed. It will be a good
way to spend forty-five minutes these Sunodd last week because he could no longer
look after them himself.... E. C. Holbrook, j day afternoons before other services of the Commencing Monday, Oct. lit, ISIlt), the rate ot
day.
fare for through tickets between Belfast and
who has been engaged in selling fruit and

The Epworth League will give a supper at
the Memorial hall Dec. 8th. After supper
’here will be a drill by sixteen young ladies
"1 the League.
Admission 25 cents.

party papers

Unitarian church next
by tlie pastor,
at 10 45 a. in., followed
sermon

The services at the Uuiversalist Church
next Sunday will be as follows : Morning
worship witli sermon at 10:45. Subject, “The
Light of the World.” Sunday School, with
rehearsal of Christmas music, at twelve.
Young people’s meeting, 0:00 P. M. Topic, j
“Taking Up The Cross.” Leader, Miss Isa i
McCabe. Vespers, or Service of Evensong,

in the

-N

-s

offer

we can

customers

interesting praise service was held
the Methodist Church last Sunday evening, consisting of choruses, quartettes, recitations. select readings and essays. The subject was “Praise,” and many Scripture texts
bearing on the subject were read.

■

u..

of Shawls at

A very

1

a.*:

Only early

quantity

The Churches.

■

■

limited

'A. P. MANSFIELD,

the Skin and Eczema.

only remedy

a

When this lot is closed

world that will at
once stop Itchiuess of the Skin on any part
of the body that is absolutely safe and never
The

to-day

sale

on

at

County Correspondence
Thanksgiving day was a very dull one out
grounds are guarded both night and day. of dooLs. It snowed, it drizzled and it fizProoks. Last Monday while Robert Mo
Evidently Mr. Bigelow has been so busy zled nearly all day. Still everybody was
was driving a horse through Brooks
Taggart
seeing foreign countries that he has not simling and happy, and the turkey and the
village rapidly the animal stumbled and fell,
had tinu to inform himself as to his own. goose bung high; in fact, ho high, that we
breaking bis shoulder and making it necesdon’t know that any attempt was made to
sary to kill him on the spot...-Mrs. \Y. A.
them
down
from
their
on
li of Mis. Scot.t-i$iddons re- bring
i i •
lofty perch
}
Fenlason, who lias been quite sick, is now
nils '■ many of the older residents of* the market by any one here, consequently
somewhat better.... Mis. J. C. Lane is » onthe
fact
that she was the attrac- ! the chicken and the sparerib furnished the
this
>
lined to the house by sickness. Mr. Lane is
t !:«•
"penii.g ol the dd City hall jI bill of fare to the entire satisfaction of a’l
teaching the school at West Brooks.... Mrs,
i ;i>; hern lemodeied into practir
;I and as everybody felt perfectly satisfied
a
lesint arrangement.
The cele- I
Margaret Huxford, who lias been very ill, is
>
1'.
i:ei Vmciican career was, | there was no need to grumble about the better, but she is over eighty years of age
\v< ather or the day, and we do not.
;i
i"-' ei known ;ss a
and quite feeble-Benjamin Rove, whose
Shakosperiau !
an
an a*'u>s ami it was as a !
A striking illustration <-f abseutiuin&edlower limbs for some years have been pard. 1
h.r
e graced ihi platform ot the
1| cess was recently experienced by a lady tially paralyzed, had an >ther shock last. SatImii.
Watervi le Mail.
friend >f ours, who was rather forcibly urday and is now worse than ever.... A. E.
'• ; itei
1 ! e
also has recollections of !
brought t< the consciousness of her mind. Chase lias without doubt the largest, pair of
Mrs. Scot: sddduns as a readei, and we
i
lady having prepared the dinner ami oxen in town. They are plump eight feet and
i» ’.."t *.i ioK >he a;•;>»' .red on
the stage in 1 being ai xmils that the man of the house are used on Ins bay press.... R. A. Jones of
ca
Her ought enjoy it whib it was piping hot, has- JSouth Brooks is pressing hay again tins fail.
y
■

place

season.

Sarsaparilla
The One True Blood Purifier.

MANSFIELD’S.

at

Hood’s

sure.

We have in this town one house in which
four generations are living. They are Mrs.
Lucy Bullock, aged 92; her daughter, Mrs.

“The

American President manages seventy millions and doesu't even have a policeman at
his door, and here in a republic of two or

it

More

More people are employe.1 and more space occupied in its Laboratory than any other.
More wonderful cures eiiec-led and more testimonials received than by any other.
More s.ul.-s and more increase year by year
are reported by druggists.
More p-'ople are taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
today than any other, and more are
taking it today than ever before.
More and still morb reasons might be
given why you should take

Mr.

of the Boston and Maine.

appendage

more

re-

moval is that the road will cease to be
Maine institution and will be

taken,

Whooping ough is causing unpleasant apprehensions on the part of parents who have
children liable to catch this contagious dis-

returned

The

more care

expense incurred in its manufacture.
It costs the proprietor and the dealer
but it costs the consumer less, as lie

gets more doses for li:s money.
More curative power is scoured by its peculiar
combination, proportion and process,

ease.*

The Maine Cen-

More shill is required,

K. A. Packard, we hear, will build a
cottage in the spring on the lot lie bought
recently on Nicawa Point at Temple Heights.
Mr.

The removal of Payson Tucker from
the position of General Manager of the

More

Medicinal value in a bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla than in any other preparation.

store now

occupied by E. L. French, No. 74

Main Street, l’ell'ast.

For terms, address
ARNOLD HARRIS,
137 East 54th Street,
New York, N. Y.

49tf

IRKS;.
I will furnish

Testimonials free.

to

We know of but one community in the
world where dyspepsia is practically unknown, and that is the Shakers of Mount
Lebanau, N. Y. These good people have
been studying the. subject of .digestion for
more than a hundred years, and that they
understand it pretty thoroughly, is evidenced in the foregoing fact. Their Digestive Cordial is the safest and best remedy in
cases of indigestion that we know
of. A
trial bottle can be had through your druggists for the trifling sum of 10 cents.
The Shaker Digestive Cordial supplies the
system with food already digested, and at
the same time aids the, digestion of other
foods. It will almost instantly relieve the
ordinary symptoms of indigestion, and no
sufferer need to be told what these are.

GEORGE A.

BAILEY,

Belfast. Maine.

Small Farm for Sale.
SPICER PLACE on the Belmont corner
•
oad, one mile from Belfast post office, is offered for sale. It contains 14 acres of land, 10 of
which are cleared; a good orchard of apples and
pears, with blackberries and oilier small fruits.
Good two-story house; buildings new.
Apply to
LOUISA CUNNINGHAM,
49tf
Swanville, Maine.

THE

READ IT.
If you have any trouble with your back,if
it aches, is lame or weak, the cause nine
times out of teu is from the kidneys. Read
about the free distribution of Doan’s Kidney
Laxol is the best medicine for children, j Pills in this
paper, and call at Kilgore & j
Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil. Wilson’s, City
Drug Store, Belfast, Me.
|

I

Dec.

13, 1 s<»5.

Die.

March
ss..

JULY
SI

5iUiO.sb.l7.

$123,DS5.5S

bill.

$7D.4*O..VJ

14,
72,09:

These /i.jures are taken from oar sworn statements
of the Currency. IVashinyton, on the ah >re dates.

to t

I
].
DKt’OSITK ill till' IVmtl'.ST I > K!' V!: 1' M I; V [' t., v
hr»*..»i
ary 1st ami July l>r. Deposits dunn.’ h.‘ li•
i. //•>
of that month. This depart iifnit otV.-rs
|rp. -r e-bi
much as every deposit is a '.»•//< hi tin- '■mk. an ail dr:• isits in «»*t bank nv
amount of mir ('apital Stork.
,'
This Bank l>eiii£ the kites: establish** 1 nankin Waldo ('••uiirv.
ments in Fire and burglar l’i
>1 work, ; !i -:voy oif.*n:i_ n1
hank in this county.
v
We still have a few $5,<M S1EK DKPDS1 T KDYS i.
o:tr l)ov >s are
jocks, So they may be taken to an I from the bank it desitv I
...

••

>

the farmers of Waldo

county their HAY WIRES at lowest
possible price. All sizes in stock, including! the Dedrick, No. 14 and 13.

J@P*Sold by Druggists, price 75c. per bottle.

July 21. ivU.
$5!M sd.2!»

1* 6LENW00D RiX-,.
Are up,to date in every

They

are

particular

the leaders of all moden

stoves and ranges,
See them before

n. L. Mitchell,

buying any
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The Municipal Officers held an inquest
jast evening on the recent llres at the house

BELFAST.

--

!

ting of tlie City Council
Monday; the Probate

oity

>

[

j

arrested last

was

locket and
stealing
-n Cross street.
The
v ithout.
coming to trial.
a

|

of the Warren heirs and the store of Charles
O’Connell. The J ournal went to press too

Court, early

Insolvency

•ml

j

I tst

Gun Club Thanks-1

Belfast Opera House
threatening weather,
dance and some good
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funny situation
rapidity that
■•'•nr one laugh be-

but

one
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mg ;h<- uniforms ..f
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I matched stuff
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great euiveniis done by Mr. Herbert
i th* band, win* volnniii<I win) has done a line
v

M i.shali

a

Post,

G.

A.

At

oi

Inspecting Officer spoke
Post,

limented the Commander
in which he perform*
rations included Penob-

oilier

!

etc.

the steamboat wharf Mourned by the antics of a chap
harmonica. He would tune,
right- into the face of a hyhe later got disgusted and
>

■

tackled an old
war, who stood his ground
liked, until the musician gave
I wind.
At

iw
.st

last

he

•ad, includingyoke of oxen,
••".glit "1 who ii was more than
iml the ;t\ rage girth 7 feet and
»n«- pitir weighed
pounds
l.-eT ain! I inches, and
other
s

feet.

granite quarry.

These
The

boxes,

are

hurt

:f

any.

Tin-

Maud K.Russell met with
aeenlent last Sunday evening. She

11 J’ NTs.

Miss

tire llew from the match into the powder, as it exploded immediately. His face
was badly burned and his legs were terribly

a line lot of catBrighton last Saturday.

than

enclosed in

that

shipped

for

little,

were

was returning from a visit to Mrs. John W.
Sleeper, who was suffering from a burned
hand, and slipped from the walk near J. Ii.
(..'iark's residence. Both bouee of her right
leg were broken near the knee. The accident occurred late in the afternoon, but before the street lights were turned on....Sidney McTaggart, brakemau on the freight
train, had his light hand quite badly lacerated
Satin day, at Benton, by getting it.
caught between the couplers of two cars
Sears Braley slipped and fell on a sidewalk
on Primrose
Hill Saturday and severely
sprained his left ankle.Alvin Douglass, aged about JO years, of Unity, was
badly injured last Thursday by a premature blast. He had put a large charge
of powder in a seam and laid the fuse. When
he attempted to light the fuse it is thought

R.,

inlay evening by Col. L.
I land. There was a
large

tin- condition of the

and

a sever*-

>b

'•

piayed

heat in the store
'A as intense, as the paint- was blistered on
the front doors aud w iudow ■•usings, and the
insulation of the electric wires the whole
length of the store was melted and ran
down in drops upon the lloor and goods.
but

.pnpment of the
Johnson block is a

th"
in

full of smoke

it was

watc"

!.s

room was so

difficult to enter and water was
from the front door.
The lire
was soiin drowned out and the actual damage from lire was small, but that from smoke
aud water was considerable. It wili require
an account of stock to determine the loss, as
some of the goods are ruined while
others,
especially such as were out of reach of the
first

play

The

of

ment arrived the

i-»i11g

r

who hail rooms near by in the
Pine nix Row. When the depart-

persons

rear

entertainments
House it r some time
Jo'b bv tic- ('.mroy &

.i•:i

er

1

in one

1

Camp,

Sons of Veterans,

rnus-

candidate

Monday evening.
the regular
meeting next Monday evening
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Opportunity Worthy

I

lf'egau

Free Distribution One

his familv carlast Saturday to AnL.-wiston, for Philadelhorse was one of the

baker scld

[

The

Free!

.

^Prices That Talk

multilated. His condition at last reports
was as favorable as could be expected.
Haz;d McKeen had his right leg badiy
bruised Monday afternoon, while at work on
a culvert on High street near Vine street.

came

He attempted

others

to

assist

one

of his crew, who

Business Change. J W. Frederick &•
hav e sold their ship
chandlery business,
41 Front street, to
Capt. N. S. Lord, who
will take possession Jan. 1st. The new
A

C'o.

pro-

prietor, who has conducted a sail i«»‘t hare
for some years in the
building on Swan X
Sibley’s wharf, will continue the sail-making business in his new location, the seeoml
door having been fitted for that
purpose,
I his change retires one of our
oldest busiMr.J.W. Frederick. IL began his
business career Dec. <S, 1*12, and now alter
more than o4 years of
experience teals that
he has earned a respite. The
junior member ..f the rimi, Mr. Charles W.
Frederick,
has been in the business about 20
years,
ness

with

men,

hardly

a

which

ests

vacation, and has other
require his attention.

inter-

The

Frederick arc fortunate in their sucLord nor ouiy having proved
himself an excellent citizen, but being well
adapted from past experience in somewhat
Messrs.

Mr.

cessor,

similar

lines

this long-estabThe Journal extends its

continue

to

lished business.
best wishes to the retiring proprietors and
cordial welcome to the uew one.
New Advertisements.
Main

;’;1

street,

bargains

is

C.

Dinsmore,

offering unprecedented

---V_

Cashing Olmstead & Snow
Are

evidence that

holiday goods.
mention, but

They

are

too

numerous

find the goods and
great variety to select
from-Small farm for sale, one mile from
Belfast post office, by Louisa Cunningham.
-H. A. Starrett invites inspection of winter garments at from So.‘IS to SI'*; new lot

prices right

of

and

wrappers only

from To cents up.

its

cents,

and

umbrellas

The remnant sale is still

on-Carle & Jones, 21 Main street, will
have a grand holiday opening of their entire stock of fancy China next
Saturday. It
will

he

display worth seeing_B.

a

Wells advertises

work,
prices.

all

perfect

He

has

ribbons

for

F.

Christmas

goods, at very low
lace goods and handkernew

are

prices

we

bought right,
prices of all

broken in

quote
we

our

a

shall

regular

sizes, including

FURNISHING GOODS, HATS,CAPS,MACK-

$5 97.

pretty patterns.

Our

price:

$6 93.

MACKINTOSHES

13 OF C.O.& S.’s FINEST, SILK SLEEVE
linings, tailor made 815.00 Ulsters go- •S 10.00 box coats, velvet collars, cemented

ing

at

seams,

$4.79.

lien’s Overcoats.

Hen's anil Hoys' Hats,
$ .•>.>*
$1.00 whips.
2 imi^s 2a cent Hraees,
,2a
2 pair 2a cent Waal Ilase.
2a
Hen's $l.aO Hint I'lannel

Illark, Blue and Grey, Kersey Blue
Chinchillas, worth SS.OO. If you buy
nothing else come to us for your winter Overcoat.
Our Bia-k and Blue

wool,

$6.93.

Stephen A. Dutton lias been on trial in
York, charged witi; having swindled
Mary Alice Godfrey and her daughter
Alys Godfrey of Washington, I).
•'ll
of property in that city worth A"),000.
thing attempted by the big swindlers’syn-

have paid C. O. & S. 810 00 for the
very same quality goods less than a
year ago.
They sold quickly at 810 00.
It must make this firm sick to see these
elegant suits passed over the counter

'■m-

at

Nobby Overcoats,
only

We

His operations excelled in magnitude any-

J list

....

is

Hoyf

>■*

00 to >5.00

Caiihls Hair I niler2.1

Hen’s Henri/ (Her

less tlu*n their wort h

.20

s,

BDys’

small

sizes, .‘4, 55 and 50.

small

man

1 S‘.)C>.

Mil. II W.
IH'.ak Sii:
11' ease? of

Reefers,
a

but the

edge,

irear,

15 Mens and

$6.93.

Cushing, Olmstead & Snow’s pride1
stylish plaids, elegant cutaway clay
worsteds, some of the finest goods they
made; would be cheap at 81b.00. They
won't last long at $1 1.75.

It

raw

-j

$11.75 Each.

We

made

Shirts noir
‘'.Is
7ae. fine j! a ceil fnilenr nr, .-HI
Hen's $.'t.OO fan!s,/
l .ns
Hops' pne Knee Pants,

S3.75.

23 SUITS AT

pro

now

SH.75.

buy

one

of

If you

1. Ull\
At- have

I

can

these

!.uhint*; at >.> ,r own
>ur l'"v is yom -mu.
Y' u
assure youreustomerslu
values,

e,tht ls are
it to ti; and made
in the best pos-dlde m inner.
V mrs re*',r,
(
shin,;, >t.Ms-THAI) V S\t >W.

a> our

|

$10.00 Reefers for $5.00.
ALL WOOL and INDIGO COLOR,

shinned you

I'fiee-.

are

«•

O.

j

_

the 23d

est,
day; average for November,
1895, 38 91°; average for November, for 37
years past, 37.12°; number of rainy days, 8;
number of show falls, 3; amount of snow

Grand

fall, 5 inches, total precipitation, rain and
melted snow, 4.25 inches.
Steamer Notes. The Coombs brothers
of Islesboro have bought the steamer Castiue of the heirs of Capt. S. H. Barbour, and
will continue her on the Belfast, Castiue
and Islesboro route. The three brothers,

Holiday Opening

Our entire stock of FANCY CHINA,

consisting

of

handling a large tbit stone, when the chiefs of all kiuds and a new stock of dolls.
.mi 4 cows.
GERMAN, FRENCH and ENGLISH MAKES,
supports slipped and the stone fell upon Mr.
The store at 74 Main street, now occu31 * Keen's leg. The limb is badly swollen,
; 'In- cniributions for the
E
L.
is
for
rent.
pied by
French,
Apply who will manage the boat, are experienced
but it is thought no bom s are broken.
is' lloim- Mr. A. K. Pierce
to Arnold Harris, ld7 East r»4th street, New steamboat men.
Capt. Leighton W. Coombs,
ti
generous donation
Shiitiv; Items. Sell. Sarah L. Davis
York city, N. Y-Miss L. K. Curtis, Sear.— the master, lias held a
captain's license 8
he :irui • f A. K. Pierce ,Y
arrived
Saturday with oil on deck from port, wants white coon cats and kittens; years; Ai gustus P.
Coombs, steward, lias
ntributors were: S. <>. Boston for several Belfast merchants.
Her also pure black coon kittens, three or four been
steamboating 10 years, and for the past
MMrs. Jas. G. Pendleton,
under-deck
was
cargo
phosphate from months old.
year lias been engineer of the Castiue; and
1 'eii. P. Ua/.eltine, Mrs. Goo.
Boothbay Harbor for Bangor parties. She
Chat. Charles K. Coombs has recently Fred W. Coombs, engineer, lias held a ma<leriek. Mrs. H\ P. Tliuiup- sailed the. same
day for Bangor_Sch.
added to his collection of taxidermy, two rine engineer’s license for 15 years. The
eniiers, Searsport, Mrs. K.
Charlotte T. Sibley was launched from the
of trips will be conn, N. Y
Mrs. K. Chenery, marine railway Thursday ami was towed to handsome specimens of white owl Mrs.M.C. present, arrangement
C. W. Smallidge, who for
Capt.
UK
lUSeLAYKI)
WIMi
Gordon
of Center Moutvilie has a lobster tinued.
-lime, Mrs. lialpb Johnson,
Bangor Saturday to load ice and lumber for
several years past lias been master of the
Mrs. Jas, Howes, Mrs.
New York-Sch. Harriet Rogers sailed cactus that covers a circle with a diameter
Castiue and other boats on that line, has
of three feet and has over two hundred buds
-ml, Belfast.
Nov. 25th with hay, etc., for Seal Harbor.
chartered the steamer Florence and will
and blossoms on it at the present time_
.A. M. Carter recently loadod sch. LaughC 'inniissioners met at Waldo
John Dolloff bought the front' of the old continue on the same route, with Ernest H.
ing Waters and sloop Passport with hay for
.v and
held another hearing
and has moved it to his Gary, formerly of the Castiue, as purser.
Eastern ports-Sch. Maria Webster sailed foundry building
n of the selectmen of Waldo
lot on Congress street where it will be Capt. Smallidge has the contract to carry
Saturday for Mt. Desert with hay from F. G.
the mails between Belfast and Islesboro, the
BONN FAIENCE.
in tiie highway near the
White’s-Sch. City of Augusta arrived utilized as a hen house-The foundations
There are now four grade
g.
of Crosby Inn have been boarded over to mail will be carried on his boat.
RUOALSTADT ART PORCELAIN,
to load ice from the Belfast Ice Co.,
“sings within a short distance, Saturday
them from the weather. It is expectA Big Carload of Hay.
Probably the
SALVIATI'S VENETIAN GLASS.
for Norfolk, and sch. Leander V. Beebe is protect
nosed change does away with
ed they will be built upon next season_ largest carload of bay ever shipped from the
chartered to take a cargo to New York. The
FRENCH FANCY CHINA,
1 substitutes one underpass,
ipcPa.?s“sei"nerSets'$62i
The larger of the two deer which Messrs. Belfast branch of the M. C. It. It. was loadof Augusta will take about 800 tons_
.ssioners voted to make the City
Johnson and Dunton brought home from the ed at Thorndike last week by Chas. B.
GLASS,
Capt. Marcellus Veazie has sold his interest East
-ked for. The selectmen will
Branch last week was cut up at Nor- Sampson of Freedom.
The car contained
in sch. Mary A. Hall to Capt. A. O. Gross
BOHEMIAN GLASS WARE,
railroad company to assume the of Deer Isle, and is succeeded in the com- ton's market Monday-On his way to this 41,906 lbs., or 34 lbs. less than 21 tons. His
and PARIS NOVELTIES.
mand of the vessel by Capt. Haskell of Deer
ilding the underpass.
city by train last week Mr. W. C. Crawford hay was pressed by W. S. Edminster of
Isle. Capt. Veazie is at home in Islesboro.
PLEASE COME IN SATURDAY
saw a deer swimming across the Kennebec
East Knox. Mr. Edminster has the best all
ity Marsha! Burton Smith of -Sch. Sarah E. Palmer sailed from PortYours respectfully,
AND THEN COME IN AGAIN.
land for Louisburg, C. B., loaded coal there river-It is reported that Capt. Otis Ingra- around press in Waldo Co. His record of
as in town last week and sumand was back at Portland again inside of ham will command the steamer Lewiston list
tons
265
lbs.
in
9
hours
20
minyear
(16
esses to appear before the Grand
twelve days.A Baltimore despatch of
when she. comes on the route for winter ser- utes) has not been beaten. The bay from this
S. Circuit Court in the case Nov. 24th says:
“The large sch. \Vm. B.
1826 tons, cleared yes- vice.Samuel Adams has received the 1(> press packs better, sells better and is more
wellyn Moore and Fred Davis for Palmer,forregistering and
hauled out into the class rings for the Belfast High School class easily handled than that put up
terday
Antwerp,
by any other
the post office at Poor's Mills.
stream. She has aboard about 32,000 bushels
of ’97-J. F. Wilson has sold his large pair
press on the market. Hay put up in this man11 are serving sentences in Bel- of wheat and 1431 tons of
lumber, and is
drawing 20 ft. 0 in. of water. She still has of matched horses to the Boston Tea Co., ner is sold in some Maine cities to the entire
eiiv of goods from the store in
plenty of freeboard, high enough to make a who will use them on their new teams-C. exclusion of other sized bales. Eight, cars or
■st office was kept.
Marshal ladder
necessary in going over her side.
."iiiiiujoned a few others as wit- Capt. Dyer will be accompanied by Mrs Buswell of Camden has been granted a 105 tons, of this bay have been sold for export
the same Court, and they left Dyer.”... .Captain Hand, who was atone patent for a dust excluder for vehicle hubs. to South America and Bermuda during the
time first lieutenant of the revenue cutter
_With all the reports of an abundance of past month. Farmers wishing quick work
Tuesday. They are doubtless Dallas, has succeeded
Captain Heuriqiie in apples, good eating apples are a scarce com- and moderate prices, give Mr. Edminster a
S. internal revenue law viola- command of the revenue cutter
Woodbury.
call. Don’t break your backs trying to lift,
Lieutenant \i ns worth has beensuecee led bv modity in this market.... Two deer, a large
ANT NOW IS TflE TIME TO GET YOUR
roll or end huge dray-shaped bales.
Lieut. Brombent-The iron ship Ti 1 lie E. buck and a doe, were seen on the east, side
from
Main
less
than
a
mile
street,
Belfast,
i Newburg was in Belfast last Starbuck. 1031 tons, built in Chester, Pa., in
Law Court Dkcision. Tileston Wadiin,
j
Monday.
u-red a singular experinence iu 1883, has been sold in New York for local
Esq., Clerk of Courts, has received the
account, on private terms. She has been
••■>.
His neighbors were losing commanded
certificate of opinion from the Law Court,
by Capt. Ebon Curtis.The
es
in the Waldo County case of Betsy F. Madby rot, and his own on high ship Gov. Itobie lias been chartered for a
docks vs. Andrew J. Stevens.
bad that he abandoned most general cargo from New York to Melbourne
In 1887 the
for *14,500.... Under date of Charlestown, S.
defendant sold to the plaintiff by warrantee
"Ut digging. He. also had potoOates, Canned
Seeded Raisins, Apricots, Peaches,
C., Nov. 27th a correspondent writes: “The
1 on a piece of low, wet land. barge Ocean Belle lias finished repairs and
deed, the place on Bridge street in Belfast
—
will
leave here Monday for Galveston. She
sure were spoiled and paid no
known as the (iilsou place. At the time
Fruits, Nuts, Fine Confectionery.
will run from Pensacola to Galveston. The
said deed was executed the City of Belfast
them. One day in going across
Western Belle is due in Savannah to load
held several claims against the property
dug into a hill and found the lumber for Baltimore. The Forest Belle is
In fact everything kept in a first-class Grocery Store. Come and see at
for taxes, which claims were paid by the
good. He dug the potatoes on at Baltimore discharging, and the Belle of
at Perth Amboy. The Atlas sailed
Oregon
the
and
which
defendant
refused
‘•und the good potatoes to hear
plaiutilf,
from Baltimore Nov. 24th for Galveston. It
to pay on the ground that the taxes were not
Bryan proportion to the poor ones is only a question of time when the greater
to
other
can
now
be
devoted
uses.
:
re 15 bushels of good ones to 1
part of the Southern lumber trade will be
legally assessed. The plaintiff brought an
done by barges. At present there are but
; Its former delightful smelling and
action for broken covenant, which was sent
rotten.
five barges suitable for this trade, but more
are
contents
delicious
;
tasting
duplito the Law Court at the April term of S. J.
will soou be built. The Georgia Lumber
■otar of the
Nations,” under ti e Co. has three
SAMUEL ADAMS,
cated in quality and flavor in None
Court, 1896, on agreed statement facts. The
barges chartered. They carry
a
nt of the ladies of the Unitarian
\ Such Mince Meat,
pure, wholelumber at less rates than the sailing vessels,
rescript is as follows:
made
for
will be held at the Opera House,
preparation
giving the shipper an advantage. Lumber
some, cleanly
“The production of a tax collector's deed
merchants at Charleston and Brunswick are
I mince pies, fruit cake and fruit
i; afternoon and evening, Decemof law which is recited in the deed as haying
anxious for barges to carry their lumber.
been sold for an unpaid tax ‘assessed agree: puddings.
Kancy articles, aprons, dolls, home- The days for sailing vessels in the Southern
ably to Uw,’ does not amount to proof that
udies, etc., will be on sale at attrac- trade are numbered.” Our correspondent'
the tax was lawfully assessed and so an in-rated booths representing the dif- is “A Barge man from Waldo county.”_
cumbrance ou the land,” Plaintiff nonsuit.
c
NEW
NEW GOODS.
Sch. Fannie & Edith arrived Sunday, lumif
Knowlton for plaintiff.
tions. Supper will be served from ber
MINCE MEAT
Thompson &
laden, from Bangor for Beverly. She
for
defendant.
Ward
well
en o’clock on the European plan,
sailed Tuesday morning-Sch. Charlotte
the housewife long hours
.saves
clock the pleasing operetta, “A T. Sibley arrived here yesterday, Bangor
•of wearisome work and gives tile
The genuine “BELFAST” 5c. cigar
for
New
to receive her crew and some
York,
f Nations,” will be given by some
-*
: family all the mince pie they can
new sails-Sch.
James Holmes arrived
lias already found its way into nine dif■st local talent. Solos, choruses, a
! desire at little cost. A package makes
yesterday from Boston with general cargo.
ferent States in the Union, also the Doand costumes appropriate to the
jtwo large pies. ioc. at all grocers.
Direct from the Manufacturers. Lowest Prices.
minion of Canada, and strange to say, it
There has probably been more infringe: Take no substitute.
nations, will unite to make this a
Repairing a Specialty. Eleven Years Experience.
On the receipt of your name htj<! athlress an-1 tin* name
is less thau two years ago this brand was
ments
on the genuine “BELFAST” 5c.
-tractive entertainment. Doors will
of this paper, wv will mail y»u post free "Mrs I'-.[.kins'
«t three p. m. Admission from three
cigar than any other brand made in New
placed on the market. The only cigar j
was

nr

ORE A T SEA UGH TER IX

linings,

30 HEAVY DARK COLORED SUITS,
made to sell at S7.00, good wearers and

28 SUITS, DARK ami MEDIUM COLors, double and single breasted, all

November Weather. The weather report of Mr. L. H. Mureli shows as follows
for the month of November: Mean
tempera
ture, 33 03°; highest, .“3-the 17th day; low-

n

2d ULSTERS, FINE SHETL AND HEAVY

New
Mrs.
Li

10

■>»c. (jo nl<,

$5.00.

lerty in Belfast owned by Mrs. Godfrey.
have received the menu of
the
Thanksgiving dinner at the National Hotel,
National Stock Yanis, 111., Charles O. Clark,

CASE MEN'S

JUST ONE-HALF PRICE.

are line All Wool Cassimeres, made to sell at. s 10.00 to SI"- 00.
25 OVEKCOATS AT
They all go for $5.00, however, as
long as they last.

dicate, with which he operated in at least
large transaction. [Boston Traveller.
The case lias been previously mentioned
in The Journal, and was said to include

AT RIDICULOUS PRICES.

at

INTOSHES, ETC.

Among this lot

eliding Nov. 28, 1896:
Ladies—Mrs.
A ,T. Carter; Mrs. Ida Kenney. Gentlemen— Will Gayneil.

manager.

19 GREY BLUE and OXFORD
ULSTERS,
heavy and durable, our competitors
will say we stole these
goods, but
money talks, the shortest price catches 1
the buyer, so
shall place the figure

S5.00 Each.

-'k

good things,

Men’s Ulsters.

!

e I

50 SUITS Al'

non-preferred, payable Dec. 1st.
Following is a iist of unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast post office for the

clams.

and call

goods that

The

account of

The directors of the Belfast
Mooseheal
Lake 1L it. Co. met Now 24th and declared
the usual semi-annual dividends of .‘5 per
'•'-nt. on the p ef. rred stock and si.14 on the

v.

we

also SLASH the

of

a

boots, rubbers and

prices quoted

footwear.
-Goto D. P. Palmer’s, Masonic Temple,

to

on

you

Read the

and examine tiie stock of winter
for

out

quickly.

$3 29.

pupils of the public
whooping
.'•ugh, ami some are attending school notwithstanding they have the cough.
are

sacrificing their stock to get out of

business

Day Only,

presents a tempting array of
only down-east “bird”
on the bill of fare is the lobster.
We are
willing to bet a cooky that Charles himself
would have traded the whole outfit, French
kisses and all, for a peck of Penobscot Bay

in men’s wool

overshoes.

B.

a

large number

A

schools

Loud.^

Very

No matter what you see advertised as
bargains we shall C |M \ qi i
their prices into smitherens from now on. If
^ lA-OlI
you see anything that interests you, CUT IT OUT, and compare with what we show
you when you call at our store. Your money back if you want it.

JouruaieaUt'fUl

complete history

a

E. Clark

A.

Ethel Tucker company is playing a
week's engagement at Belfast Opera House,
before good sized audiences. The plays are
such as interest the general play-goers, and

Club will meet in the Police

di«ir8TI^;.t'

yet large enough to
'uperintendeut to work
not

:s

report this week.

a

Debating

of Your Notice.
The winter term of
the Buekspcrt semi“ari
Mond»y morning. Quite a numIf you suffer with kidney disease oranv aihnent
vt 8tlldent8
id the
already in attendance arising from an improper action
kidneys or
Railroad Sparks. The painting of the and, more will arrive
urinarv organs, this offer we make to the people
the week. There ol Belfast should interest y
during
In the advanceIn
station buildings in this city makes a great
eiciy prospect for a large attendance.
ment of medi- al science, the Kidneys, beimr almost the organs of the greatest importance to
improvement not only in the appearance of
ILL THE b AT
Come Back? A buff oat, human health, have not been neglected, and
the place but in the light. The inside of the with white
rings on tail, has been missing I in placing before vou such a cure as| Doan’s
shed over the passenger platform has been a n ee
Kidney Hilts, the proprietors recognize lmw fars >
Monday. The finder will l,e suitably many
statements of the makers of similar prepadark brown, and is now painted a bright regarded on
rations have fallen short of their claims, being
returning the cat to Mrs. convinced that no remedy for
straw color with red trimmings, which adds
kidney complaints
C.
(reorgPills for such
Trnssell, 31 High street, Belfast. in existence equals Doan’s Kidney
greatly to the lighting capacity of the lamps.
ailments; strengthened in these convictions by
Look out. for the
announcement next week letters that are daily received of the work they
-One span of the new iron bridge at Burn- of a
great fire and smoke sale of
are doing for mankind’s benefit, old backs and
ham was finished last week.
clothing at young
backs are being constantly freed from
the White Store, Charles
O’Connell, proprie- never ceasing aches, and many a lame and shatPolice Court. Fred Baker was before the tor. A full stock of fall
is strengthenand winter goods tered one. stooped and contracted,
ed, invigorated and infused with new life. With
Court Friday on charge of druukenness; sen- had been received
at the time of the fire such a medicine, an offer of this kind can be
tenced to 30 days in jail and mittimus sus- and will be sold now
for while we lose the box
at a great sacrifice, made without hesitancy,
we give to you, we make a friend that assists us
pended. .There was a hearing Saturday fore- hull particulars next week.
in the sale of many others.
noon on the liquor seized in
Searsport and
Stepben80n of BeUast who
Frankfort recently. The beer was ordered died
ONE FULL BOX
Thursday morning in that citv, was
destroyed and the hard liquors turned over « ell known in Augusta and loved bv all of Doan’s Kidney Pills will be given away free to
who knew her for her
kidney ailments at
to the sheriff.. .Saturday afternoon John
gentle disposition. every person stiffen ng with
1 lie father ul the
the undersigned address. First come, first served,
deceased, Mr. Levi M. and
Mellin was arraigned and pleaded guilty to 1
only this one chance offered. Remember this
oor, and Mrs. Poor, accompanied
by Mr. C. is not a sample box, but a regular size box of
permitting gambling in his store on Main M niter Poor, left for Belfast, Sunday, to Doan’s Kidney
Pills, which retails at 50 cents.
Street. He was ordered to give bail iu $200 attend the luueral, which was held in the For those in the country who can not call in time,
afternoon. There were sent from
for appearance at the January term of S. J.
Augusta a full box will be mailed on toreceipt of five cents
in either coin or stamps,
fi°ral pieces’
defray expense of
[Kennebec postage
and mailing, in response to all letters reCourt, but failed to secure bonds and was
ceived up to and including DECEMBER 6.
committed.Ephraim Keen was before
Kev. J. F. Hazel, the
singing evangelist Remember,
the Police Court Monday on charge of drunkof Boston, will preach in
Memorial Htll,
enness and
disturbance.
He was found
Belfast, at 2 30 and 7.30 p. m., next Sunday;
aud
sentenced
to
30
in
guilty
days
jail, from also every night at the
People’s Mission, opwhich he appealed.
THURSDAY, DEC. 3d,
posite The Journal office, Church street.
from 9 a. m. until 8 p. m., at
Fire.
The lire alarm was sounded about
Mrs. Hazel was very ill and was
unable to
midnight Saturday night and the tire was be here last Sunday, as announced.
KILG0I1E & WILSON’S,
Mr.
found to be in the clothing store of Charles
Hazel is here and there will be no
disapCity
Relfast, Maine.
Drug Store,
O'Connell on Main street. The lire wus*in pointment on Dec. titli. Mrs
Hazel is also
Cut this advertisement out ami name paper.
the rear of the store near the window, and
expected to be present. Seats free: all are
Sole agents lor the Tinted States, Foster-.Milburn Co!, Buffalo N. Y.
2\v48
was burning briskly when it was discovered
invited.

Mixer has been
orders of candy for a
LHiding and a church
Mr Mixer's candy has a
Cam den Herald.
:••

give

presented iu the pleasing style which has
made Miss Tucker’s company popular here
and elsewhere.

"rge

:■

to

are

_■

|

The

Courtroom to-morrow,
Friday evening. The
question for discussion will
be in relation to
the Armenian
refugees.

“To

Human.”

err is

To Rectify

Error

an

!s Business,

■

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5.

*

THE MISTAKE:
\\

Christinas is Coining

Sew Raisins, Citrons, Prunes, Currants,:
F;gst

Masonic Temple, Belfast.

SWIFT & PAUL'S,

! NONE

SUCH

Sleighs, Fur

Instead of waiting until the season
over we shall M A it K THE U
hOII A AO ft' to prices way be

is

low any firm in this State.
Brices
body tells the price.

tell and every

J. H. & J. W. JONES,
BELFAST.

»»EVERYTHING IN HARDW ARE.

YOU

*

SHOULD

4;

SMOKE

SWAN LAKE
5c.

CIGARS

5c.

win
l>t.
They :<re m:ulc n\ ..no «>: Id hesi ej.. ,r
I
makers in Sew Im. I a
l’il.
The ,1 <»ek i- si-h'cieil h\ ai.
j*<?rl mi
tohaee.*.
:'.il. They are male
a ele m l.el.irv ii:
I;«-1!. t
4th. They are ] -itivrlv tin
fix
«•«•.!i .-i. :u*
market.
ever place.I mi tii
Ask I'm ami i’ >p-t mi liavni” Swan Lake li\eeent ei'j.a ".
Km'sale hv 1! emar ileaier*;.
■

.•

M. IT BRADMAN, Manufacturer.
itel fast, N.. x. la, lsac
ImtT

Belfast National Bait,
Maine.

Belfast,

■

Jeweler to tire

man\

THE REMEDY:

■

■

too

Blankets. They
"'ere offered to us for
spot cash at
such low prices we could not resist.

S±fcvCUT

CARLE & JONES, 21 Main St., Belfast.

bought

«■

Kohl's and Horse

People.

STORE,

■

Open

Wafts, Club, Jfeweiry, Silverware, Spectacles,^-

••lock 10 cts.
“X

Admission after five
2ets.

j

j

Did you ever uotice bow peopie try to imitate a good thing?

England.

MERRELIi-SOl’LE CO.,
SyrncuHC, N. Y. ^jjiBjaiEg

made in Belfast that is
FAST.”

stamped

“BEL-

j

75

MAIN

STREET, BELFAST,

Store

formerly occupied liy

\V.

C. Marshall.

MAINE.

from 9
1

to

to

dki'osits

12 A. M.

From

4 P. M.
somci rrci>.

ntr

Legislative Notice,
Till;

1

Winterport
Legislature .it

ment to

Ki rn Co. will
its nr\t session

their charter.

the
amend4w4i>

petition

for

an

Literary

News

and

Notes.

tells of “A Snow-bound Christmas” that
was duly celebrated in a stalled train on a
A special Chiistmas poem by Harriet Western railroad.
A tree was cut beside
Prescott fcpufiord, illustrated with tine the track, and all of the passengers conreproductions of frescoes by Melozzo da tributed some of their belongings as gifts
Forli, is one of the features of the Christ- to a little boy who was on the train. Ella
F. Mosby makes a tradition of Belgium
mas McClure’s.
the basis for a little story, “Santa
In addition to the second installment of
Claus’ Pony.”
lu the way of Christliis serial stoiy oi the Gloucester lisliermas poetry the contributions are varied.
men, Eudyant Kipling contributed to the There are the
following: “As They
December McClure’s a short story of a
Danced Them a Measure on Christmas
{Scotch engineer and his aciventures at sea
Night,” by Maxy Mapes Dodge; “The
in a North Atlantic winter gale.
Best Tree,” by Janet Sanderson, and “A
An illustrated article, on the New Amer- Christinas Goblin,” by Susan Hartley
The other features of the numican University at Washington, will be Swett.
found in the number of Harper’s W eekly ber will also please boys and girls. Laudated December 5th.
In the same num- rence Hutton, iu “A Boy I Knew,” begins
ber oi tbe W eekly will be begun a story a series of recollections of his own boyof California life, by Kosina H. Emmet. hood days in New York about the middle
of the century.
J. T. Trowbridge writes
An English Review lately published a
£
sea story, which is out of his usual
veiy savage attack, from the pen of an 1 ne.
It is called “The Voyage of the
Australian, on “American Women.” The ‘Northern
and recounts the adDecember Forum w ill contain a reply to venture of Light,’
a college boy in a cruise on a
this article by the lion. Hugh II. Lusk,
vessel to Nova Scotia. Isabella
ex-member of tbe New Zealand Legisla- coasting
Graham Murdock has a sketch of school
ture, himself an Australian.
life in which she introduces an interesting
Jerome K. Jerome's last story, pievious unpublished letter by Oliver Wendell
The
three serials, “Master
Holmes.
to his engagement to w rite two plays, has
been secured by The Ladies’ Home Jour- Skylark,” by John Bennett, “The Last
nal, and is to be printed in its January Three Soldiers,” by William H. Shelton
issue.
It is called “An Ittm of Fashion- and “June’s Garden,” by Marion Hill,
able Intelligence,” and deals with life in glow in interest as the plots develop.
higher social circles of London.
A Boy’s First Experience Cod=Fishing.
Miss Julia II. May, who recently returned from a trip to Europe, is spendDan’s line was out long before Harvey
ing the winter in Auburn. i>lie is to have a had mastered the mystery of baiting and
new edition published before the holidays,
heaving out the leads. The dory drifted
ol her book of poems, “Songs from the
Woods of Maine,” and a part of this edi- along easily. It was not worth while to
tion w ill be bound in white and gilt.
anchor till they were sure of good ground.
The Rev. William Bayard Hale, the
well known student ot religious and
social conditions, whose former articles
in The Forum have aroused so much discussion and criticism, will contribute to
to the December number a paper entitled
“Another Year of Church Entertainments."

"Here we come,” Dan shouted, and a
shower of spray rattled on Harvey’s
shoulders as a big cod Happed and kicked
Then Harvey felt a tug,
alongside.
and pulled up zealously.
these
are
"Why,
strawberries,” he
shouted.
“Look!”
The hook had fouled among a bunch of
strawberries, red on one side and white
on the other—perfect
reproductions of
land fruit, except that there were no
leaves, and the stem was all pipy and

j
:

Harper’s

Bazar to be issued December
Bh will contain an article on the recent
National Council of Jewish Women, by
Min. Josepl R. Wallach, with portraits
-a
the leaders <•! the Council.
There
will also be an interesting paper on
h\ iy Day Physical Culture, and numerous Christinas suggestions of a
practical
kind.

slimy.

“Don’t tech’em. Slat’em off. Don’t—”
The warning caiue too late.
Harvey
had picked them from the hook, and was
admiring them.
“Ouch!” he cried,
for his lingers
throbbed as though he had grasped many
nettles.
“Naow ye know what strawberry bottom means. ...”
Suddenly the line flashed through his
hand, stinging even through the nippers,
the woollen circlets supposed to protect it.
“lie's a logy. Give him room accordin’
folds strength,” cried Dan.
“I’ll help

How .'shall [he Child be Taught? The
>ri it >
of articles on Tbe Problem of
Elementary Education, by Dr. J. M. Rice,
which Las been in process of preparation
tor
nearly two years will begin in the
December n ;ruber of The Forum.
These
articles are based on specialities undertaken with more than 100,000
children,
and represent an entirely new departure
in the held of pedagogical study.

ye.”_

“No, you won’t,” Harvey snapped,

Jacob A. Biis, the author of “How the
Glher Half Lives.” and a leading man
among the Good Government Clubs of
\tv York, has written for The Century a
timely paper calkd “Light in Hark
1'laces: A Mudy of Letter New York.”
This paper appears in the Christmas Century. and gives some information interesting not only to the people of the metiopolis, but to those ot all of our crowded cities. Accompanying Mr. Biis* paper
are some
striking pictures by the young
artist, Mr. Jay Hambidge, who has made
a
specialty ot New York subjects.
A genuine Christmas feature
appears in
the December number of The
Century in
an essay
by Thomas A. Janvier, entitled
“Ihe < hiistmas Kalends of Provence.”
J he editor says in “Topics of the Time”
in the same number, that “one's
memory
runs back to
Irving's ‘Braeebridge Hair
i"i' a tit companion to the
gay and tender
pleasantries of Mr. Janviers delightful
I
his
lias
paper.
paper
long been in preparation by Mr. Janvier, who has lived
n»r several years in the Smith of France.
Ihe aitist Leeb made one or two
exped' u as to that part of the
country and
'o-icd matciia! ‘or his sympathetic il1 i.s l rations.

|
|
■
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he hung on to the line.
“It's my first
fish.
Is—is it a whale?”
“Halibut, mebbe.” Dan peered down
into the water alongside and flourished
the big “muckle,” ready for all chances.
Something white and oval flickered and
fluttered through the green.
“I’ll lay
my wage an' share he’s over a hundred.
Are you so everlastin’ anxious to land
him alone?”
Harvey’s knuckles were raw and bleeding where they had been banged against
the. gunwale; his face was purple-blue between excitement and exertion; he dripped with sweat, and was half blinded
from staring at the circling sunlit ripples
about the swiftly moving line.
The boys
were tired long ere the halibut.
He took
charge of them and the dory for the next
twenty minutes. But the big fish was
gaffed and hauled in at last. [Budyard
Kipling, in McClure’s Magazine for December.
Winter

flillinery.

elderly women the shapes are more
becoming than is usually the case; they
| are a little larger than the cap style, and
I cover tiie entire top of the head. They
For

During 1*07 The Fo:um will contain
n.

as

|

extraordinary interest;

all have strings, which are crossed at the
back of the head and tied under he chin,

The Neck of the

Turkey.

“Can I give seme turkey to tlie laundry-w (man’s little girl, mamma?” asked
Alice Hopkins, tlie day before Thanksgiving.
“Yes, Alice, if there is any left,” her
mother said, in an absent-minded manner,
for she was hurrying to get her mince-

pies in
Alice

the oven.

immediately

went

into the store-

to see how large the turkey was.
“What a monstrous big one it is,” she
said to herself; “there certainly will be
plenty left, and I will have a plateful of
the nice white pieces from the breast to
carry to poor Mary.”
The happy little girl put on her hood
and cloak, and ran around the corner to
tell “little laundry Mary” what she was
going to bring her after dinner Thanksroom

giving Hay.
The laundry

was

full of

steam,

Intelligent

Women Prepare for the
Trying Ordeal.

A Time When Women
to Many Dread

women

Are

Susceptible

Diseases.

The anxiety felt by women
“change of life” draws near,

the
is not

as

without reason.
When her system is in a deranged
condition, or she is predisposed to

apoplexy,

or con-

gestion of any organ, it is at this
period likely to
become active
witii

ana

\a

host of

nervous

irrita-

tions,

and

mal:e

rubbing as hard as
they could on the wash-boards, while
others were ironing. Alice walked through
some

“The Sailorman’s Menoo.”

THE CHANGE OF LIFE.

were

life a
bur-

%g

the

room to the farther end of it, where a
woman and little girl were ironing.
The
little girl was only six years old, but she
[( eer
stood on a box, and had a small tiat-iron
f often
in her hand-—she was ironing napkins and
shows
handkerchiefs.
Alice said,
its el f,
“Good-morning, Mary,”
and the little girl put her iron on the
a::d
range, and jumped down from the box,
does its dcwhile Alice put a small paper of gumstruetive work.
drops in her hand, and whispered in her
Such warning symptoms as sense of
ear, “To-morrow’s Thanksgiving, Mary,
suffocation, headache, dread of impend
and I’m going to biiug you over some
ing evil, timidity, sounds in the ears,
pieces of turkey.”
Mary looked very much pleased, as she
palpitation of the heart, sparks before
the eyes, irregularities, constipation,
exclaimed, “I’ll be so glad to get it, for I
never tasted turkey in my life.”
ran:* Me
appetite, weakness and inAlice went out, feeling as benevolent
dizziness, etc., are promptly
quietude.
and happy as rich men must feel, who
heeded by intelligent women who are
are planning to build a charitable instituapproaching the period in life where
tion or a mission church.
woman's great eha ug*e li ny he expeete 1.
The next day, much to Alice’s surprise,
friends and relatives kept coming to help
Thousands at this critical time consult
eat the Thanksgiving turkey. Her mother
Mrs. Tinkham, and conduct their liabits
had not told her she had invited grandpa
according- to lu-r advice,
and grandma, Uncle William and Aunt
and with thn Yeg-eta- {
Sarah, with their four children, and the ble Compound go
cousins
who
were
at
school
also,
orphan
that disin the city.
Besides, young Mr. Gerald, a through time with
nephew of Aunt Sarah, was coming. Alice tressing
had heard her father and mother talk about
perfect safety and
comfort. Mrs. tV.
this Mr. Gerald, and she had gathered
that he was a very rich young man, beL. Day, of Hettscause somebody had died and left him a
ville, Ohio,
sum
of
money.
large
^
says :—
When they all sat down together at the
When
and
had
eaten
the
the
table,
soup,
great
all
else
\
turkey was brought and placed in front of
failed, Lydia
Alice's papa.
E. Pinkham's
“1 think 1 never saw such a large turkey in my life!” exclaimed Aunt Sarah.
Vegetable Compound saved m * life.
But notwithstanding, Alice was quite
It carried me through the change of
anxious about there being any left, when
life all right, and I am now in gocxi
she saw her father put such a bountiful
health. It also cured my husband ofr
on
each
and
oh! there were
supply
plate;
kidney trouble.”
so many plates to till.
When it came Alice’s turn to be helped,
her father was putting a large piece of
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
white meat on her plate, when she said,
“If you please, papa, to-day I would like
to have the neck.”
SHIPS.
“The neck, child!” her father exAbner Coburn, J P Butuaru, sailed from
claimed.
“1 should think you would
much prefer a piece of the breast.
If I Hiogo Oct 14 for New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
remember, you always said you did not Francisco
Oct. 18 from New York.
like the dark meat”
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
“I do to-day, though, papa.
I never Delaware Breakwater Oct 80 from Philadeltried the neck, and I would like to know phia for Nagasaki.
how it tastes.”
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, at Hong Kong
The neck was placed on Alice’s plate, Oct 8 for New York.
Daniel
Barnes, O C Arpe, arrived at Zanand also a piece of the breast.
She was
careful to keep that part on the side of zibar Oct 28 from New York.
El Capitau, A L Carver, sailed from Naher plate, so the gravy or the jelly should
gasaki Oct 20 for Hong Kong and Baltimore.
not come in contact with it.
She saw
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
there were only a few pieces of her favor- from New York June 20 for Shanghae.
ite part of .the turkey left on the platter.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from
Her mamma noticed Alice’s peculiar man- New York Nov 13 for Japan.
Gov Robie, Nichols, arrived at New York
ner in regard to her portion of the
turkey,
but of course she did not ask her any Oct 31 from Hong Kong.
Great Admiral. Rowell, sailed from Hoquestions when there was company at the bart Town, YDL, Sept 22 for Marseilles.
table.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, arrivAlice was sent to the pantry for some- ed San Francisco Oct 81 from New York.
that
was
while
the
thing
wanted,
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from llong
girl who
waited on the table was changing the Kong Oct 1 tor New York.
Mary L Cushing. J N Pendleton, sailed
plates, so she had the opportunity of slip- from
New York Sept IT for Sydney, N S W ;
ping the reserved portion of her dinner on j
Oct. 81, lat •"> S. Ion 82 W.
spoken,
to a clean plate, and covering it over.
Ma\ Flint, ED P Nichois, sailed from New
After dinner, her papa said in a low- York J
lily 21 for San Francisco; spoken Sept
voice to her mamma, “What can be the 8, lat 22 S, Ion 41 W.
reason that Alice asked for the neck of
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at San
Francisco Nov 2 from Hiogo.
turkey to-day?”
Mamma told him that she could not imReaper, O C Young, at Anjer Oct 2U fiom
York and ordered to Batavia.
agine, but she called Alice at that moment New
R R Thomas, C <8 Nichols, sailed from New
and asked her.
York June 22 for Hong Kong.
“It’s for little laundry Mary,” she anSachem, H T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
swered.
“1 promised her some for her Oct 8 line.
S D Carleton. Amsbury, at Hong Kong
Thanksgiving dinner, and 1 was afraid
there were so many folks here, that they Oct 8 for New York.
St
would eat all the nice part up.
Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
I could
Philadelphia July 80 for San Francisco.
eat the neck myself, you know, but of
State of Maine, li (8 Curtis, sailed from
course I could not offer it to little Mary.”
New York Sept 4 for Shanghae; spoken Oct
Mamma could not help telling the story
5, lat 8, Ion 28 W.
to grandma, and she could not help whisTillie E Starbuek, Elien Curtis, arrived
pering it all over again to young Mr. (Jer- at New York Nov 10 from Honolulu.
ald.
Wm J1 Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New
“Do let, me go with that sweet child on York Oct 81 for San Francisco.
Wm
H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, at
her misson of love,” he said; and Alice,
when she was ready to. start, felt quite Hong Kong Oct 8 for New York.
W J Koteli, Sewall C Lancaster, at Hong
shy at having such a tall young man walk Hong Oct
8 for New York.
over with her.
She wished grandma had
BARKS.
not told him about it.
“Little laundry Mary” and her mother
Adam W Spies, C N Meyers, sailed from
lived in a tenement, in the rear of the
Singapore Get 21 for New York or Boston.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
laundry. When they came in sight of the
house, Mary’s face was pressed against Rio Janeiro Nov 23 for Montevideo.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at Sathe window-pane, watching for Alice to
vannah Nov 20 from Baltimore.
come with the turkey.
Mary’s mother
CP Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at New
had told her she must not be disappointYork Nov. 11 from Turks Island.
ed if Alice did not come.
“For,” said
Edward May, arrived at Honolulu Nov 1
she, “there will be a good many folks to for New Y’ork; to sail 10th.
dinner at her home, and she may forget
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from Bosall about you.”
ton Aug 4 for Montevideo.
But little Mary said she knew Alice was
Harvard, Coleord, sailed from Astoria
7 lor Santa Rosilia.
truly going to bring her some turkey, for Sept
Herbert
Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
she was sure Alice liked her ever so
from New York March 4 for San Jose, Guat;
much, and wanted her to have some.
spoken April 18, lat 20 S, Ion 88 W.
When young Mr. Gerald saw the teneHenry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
ment house in such an uncomfortable conNew York June 29 for Brunswick, Ga.
and
the
number of poor people
dition,
lolani, McClure, sailed from Honolulu
who lived in it, it made him think about Aug 20 for New York.
A Nickels, C M Nichols, arrived at
Lucy
that
could
be
mace
in
improvements
such habitations. He was studying archi- New York Nov 15 from Hong Kong.
Mabel I Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed from
tecture, too, so that this was something Boston Sept 4 for Montevideo.
right in his line. Before he left the house,
Matauzas, arrived at Havana Nov. 17 from
he had made up his mind that some of New York.
his money should be invested in a model
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Hong
tenement house, so the poor could have Kong Nov 19 from Newcastle.
Rebecca
Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
good ventilation, sunny outlooks, and
neat rooms.
But his plans for the future Brunswick, Ga, Nov 5 for Rotterdam.
Rose liinis, Melvin Coleord, sailed from
did not make him forget the needs of the
New Y’ork Get 15 for Santos.
a
He
new
silver
dollar
in
present.
put
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
little Mary’s hand, and a five dollar gold
Sourabaya June 9 for Garontolo.
St Lucie, Smeed, cleared from New Y'ork !
piece in her mother’s hand, for a Thanks-

J*den.

I'Can-

\

It’s mighty fine, yer talkin’, but you never
done no trips
Iu the bloomin’ leaky foe’sle of yer
leaky,
rotten

ships;

And though you gulls the public with a
sham Menoo for us,
It isn’t printed lies as makes provisions
worth a cuss;
And even silly emigrants will tell you
straight and true
That the test of grub is grubbin’, not the
advertised Menoo.

■

n

■

the

FAC-SIMILE
j£skge tabic Preparation for As

signature

similating theFood andRegulating the Stomachs and Dowels of

--OF

I’ll allow that in the look of it, the print of
it I mean,

That all you say is sarved to us; but is it
good or clean ?
And wot’s wet ’ash, or porridge, or any
other stuff,
When at the very best of it there’s ’ardly
’arf enough ?
Not even with the cockroaches that’s given
with the stew,
Though I notice they, nor maggots, wasn’t
down in yer Menoo.

Promotes Digestion,CheerfttD
Rest.Contains neither

ness and

The

pork and
makes

But
For

a

beef

on

show,

paper,

or

a

dlx.Scnna
Rochelle. Sails
druse Seal

I

Jipprmun!

OF EYEIT

(

\

Worm Seed
Clarihcd Suejar

hialc/yrcen

1,

>

Ih Carbonate Soda
Flavor.

Apcrfoct Remedy

BOTTJ.i

)

for

Constipa-

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions,Feverish
ness and Loss of Sleep.
|

Tac Sinvle

worked on Portland Pier,
And the pork is rotten reasty, that was
inwoiced twice too dear
If they charged you ’arf a thick’un for the
whack you gives the crew,
With the pickles and the butter set out tine
in yer Menoo.

Signature

of

NEW YORK.

I'd like to take you jossers, as thinks as
sailormen
Is a grumblin' lot of skulkers, just one trip
and ’ome agen.

[London

WRAP!*

Recipe of Old DrSAMUEL PITCHER
Rumpkin Seed

tin dish,

want yer front teeth sharpened if
you tackled it, my bo’!
the beef is still the ancient ’orse wot

you’d

nor Mineral.

Opntm.Morphine

Not Narcotic.

There’s the tea and corfee talked of, but
folks ashore ain’t told
That the swine as bought it for you winked
’is eye at them as sold.
For sailormen’s best Mocha was never
further East
Than a bloomin’ Essex bean-field ; and the
tea ain’t tea—at least
It’s on’v “finest sweepiu’s’’ from the docks,
and wot a brew
It makes when sarved in buckets to drink to
yer Menoo!

EXACT COPT OF

WRAPPER.

Punch.

The

Childless

Thanksgiving.

empty rooms of old birthplaces
Echo with the mirth they miss,
Ami generations of glad faces
Smile greeting in Thanksgiving bliss,
What charm shall plundered love enable
To feast where children come no more?
Can memory set the household table,
And solitude keep open door?
When

PROBATE N

flglCoXarrh,
*

Tear-spotted remnants, shadows only,

Leaves of lost bloom untimely shed,
To parents in their age left lonely
Answer their welcomes to their dead.
In vain the wishful dream, repeating
The forms that filled each wonted chair,
When the still ache, the dull heart-beating,
Insists their darliugs are not there.

They hunger

with

a

wraut incessant

For sweets that are no longer food ;
The wormwood of their past and present
Transfuses every lingering good.
Alone the comfort of to-morrow
Maintains them thro’ their childless years,
Patient to break their bread of sorrow
And daily drink their cup of tears.

O Faith and Hope, light every dwelling
Where fond hearts wait bereaved and old ;
Give sight, too clear for human telling,
That promised morrow to behold !
For them the last supreme Thanksgiving
Of love can make no long delay,
When Death himself shall render, living,
The cherished ones he stole away.

[ Harper’s

liazar.

At a Probate Court lit-’.; at
the County of Waldb.
November, A. 1). IS'.m;
li. SPARROW. InR(>W. late of Monr«»
do. deceased, gaving pro-.
that administration
may ne granted to him

’Stag*
O&ver

JOHN

CoU

<Irdered. That the sab:
all persons interested lx
order to be published tin,
the Republican .journal,
they may appear at a
Belfast. within and f* 1
Tuesday of December ne\lore noon, and show can-,
tlie praver of said petit.
ed.
CKn
A true copy.
Attest
HA'. P

I

I

<ftead

ELY'S CREAM BALM Is a positive care.
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 50
cents at Druggists or by mail ; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St., New York City.

;

a Probate Court he’d
the County of Wald'
November, A. D. ls.nt

At

Sheriff’s Sale.
STATE OF MAINE.

WALDO SS.
( -Alb »u:n w. soi 1.1.
SOI 1.K. late of Scat
V
Taken this 20th day of November, A. 1>.. ispi;. mi
Waldo, deceased. ha\ im_
execution dated November o, 1 «!■»;. issued on a
an allowance out of the’
judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial deceased.
('oiirt, for said County ot Waldo, at the term t here(irdered, That tlit- -a.
of begun and held on the 3d Tuesday of October,
all persons interested.
A. I). 1N*C>. to wit. on the 2d day ot Novembci,
order to be puldislu u
180i>, m favor «>t Lewis A. Knowlton. Sarah
the Republican .hum
W. Mathews, James S. Harrimaii and ip-org-* W.
Stoddard, all of said Belfast, against Oeorge II. they may appear at a I n
at Bel last, within and :
Kimball of Cleveland. Ohio, and II. I*. Jones o!
Rockland, Maine, for three hundred and forty- ond Tuesday of Den u
before noon, and s!i."
tlnee dollars and im three emits. .<343.43 debtor
damage, ami tweniy-Two dollars and thirty mm wliy tlie prayer *!
granted.
cents, gs 22.31 (costs of suit. and will be sold at pub
Cl > [
lie auction, at the olliee ot .lame- > ilarriman,
A true copy. Atte-r
in said Belfast, to the highest bidder, on ihe
'Wh.',* CllA' 1
at p.
twenty -ixtli d y of December. A. l>.
o'clock in tlie forenoon, the following described
real estate, and all the right, title am! int-re-i
A•
Probate Court in
which tlie said Oeorge il. Kimball ha- :n and to
the t oiinty ”i W a
the same, or had on the 31st day oi .! ly, \
I >,
November. A P
In to, the time when the same was at: a*■:,•■■■.
the
certain instruni'-iit
writ in t he same suit, to wit
will and testan.i
Situated in Isieshoro, in -aid < .tinty oi \\ aldo.
late
o.l l nity. in -aiu *
being the easterly side of roadway leaoiii_ iiom
iniving been preset.;c
the itavis cottage to the town road, in umlmi airdered, Ti.a: u* u
1'ollows, viz: Beginning at a spotted -pme 11
on
t lie easterly side of .-aid load way
interested by c.n.sin
lienee noiihthe
ublished
three un '■
side
of
sai
I
erly, by
easterly
toa stake and stones: thence easterly, about 214
licHU Journal, printci.
feet to a beech tree marked N.on iho a-tei lv-i a- appear at a Probale 1
standing on the bank ; tlienee by the bank-.mth- within and for -aid <
erly, to tlie place of beginning.
day of December m x;
Also allot the land on t he easterly siJ,.
noon, and show cans*.1 -aid
same sh >uld Hot be pi
lot, including between the nonherly and -mi! Ik rCl.'
ly lines thereof extended r> low water mark and
tlie easterly line as above described, on the bank
A true nix. Ait*
ami low water mark, being the short-1 n >nt ing -aid
CllA- P.
lot on its easterly side.
Also one other parcel of laud sitn.ce in said I
SS
h
Isieshoro, and bounded and described as follows, WAI.HO
v>
viz:
IfSiM'.. m. II < A KOI Li
Beginning at a stake and stones ar the top of SA MI KL KN'OWLP :s
the hank on the west shore near Turtle Head, -aid
N-ct-.me d. ha1 in
<••1.1.:;
stake aim stones being about 100 feet measured
ti11a 1 ;u'oHint ot admit,
in ii southerly direction along the top of tin* bank allow a nee.
from an oak tree maiked on its east side with the
(irdered. That imt i<
letter lT>,” and located at the top ot the west, Weeks
Miiveoivdy, i:
bank at the west end of an old fei <> thence tr- m
m Bellas!
m sn
said stake and stones southerly, along the too of printed
interested may attend
the west bank 200 feet to a stake; them-c south, held a! Belfast "i. tin- -t
about 80 degrees east about 300 feet r.. a -take in
her iic\:. and sliow mm
the west line of the mad: thence nor:ho: iy,along the -.n i account sh"
the west side of said road about gun
themv
I
OK
about
13)
feet
to
the
ot
westerly,
point
boginning,
A trm* copy. Attest
including about 2d<) feet in length of the west
(.’it A s 11
beach and shore at low water mark.
November 20, A. I>. issto.
In <•
AI V.I.1M' Ss
SAMI KI. Ci. NORTON. Sheriff.
3w48
»
fast. "ii tin set
IS>dd
WILLIAM l» SM v
the estate •■! W II.LI AM !
Notice of Foreclosure.
jiort. in said ( ■Minty d.
his first and liuai a>c" ;•
said estate, together wi;f
H EKE AS, LI'UK V. lloWHS of Winterport,
Waldo County .Maine, by her mortgage deed aliow anee.
ordered. That Honor
dated the 22d day of October, A. 1). 1HD2. and
weeks sueeessively ii
recorded in Waldo Registry ot Deeds. Book 22.'.
t<»
Elizabeth
trusD.,lohnston,
Hi),
conveyed
Cage
printed in Belt.mi in said
tee, a certain lot of land situate in said W inter- interested, may attend a
port. hounded and described as follows, w <',.ni- held at Belfast, "ii T1 u* s»menoing at a point forty-three feet distant from her next. and sic>w ranthe southwest corner of the dwelling house of tlie
the said account should nCEO l.
late Tisdale Dean ; thence east, forty-six feet and
A true eoi'VAttest
four inches; thence south, twenty three feet;'
(HAS V I
thence east, to private way between land of dames
Haley ami land of sain Dean heirs; thence northIn
'•)-.erly, about fifty-six feet along the west side of A A \ Ll>( SS
said private way ; thence easterly, about twenty- i Tt
fast, on the secopu
nine feet, to include well in Hie rear of James
181H5
UKM1M11 S1I..M
Haley’s store; thence north, to a point opposite tin the estate ot KLISII A
an elm tree; thence easterly, to land of Howard
Moiitville, in said » uni
Grant, including a small strip or jog in the rear sen ted his tiimr account
of the blacksmith shop on Commercial street; 1 estate for aI’owance.
thence northerly, on the westerly line of land f
ordered. That notice
Howard Grant and land of Morrill t" the souther- j weeks successively, in iu>
ly line of Dean street thence west, on the south ]>riuted in Belfast. in s.i.
line of Dean street to the east line ot Main street
interesteil. may attend
thence south, on the east line of Main street to held at Belfast. >n the
the place of beginning, together with the buildher next, and show a
ings thereon, reserving and excepting from this ; the said a.fount siionM
OK'» 1
conveyance the rectangular parcel of land known
as tin* Carriage House lot, situated at the •■onicr
Attest
A true co]•%
of Main and Dean streets; and whereas the eru(HAs. I'
ditions of said mortgage have been broken, and j
K subscriber lici t-:
still remains broken, now therefore. I eiaim a
rpit
1
oncerneo. that la
foreclosure of said mortgage b_. re.i-<>n ot Hie
breach of the conditions thereof, ami give this and taken n pi>n h mm. !
the last will and testamc;
notice lor that purpose.
ELIZA BETH D. JOHNSTt >N Trustee.
LOIS !;. .MAKSIIA I I
By Ei.i.kun Bimvukn, er Attorney.
in the (‘••unty oi W aidWinterport, Maine, No\. in, lH;ir.. : 17
ict]ue-i all ;•«•! -urn w
ceaseit's estate la m.iU<those who ha\ e any den
t lie same t<>! set I lemeni
Will
>

Cr;imps\

Croup,

Colic,
\ ColdA,

\

Coughs,\
Tooth-

i

V

ache.

}

nr A RRHfEA, DYSENTERY,
and all ROWEL COMPLAINTS.
A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for these
troubles is

PainKitter.

Too
Much Knife!

A Real Blood

Remedy.

A Note of Warning.

Pure Jersey Milk.

I

that

I’m talkin’ now, not beggin’ for a chance to
starve and work,
In an undermanned old tanker with a skipper like a Turk;
With a cook as larnt ’is cookin’ when ’e ’ad
to cook or beg,
Or go into an ’orspital to nurse a cranky leg;
And what I says I means it, and my words
is plain and true,
Which is more than any sailorman will say
for yer Menoo.

at or expense wiJl be
spared to
maintain the high character and usciul- made of narrow velvet ribbon.
It is con1KSS
>! this
sidered quite permissible for women with
most popular and
|
widely
read He view.
hair to wear purples, the green>, and
Never before in the history
j gray
oi j he Forum have so
(PERRY DAVIS’.)
many interesting I even reds; and some very pretty bonnets
1
tasks netn laid out lor it as are now in have the crown of embroidered velvet.
Used Internally and Externally.
huLo by the most distinguished writers ot with a soft niching of plain velvet around
Two Sizes, 2oc. and 50c. bottles.
]
both hemispheres. The aim of The Forum ! the face to make them more becoming.
i> to present the best literature of conThe edict has gone forth that the large
temporaneous activity in every important hat shall no longer be worn in the theaJ he Forum readies a
pursuit.
larger au- tre, and a woman who tries to wear one
dience than any other non-illustrated I is made to feel so uncomfortable that she
publication, and a more influential audi- very soon takes it off, so that it is now a
t-i;ce than
any other publication of any well-accepted fact that large hats are
cias>: and it is, in
Worn with walking
consequence, the chau- only for street wear.
n<
tor the most
suggestive men to give costumes, they are very appropriate, and
if
tmth their best utterances.
becoming, exceedingly so. A great
many plumes are used in trimming them.
lining for November is superbly illus- All black hats of this description
are very
trated and contains the following excel- much
in favor, sometimes made entirely
lent articles: “Prominent Trotters and
of velvet; sometimes the crown of velvet
Pacers of the Season,” by h. B. AberThe use of the surgeon’s knife is bewith a brim either of plain or braided
crombie. “The ,Story of a Penny Pencil”
coming so general, resulting fatally
silk, or even with a shirred brim of
(complete), by Sarah Addison Wedder- satin: and while all black feathersheavy
in
such a large number of cases, as to
are
burn
Tn the City of the White
occasion general alarm.
Dove,” considered smart, other different colors,
by Auuetta Halliday-Antona; “Over De- and even
Mr. William Walpole, of Walshtown,
white, are very much used. All
the Mississippi,” by F. F.
South Dakota, writes; “About
Kellogg; gray hats are favorites this season, and
“The Canoe Camp at
three years ago, there came under
Grindstone,” by B. one of shaded velvet made with a quite
*’•
B'urchard: “An Adventure with Airilow crown is trimmed with two
my left eye a little blotch about the
long
an Lions,
Trailer
by
Genone; “Lenz’s plumes, most gracefully arranged, one
size ot a small pea.
-l ai 1 our
Awheel;-' Turkey Tracking,” falling over the brim almost down to the
It grew rapidly,and
:,.v Lb. V>. *audys; “A Gossip on Golf,
by shoulder. With the hair arranged Pompashooting pains ran
Horace G. Hutchinson; “American Amain every direction.
dour, as is now the fashion, these hats
teur Athletes in 1800,”
by W. li. Curtis; are put on slightly to one side, and someI became alarmed
‘Facing Schooners,-' by IT B. Burchard; times have the brim turned
and consulted a
up very sharp“Football of -ud,” by Walter
Camp; and ly at the left; but many have only a small
good doctor, who
the “National Guard of
Maine,” by brim, which is curved at both sides.
pronounced it canB. Ilall.
apt. (
The editorial and
hCer, and said that it
[Harper’s Bazar.
record departments are very
'must be cut out.
interesting.
This I would not
1 he importance ol The
High Line of the Seining Fleet.
Living Age to
consent to, having
evi-ry American reader, as the freshest
x<:s
little faith in the
1,11,1
Sch. Ethel B. Jacobs, C'apt. Solomon
.best compilation of gleanings from
tb« tield of British
indiscriminate use of the knife. Readperiodical literature, Jacobs, is high lineof the seining fleet for
of
the
cures
bai' been long recognized.
made by S. S.
ing
many
Founded by
S., I determined to give that medicine
h. hittell in 1*44, it has never ceased to the season of 189b, her stock being $31,a
380.
and
I
This
i&
after
had
the
taken
it a few
a
stock
trial,
ever
made
occupy
biggest
prominent place among the
in the mackerel fishery since 1882, when
foremast magazines of the
days, the cancer became irritated and
day. In pursuance of the same
began to discharge. This after awhile
general plan adopted (.’apt. Jacobs made his record breaker,
The crew this season shared
ceased, leaving a small scab, which
by its founder, and to give the best the $39,000
world can oiler, the publishers have ar- $703.70, the cook, George Sadler’s share,
finally dropped off, and only a healthy
little scar remained to mark the place
ranged lor the introduction of certain amounting to 81023.70. Sadler was with
Jacobs live months of the 1895 seawhere the destroyer had held full sway.
“New Featuies” so
widening its scope of ('apt.
son
and
lias
made
over $1,700 in the 13
to embrace translations of
noteworthy
articles from the leading publications of months he has been in the vessel.
Capt.
is an ardent admirer of PresidentJacobs
France, Germany, Spain, Italy and other
elect McKinley and has just sent him a
Cancer is in the blood and it is folly
continental countries,
many of which
He with
contain matter of great interest and half barrel of selected mackerel.
toexpect an operation to cure it. vS.S.S.
21 for Port Natal.
gift.
Sept
giving
his wile will attend the inauguration servalue to the American reader, yet
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived (guaranteed purely vegetable) is a real
When he and Alice w alked side by side
which, vices at
I--! obvious
Washington, March 4th.
[Cape on the homeward way. he said; “Little at La Plata Get 5 from Buenos Ayres.
remedy for every
reasons, are absolutely beyond
Ann Advertiser.
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, sailed disease of the blood.
his reach but for the timely
help of this
girl, you and I will be partners in the (lo- from Port Elizabeth,
Get
17
for
BarCGH,
Rooks mailed free;
deligbtiol medium. In addition a monthing-good business from this time forth, badoes.
address Swift SpeA prominent grocery man of Belfast had a
ly Supplement will be given, containing
won’t we? Whenever you feel like eating
schooners.
cific Co., Atlanta,
three departments devoted to American singular mishap recently. He went to the the
turkey’s neck yourself, to save a piece
Ga.
literatim-.
A year ago the price was roof of his house to clean out a
Georgia Gilkey, YV R Gilkey, sailed from
chimney, of the nice, white breast meat for some
reduced from **.00 to *0.00 a year.
Buenos Ayres Sept 8 for Boston.
This j using a long
and a swab made of burlap poor child, send for me, and I will help
pole
rediii tioii brings the Magazine within the
Hattie McG Buck, Ii F Sprowl, arrived
sacks. When the swab was well down you eat it.”
reach of a much wider class, and certainLittle Alice replied: “But, Mr. Gerald, at New Y'ork Nov 20 from Bangor.
the chimney the pole broke just beyond his
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
ly at this price, with these improvements,
there is not meat enough on the neck for i
Philadelphia Nov 22 from Apalachicola.
0, that I could speak so loud that all
it is at once the cheapest and the best reach, leaving the chimney plugged with the two.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at 'Voiil l hear what suffering I have seen as a
literary weekly in existence. In no other burlap. He took the obstruction out by
Mr. Gerald laughed heartily; hut her New Y'ork Nov 18 from Charleston, S C.
doctor. Suffering that is caused by careless
way can its equvalent be obtained for less sawing the pole into short pieces, working mamma explained his meaning that night,
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at Apa- »V‘gleet of the kidneys. In these days of excifenients there’s no living being whoso
than many times its cost.
Deduced club- tlirough a chimney hole.
when Alice was giving her good-night con- lachicola Nov 7 from Havana.
kidneys arc not at times overworked. They
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
bing rates with other periodicals offer
fidences, just before she went to sleep.
watcl. ]"air till it’s too late.
Vgl'.i
still greater inducements, and to new
Electric Bitters.
LLhELb
And don’t you think Alice will be sur- York Nov 20 from Bangor.
PILLS will keep them
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from New 111 J’'T>air. KJLDXEY
I will gladly give advico free,
subscribers remitting now for the year
Electric Bitters is a medicine suited fo
prised when Mr. Gerald shows her, on Y'ork G,ct 20 for Ponce, P. R.
write me. T have hundreds of letters like this#
1807, the intervening numbers of 1800 any season, but perhaps more generally this Thanksgiving afternoon, the comforYours, for health. Dr. E. C. Buker.
Mary" A Hall, M Yreazie, arrived at New
will lie sent gratis.
The Living Age Co., needed in the Spring, when the languid ex- table, pretty tenement he has just finish- Y'ork Oct 20 from Jacksonville.
“I was run over by a team some ten years
ago
hausted
when
the
liver
is
feeling
prevails,
for such poor people as little laundry
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Blue- and my kidneys werestrained; since then have been
Boston, are the publishers.
ed,
troubled with wetting the bed. Two boxes of
torpid and sluggish and the need of a tonic
and her mother? He will undoubt- fields Sept 28 from Norfolk.
Mary
is
and
alterative
felt.
A
of
use
this
have
pills
prompt
The near approach of Christmastide is
entirely cured me.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Blue- your
I cannot thank you enough for your wonderful
medicine has often averted long and perhaps edly tell her that the neck of the turkey
signalized by the appearance of the De- fatal bilious fevers. No medicine
fields, Nic, Get 7 from Brunswick.
remedy.’* Yours truly,Henry E. Lawler,Etna,N.H.
was the corner-stone of that philanthropic
will act
at
New
arrived
H
YV
St.
Sal
lie
Pills50c.
cember
West,
at the druggists.or mailed postpaid,for prica
I’On,
Nicholas, for this issue of the more surely in counteracting end freeing structure. [Susan Teall Perry, in N. Y.
Buker Pill Co., Bangor, Me.
Y'ork Nov 11 from Buenos Ayres.
magazine is full of Christmas stories, the system from the malarial poison. HeadEvangelist.
A S YVilson, arrived at Demerara
Tofa,
and
Of
interpictures.
poems,
particular
ache, Indigestion, Constipation, Dizziness
27 from New York.
Oct.
est to boys and girls is Edwin S. Wallace’s yield to Electric Bitters. Only fifty ceuts
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
A. F. Gerald of Fairfield has bought of
description of “Christmas in Bethle- per bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Hon. E. F. Webb of Waterville the
chest- Brunswick, Ga, Nov 10 from Boston.
hem.”
Mr. Wallace tells of the famous Store.
nut mare, Hilda, by Nelson, dam Elsie,
old Church of the Nativity, built above
If you wish for nice milk drop a card to
by Young Fearnaught. Hilda has a trotCASTOMA.
the grotto where the Christ child lay in
CASTORIA.
of 2.28 1-2, and a pacing reG. 0. HATCH, Belfast.
record,
ting
the rude manger.
The fieMr. Wallace pictures
'«o»
Hails
cord, made last October, of 2.241-2. She
the midnight service held in the church
One cow’s nilk for Babies a Specialty.
is a full sister to Brenda, 2.27 1-4, and
•lgMtuis
on Christmas eve.
wrapper.
Eraaces Cole Burr
wr.ppw.
Of
September 30, 1896.—3m40*
Young Nelson.
mi
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To Tax

FULL LINE OF

Hot

Water

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,

1 shall !.«• at mj
Sat in da\ sine 1 li a v
until .January 1. All pi
themselves >•! the dis.
their taxe> must pa\ 1»>
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FOR SALE BY
Bellas!

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Sept. 25,

WITHOUT OPERATION

BY

S. J. Sherman’s Method. Send 15 cents for his
book of full information, etc. Address

S. J. SHERMAN, Hernia

Specialist,

175 Tremont St., Boston.
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1

LUCK.

quickly

rowed out and made fast to the
of the launch. In a few minutes we
I had sufficient power to
.i,i oi Life at Matinlrus.
start, and were
soon running out by Harbor Point to the
and Fish ing.]
*i
eastward of the island.
Hounding the
ids lie twenty miles
hogshead, the rock opened out by the end
b-rklaud, Maine, at of Criehaven, and we were soon headed
»t bay, straight out for it on
a clear course.
very last land, the
It was a typical
September day, clear as
The Kock Lights a
bell, warm, and not a ri -pie on the wan by outward bound
ter, which, clear as a mirror under a
nit most anxiously
cloudless sky, spread out and away from
i bound sailing craft us like a sea of oil.
Anxious eyes were scanning the water
-• islands is Matinias far as could be
seen, but we were well up
\«11-1. storm washed, under the rock before
seeing any sign of
granite, a bald, bar- fish. Sure
enough, there they were, and
-,g its dangerous bulk
we could
see
the extent of the
plainly
>: sixty feet, capped
school as they rippled the water by swim<• various
buildings ming immediately below the surface. Ocepers and their fami- casionally the entire school would rush in
mping-olY place: noth- a body—possibly startled by a horse
rolling waters of the mackerel rising under
them—making a
ma
birds circle and noise which could
be heard a long disoping their wings over tance as they churned the water into foam.
their harsh and discord- Several
large schooners were hovering
solemn cadence among
about, their crews endeavoring to run
.\
the roar of the surf is their
seines, but so far had been unsucit rolls and tumbles cessful.
The fish were wild as hawks,
having been chased by the schooners all
bred in this section of
summer, but they seemed determined to
ocre is an air of romance
make a stand there, the rock being an old
; these islands, which,
rendezvous.
we may become with
The water in that locality is comparas
away.
They are so tively shallow, not over fifteen fathoms
It is only under the close
by the rock, and it was in that water
ii.iitions that small craft the fish were
playing. The crews watchand when once there
them
had deep water seines, made to
ing
: a constant state of uuset in not less than twenty-five
fathoms,
atety of their boats, so and it would never do to set them there,
harbors, being har- particularly as it was a
rocky bottom;
an
alarm which is
about
consequently they were
olive fishermen with the outskirts of the school hanging
like a pack of
must be the storm and
hungry wolves, waiting for the fish to
which they will not strike into
deeper water. To them it
■m to know their way
must have been a tantalizing sight.
Beit her by instinct, and
fore them, in plain view, were fish worth
its with a skill and I thousands of
dollars.
In their boats were
melons.
the perfection of modern appliances to sei.« !iCan
J ever repay cure them:
still, so long as the fish rehave
1
Many days
mained where they were, they might as
about
m-any. cruising
well be at the north pole for all the chance
their hardships and these men had of
catching them. Not so
■i: prosperity—hapwith us, however.
Our seine was comt;.<• rare of the big,
paratively shallow, made lor just such
gotten, from which work as this, and
although the mackerel
separated that it were in somewhat nearer than we wished,
•;i* •! away, leaving us
we nevertheless determined to
try a run.
mb- and the grand old
Leaving the launch to look out for ite * exhilarating than
self, we tumbled into the seine boat and
and gaze out upon
dory and low ed near the school, each man
\v unobstructed, the
on the alert,
realizing fully the responsiUr the b->w iu clouds
bility of his position, and that the least
l 11’ward like a race mistake on his
part might result in send■ini who knows no fear,
ing the school below and possibly away.
m il tin*
ashing wa- Animation and ex. itement showed oil
»• >1 reak
in the deck: each
face, and every nerve and muscle j
;lie fury of the gale, was
braced for the work in hand, j
sharply
no t
command of his
Slowly we followed along with the j
how
much
it
nicety
school, six men at the oars, a steersman 1
sends his boat through on the
platform, two men aft to throw
ng
roaring breakers, the seine, and tw * men in the
dory to
In- dost run ion of any hold the first end ol’ the net in
position I
m r-rd
in the mauage- when thrown over.
As we approached !
i1;ii having a thorough the school
they settled, and we feared
ality.
had
but
they
gone down,
they immediatewill a fisherman dely came to the surface again.
! a
another.
There
now
in
oar
Being
position,
captain gave
m
element of < hanee the
signal, and the boat shot ahead as fast
ibout the life which as we could send
the net trailing out
her,
occupation is hard behind as the men threw it over. The
;.b
many times their lead weights quickly carried the lower
danger: but to offset part down, the cork floats
supporting the
he chance of an excepupper edge at the surface, the seine being
>at and mackerel may be
thus held perpendicularly in the water.
ol of ground fish may be The vital
question was, could we encircle
bll their boats to over- the school? We strained
every muscle to
>ts
l
may be well filled accomplish this, our oars bending like
arts filled to the sinking
bows under the force put on them.
strike of herring. Under Around the school we
flew, tlie corks
«*s the work is
protit- bobbing behind us in a huge circle.
there is a sense of free1 lie
mackerel, thoroughly alarmed,
alence to the life which were
charging from one side of the seine
.n its seductive grasp.
to the other.
Should they by chance
ver, their lite is growing strike the
opening between the boats be'!i gradually disappear. fore we could
close, we should see them
r. -c years lisli have been
no more.
This
was each instant

rrtl’l1'1'
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opening
islands, although they growing smaller, and soon, with

•ppeared

from

the

bay

of dogfish sweep our
bools which constantly
•ei and voracity, renderau impossibility to obtain
ling the month of August,
norther sends them south,
they take complete poslarkrrel school is closely
of seiners, who hover
■
a
(loud of vultures,
schools, and rendering
■

>.s

s.

■

>rarce.
of

this year, everymackerel were com-

it

Nearly every
taken in the weirs,
mge. measuring IT and
iislieimen shook their
‘Too large,” they said,
iy until smaller fish mix
1 use old fellows know
k. a jig when by themones set them biting.”
>■'i for them off the rock
'ioiially securing a few.
k in solid at Monhegan,
md we judged the report
ve could make out a fleet
seiners hovering about
e
result was one of them
li ning a seine round the
g
hundreds oi' barrels.
left immediately disap-m then till now not one
"•en seen about the islands.
■ ■ol
been undisturbed it
■ : nished
good hand fishing
'id next season they would
returned more numerous
a<

a

■

coast.

.me

Food

stern

a shout
<»f success, we brought the ends together.
Xow the seine must be pursed up as
quickly as possible, for the fish might
strike to bottom and go under it.
We I
immediately began hauling in the purse
thus
the
bottom
of
the
net
line,
bringing
together, practically making it a huge bag.
As the net was being dragged together
over the rocky bottom there was danger
of its catching on the sharp rocks. Gradually and slowly the line came in. We
held our breaths.
Would it catch? Yes;
hut when half in it brought up short.
With blank faces we put our entire
strength to it, but not an inch would it

give.

“Make it fast, and out with your oars!”
cried the captain.
This was instantly done, and throwing
over some slack,
at a signal the heavy
boat shot ahead.
The lint* brought up
with a twang, then gave way so quickly
that we nearly went sprawling in the bottom of the boat.
Had it parted? Xo.
Soon it was all in and tlie net pursed.
Then we, in nautical phrase, began drying the twine. That is, we were taking
the net into the boat, thus continually
making it smaller, driving the fish into a
pocket, from which they were to be bailed
into the boats with huge dip nets.
We could plainly see them, a splendid
lot, struggling to avoid the men and boats,
and continually being driven back by the
twine opposite.
There was still danger
they might strike the net in a body, force
the corks under, and escape over the top.
We quickly took the uet iu, and had it
nearly dry when the fish disappeared.
We looked at each other in amazement
and alarm.
Hurriedly we took in the remainder of the net.
Only two mackerel
in it.
Those had become meshed into the
net and could not escape. As we took iu
the very last the mystery was explained.
A ragged hole ten feet long revealed itself, and through this opening, made by
the sharp rocks when it caught on the
bottom, the fish had escaped. There was
nothing to do but accept the situation as
it was, pick up the launch and go home.
This ended the season, so far as mackerel were concerned, for on the following
morning we found they had disappeared
from about the rock.
Hakt L. Woodcock.

msider the ravages made by
is
trawlers, and lobster
>t at all singular that food
iter, are fast disappearing.
»f '05 on Matiuicus, paintequally dividing my time
diversions. I had fished
!. hake and haddock; had
■uiisli than all else combin« ;irce and
lishing unprofitthe professional’s standel found them sufficiently
ne my bauds to the bleed'-v
ithstaudiug 1 had persisi in in salt water and oiher•m in every manner possiMany years ago Lord Harry Brougham
ient degree of hardness to
\
friction of heavy wet and Rev. Dr. Thomas Chalmers, two warm
with large fish, is a mat- friends, met on the street in Edinburgh
laud stopped for a chat. One of them
ii ;i few weeks’
growth.
'•d that mackerel would I dropped his cane, and both stooped simn first had hoped in vain, i ultaneously to pick it up with the result
'iie c hance, however.
The that their heads came together with a rewhack.
way south might remain sounding
“Eh, but that made my head ring,”
"ck for a season. This usualsaid
Dr.
Chalmers.
die fall. Everything was in
“That’s a sign it’s empty,” responded
eir reception, as their stay
Lord Brougham.
possibly but a few hours.
“Did’ ua yours ring?” asked the doctor.
on the wharf ready to be
“Xo,”said the great advocate.
ic seine boat at a moment’s
“Well” responded Chalmers, that’s a
iphtha launch was hauled
:'d off the wharf.
Crews sign it’s craekit.”
for the various boats; in
The North China News announces that
ug was systematized as tlior"ssible, as, what would con- under the direction of Li Iluug Chang
ic summer’s work
might be the Chinese government will build six
'• w
hours’ needless delay. new battleships, 12 armored cruisers, 20
alert, and the water about second and third class armed cruisers and
being scanned each day by a flotilla of torpedo destroyers. It is
imeu
who were anxiously further asserted that Li received promises
mackerel signs.
Xo chance from bankers in England to provide this
jigging the fish; they would money in return for railway concessions.
d for that, but the naphtha
wift and handy, and should
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts.
school, our people stood a
nice of running a seine round
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
fishermen from the schoou- Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
and all Skin Eruptions, and positive'<
Corns,
the
and
school,
following
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
'I power to depend on.
to give perfect satisfaction or
guaranteed
fiy passed, and we had about money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box
*P*\ when a signal from a pasFor sale by Kilgore & Wilson.
1 1 us the fish were about the
lM:,,itly the island wras in a state
C-A.BTOHIA.
Men were hurrying about
The faem b
other; others were getaimilo
;*
■Skins and tumbling into the
laden with the seine, were
•-

■
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Adulterants.

The November Breezes.

Important Matter Considered
by the Aallonal

[The last

Grange.

At the recent session
of the National
Grnnf-e in Washington, D. C., Professor
H. W. Wiley, chemist of
the Department
of Agriculture, delivered
an

“Food
marks

his remarks
scientific

a

RIVER

his renumber of samples

||

Professor Wiley bemm
by stating that owing “to

investigation

and

feeding it took
one-third less food to fatten a
pig than it
twenty years ago. The chemists are

did

investigating on tire same line as re8“"1s kuinan food. Referring to food
adulterations he said it was as
important
to be w-u as to be
i' 'w

ed atteution to the
fluence on health.

use

He directof food and its in-

digestion.

PILLS

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Iiittla Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORriD LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.

_Small Price._

Harper’s Weekly
IN 1897.
With the end of 189G HARPER S WEEKLY
will have lived forty years. In that time it has
participated with ail 'the zeal and power at its
command in the great political events of the most
interesting and important period in the history of
the country, and it has spread before its readers
the accomplishments <1 science, arts, and letters
for the instruction of the human mind and the
amelioration of human conditions and of manners.

What the WEEKLY has been in its spirit and
purpose, as these have 1 ecu manifested principally in its editorial pages, it will continue to lie.
It is impossible to announce with precision all
that the WEEKLY' will contain during the year
l*h7.

It

what is abouteasy
to happen in the world, what triumphs for
good
government are to he won, what advances of tinpeople are to be made, what is to he the outcome
"f the continuous struggle between tile spirits of
war and peace, what is to happen in the far
Last,
what is to be the state of Europe twelve months
hence, what new marvels of science are to he revea.ied. or what a re to he J he achievements of arts
and letters, lor the WEEKLY is to be a pictorial
record of all this.
Cartoons will continue to be a feature.
Serial Stories. A New England story by Miss
M ak v e \\ ilk i.ns, will begin in .January. A tale
"f a ilreek uprising against the Turks,'by Mr. E.
F. Hknson, ilie author oi “l)odo,,? will follow. A
m 'iucl [<• ••The House-float on the
Styx,’' by Mr.
'oiiN
Ki"'dkii'K
Ha.nos, illustrated by Mr.
i’l
I K Nl.wkll.
More Short Stories will appear in the WEEKLY than ir has been pos.-ii ie to publish during
were as

The white crests of foam

to announce

crown

ANY ONE
from any

helped

the billowv

run

down, or emaciated

cause

whatever, will be

at once

by the use of

waves,

W here rough gales, in
angry excess,
Kush on with loud thunders to torture the

ScemenwW

seas,
And

m

nourished.

Adulterations consist of
abstraction, addition and change of color. The
majority
of these adulterations do not affect
health
He did not believe that
injuriously.
manufacturers intended to injure health
by their use. Decomposition in food
products is caused by bacterial action.
To preserve vegetables and fruits this
bacteria must be destroyed aud
prevented
from being absorbed.
The idea that the air should be
kept
out was erroneous.
The air does not
hurt. A piece of sterilized cotton on the
top of a jar would preserve its contents as
well as if sealed up. All that is necessary is to exclude the vegetable organisms that tend to decay.
It is cheaper to
use certain preventives that
arrest the
growth of these organisms. Chloroform
is a good preservative, as are ether articles, but tlieir taste and odor are disagreeable.
Therefore the desire is to secure
an article that is odorless and
tasteless,
aud salacvlic acid furnishes the article
best suited as an adulterant.
This acid taken in repeated doses is injurious to the digestive organs.
It is
given as medicine for rheumatism and
gout,but we are not all afflicted with these
diseases.
It preserves food and at the
same time
lie exprevents digestion,
plained how food is digested, and how
the action of this acid stopped digestion,
lie believed taken even in small quantities it was injurious, and should never lie
used.
In adopting a pure food
law,
which was bound to come, it would lie j
well to incorporate in the bill a clause !
preventing the use of anything injurious,

to

BRITTLE

on

Adulteration,” illustrating

by exhibiting

food products.

ol

address

CARTERS

poem written by Edward H. Elwell and first published in the Portland
Press of Nov. 26th.J
A legend there is of the Queen of the
North,
Enthroned in her palace of snow,
W ho reigns universal o’er Nature’s
domain,
When the wild blasts of Boreas blow.

drive the brave ships to distress.

How sing they the death-song of blossom
and leaf,
With the mournful farewell of the bird,

of Cod-liver Oil and Hypophosphites,
It possesses in a peculiar sense flesh-

Bewailing the glory departed from earth,
By the spring-time and summer conferred.

Yet all is not lost, though the breezes may
sigh
Through the landscape so saddened and sere,
For the quenchless vitality hidden
within,
Wakens hope that dies not with the year.

making, strength-giving elements.
There are plenty of cases where per-

For energies latont, eternal and vast
As the Infinite source whence they came
Other springs shall renew, with bird-songs
and showers,
And June’s richest blossoms aflame.

have gained a pound a day by
taking an ounce of Scott^s Emulsion,
sons

So list

we the tones,of the Autin unal
breeze,
feel on our foreheads its breath,
And learn the great secret which Nature re-

As

Of

50c. and

we

*1 at all druggists.

veals,

a new

Oldest

life upspringing from death.

Twins in Waldo County.

The oldest twins in Waldo county, if not
in all Maine, says the Boston
Globe, are
Mrs. Mary Woods of Belfast and Mrs. Almira Belden of Palermo, who were 82
years
old on the 14th day of last March. The sisters’ maiden name was French,
they being
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan French
and they were born in Moutville.
They
have always lived in Waldo countv, within
20 miles of each other.
In girlhood and
womanhood they closely resembled each
other, but owing to illness Mrs. Woods has
grown slim, while her more robust sister is

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
FOR

FARMERS AND VILLAGERS.
FOR

FATHERS AND MOTHERS,
FOR

stouter.

Mary French married Phineas Woods of
Freedom, settling in Moutville, where her
husband died 80 years ago. She had live
children, only one of whom is living. Kimball Woods of Belfast. Eighteen years ago
Mrs. Woods came to Belfast to reside with
her son, and has since made her home here.
Almira French has been three times married, having outlived two of her husbands.
She first married Timothy Jackson of MontHer second husband was Xehemiah
yille.
Smith of Freedom.
Her last husband is
James Belden of Palermo, a farmer, now residing in that town. She has three living
children, and is in the enjoyment of good
health.

SONS AND DAUGHTERS.
FOR

ALL THE FAMILY.
With the close of the Presidential
campaign THE TRIBUNE
the
fact
that
the
American
recognizes
people are now anxious to
give their attention to home and business interests. To meet
this condition, politics will fave far less space and
prominence,
until another State or National occasion demands a renewal of
the tight for the principles for which THE TRIBUNE has labored

Butter could be colored without injury,
The Blind are Made to See.
but he deprecated the use of coal tar tail- is: it;.
j Departments Mr. W. 1). Il-wkll's “Life and
oring. lie did not say it was harmful, j Letters" have been among the most charming
Thomas A. Edison lias verified the
its
i.I periodical literalur.
to the
experibut would not care to eat coal tar.
Mr. E. S. Mail
and won its
The ; lea iivicments reported to have been made in San
best way to color butter is to teed the ::v and Mur- will contribute observations on
j what is g.dn” on in "’I Jii* Husy World
Francisco, in which, by means of the cathode torie
Amacows properly.
i> ur Sport’
a
will remain the most important doblind boy had been enabled to disray,
l’rof. Wiley exhibited samples of imita- : partmem oi it-kind in the country.
tinguish light. Edison experimented Nov.
effort will be
and monev
tiou coffee grains, and said while not in- ; The WEEKLY will continue to present to its j ixth on two subjects, both blind, from New- I
readers tin world’s news most interesting to
ark. N. J. Many tubes were tried, each
jurious, they contained little strength, j Americans, to make important advances
to
the
make
THE
in both
WEEKLY
spent,
a
To avoid getting adulterated ground cot- j the literary and artistic features, and to retain with increased strength, and finally the subwere enabled to distinguish flashes.
fee one must see it ground, and even then j lor itself the leading place in the illustrated jects
NATIONAL
FAiTILY
instrucThe
ol
most
the world.
successful results were attained
journalism
one would have to examine the mill.
with the aid of a red globe, and it is Edison’s
.\ rr.sjKijn ,•> art nut tu CO/.?/ this (Hin rii><
and i
to each member of the
He showed coloring matter used in
intention to continue experimenting in this
M if hunt l/.i
.i
res* oi'lt r o! H" ij>
d■]{ rot lifer >.
meats anti also spice adulterants, which,
line until much more satisfactory results are
arrived at, which he confidently
though harmless, were cheap, and it is
HARPER'S weekly
predicts
will be soon.
not the thing to pay the price of pure
For
one
$4.00
year,
spices and get three-fourths cracker dust.
The Silver Trust.
He next alluded amusingly to the theory
1‘osf/ti/i Foe h, all sul>sri ihers in the United
set up by the French chemist. Bertellon,
states, ( dundo and Mu h o.
ONE
is
no more gigantic trust on earth
“There
ONLY
who claims that the time is coming when
Address
than the silver trust, and the silver mine
HARPER & BROTHERS,
our farms will be turned into parks, and
.\
CASH
ADVAXCK.
owners
were
all
P. O. Box 959, N. Y. City.
supporting Mr. Bryan.
the people will enjoy life, while the chemAddress all orders to
“A trust is a thing that knows no politics
ist in the laboratory furnishes food and
but plunder, and no principle except spoliaclothes for them.
The doctor did not
tion of the human race, ami no class of men
meet this description more closely than the
think there was an\ danger to the farmer
western silver syndicate that desires to corfrom this course of competition, at least,
IN 1897.
rupt our currency and dishonor the nation
for a few million years to come.
Howthat it might profit by it.” [Ex-Senator
ever, the chemist had destroyed the indigo
The BAZAR, a thoroughly up-to-date periodical
Write your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W.
John J. Ingalls.
Best,
for women, will enter upon its Thirtieth Volume
crop, and was making sugar at this time,
Tribune Tffice, New York City, and a sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
but before the competition grew great the in 1897.
Do
not allow your system to get weak and
As a Fashion journal it is unsurpassed, and is
TRIRUNt will be mai'ed to you.
grange and its purposes would have been an indispensable requisite for every well dressed debilitated.
It is easy to keep well and
accomplished audits members long pas- woman. Katharine 1)e Forest writes a weekly strong by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
letter on current fashions from Paris. In New York
sed away.
Fashions, and in the fortnightly pattern-sheet
A man may be a poor speller and still
supplement, ladies find full details, directions, have a good education ; but he is like a temand diagrams foi gowns, wraps and children's
perance lecturer with a red nose—appearSuffrage Disappointments.
clothing. Sandoz. Baudk and C iiapins draw and ances are
against him.
engrave the newest and finest Parisian designs
week.
every
The
best
way to avoid scalp diseases, hair
The champions of woman suffrage have
The serials for 1897 will be: The Red Bridge
Neighborhood, by Maria Louise Pool; and Fa- falling out, and premature baldness, is to
suffered three serious disappointments ; ther
use
the
best
preventive known for that purQuinnallion, by Octave Tiiankt. Short
TO LET.
stories will be constantly presented by brilliant pose—Hall’s Hair Renewer
this month.
whom
are
Mary
writers, among
E.'Wilkins,
“How did Jobson happen to lose his vote
In two States, ( alifornia and Idaho, ! Harriet Prescott Spofeord, Marion Harlani», Ri tii M<-Enkry
for Bryan ?”
Viola Roseboro
amendments to the Constitutions were and Maroarkt SuttonStuart,
Briscoe.
“He had to stay at home to keep his wife
What Women are Doing in vat ions parts of the
from putting McKinley’s picture in the winsubmitted to tlie people at the election,
nion will form a series of special interest.
dow.”
[Chicago Record.
Have special cuts in prices to close out their stock.
Other interesting features are The Out-door
providing for giving the full privileges of | ll'o//,<ih.
devoted to healthful sports amt pasIf the life insurance people recommend
Have still It ft. a ji tie assort ment
to
In
the ballot
women.
both States the times; Mash a weekly critical summary of music
of
a remedy it. must he something they have
in New \ ork ; Amutrur Theatricals, Embroidery
In Cal- a,nl ,\
faith
in.
Well
that’s
proposition failed of adoption.
what
do
about.
they
rnUnrork, Ceremony ntld Ef 'a/urttv, Oood
ifornia there was a considerable majority Ho use/, 111 iny, “What Girls are Doing,” ('arrant Adamson’s Cough Balsam. It prolongs life
Soria! Eauts," and Personals
gleaned from origi- and makes tlie insurance risk a mere
against the amendment. The State had nal sources.
bagatelle.
Women and Hen, Colonel T. W. Hiobinson
been throughly canvassed by the suffra- will
He—“Would it make you very sad if I
regularly continue his valuable essays.
Answ ers to Correspondents. This column is con- should tell you l was
going to marry some
gists, little opposition to the amendment ducted
for the benefii, a ml convenience of readers,
one else?”
found expression in the p r»'ss, political and all
questions received are answered in rotaShe (who does not show the desired
conventions very generally commended the tion, as promptly and fully as practicable.
anxiety about accepting him)—“It would; CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A LINE ASSORTMENT.
Art. The BAZAR is a notable picture-gallery,
the amendment, and yet when the vote
if the gin wtre
the most beautiful works of AmeriJack,
i.'ery neai and dear
reprodin
ing
was taken,
the suffragists, as the San can and
foreign artists,as presented in the annual frit-ml of mine.” [Exchange.
Francisco Argonaut says, “failed most Paris and New \ ork exhibitions. W it and Humor.
A hood Investment.
Everybody turns for a hearty laugh to the HAlamentably, most disastrously. The vot- ZY
IPS last page.
On receipt of ten cents, cash or stamps, a
ers of California are overwhelmingly opAn All Round Woman’s Paper.—What more
sample will he mailed of the most,
posed to giving the ballot to women.”
appropriate gift can be made to wife, daughter or generousCatarrh
and Hay Fever Cure (Ely’s
In Idaho the suffragists fared better, be- sister than a subscription to HARPER’S BAZAR? popular
Cream
sufficient to demonstrate its
Balm)
secure it as a welcome visitor in vour household
cause they secured a majority of voters
for 1897.
great merit. Full size 50c.
But it appears that
for their proposition.
ELY BROTHERS,
Aeiesjaijnrs art not to copy this advertisement
the section of the Idaho Constitution relat5(> Warren St., New York City.
without the ex/tress order of Harper <1 Brothers.
I suffered from Catarrh three years; it
ing to amendments is so framed that, if
got so bad I could not work; I used two
HARPER’S BAZAR
interpretations previously are valid, an
bottles of Ely’s Cream Balm ami am entirely
amendment must receive a majority of all For one
year,
$4,00 well; I would not be without it.—A. C.
the votes cast at an election, and not mereClarke, 341 Skawmut Ave., Boston.
Post a ye Free to all subscribers in the United
ly a majority of all the votes cast on the
States, Canada and Mexico.
“It must have been a thrilling sight when
proposition. The effect of this provision
the bandages were taken off De Benyon’s
Address
is to count voters who do not express
HARPER & BROTHERS,
eyes and he was able to see again after ten
themselves affirmatively as against a proP. O. Box 959, N. Y. City.
The first blow starts
long years of blindness.”
matter
will
The
be
amendment.
posed
“It was. He burst into tears and reached
a nail but must bo
contested in the courts, but the probabilThe
lirst
his
for the bandages again.
object
ities are against the adoption of the
eyes rested upon happened to be a girl in
followed by others
amendment.
bloomers.” [Chicago Tribune.
squarely on the head
IN 1897.
The third disappointment is the refusal
of the Vermont Legislature to pass a bill
to
FICTION: The Martian, the new novel by Du
giving municipal suffrage to women. This Maurier, the eagerly expected successor to “Trilin October Number, 1896, with illusby,"
as often as the Legisegun
recurs
proposition
trations from the author’s drawings. A new novel
lature assembles. Sometimes it passes the by Frank R. Stockton
Tlie
—developing a Twentieth
House only to be killed by the Senate; Century Renaissance—full of humorous situations
For
Infants
and
Children.
sometimes the Senate adopts it and the and characteristically illustrated. A Pair of Patient Lovers, hv William Dean Howells other
House kills it. This is what happened this
Tie he/}
striking novelettes by American authors. Shi rt
stories by Mark Twain, Thomas Nelson Page,
year.
Richard
Harding
Owen
Dams,
These incidents, grouped together, sugWister, John
Kendrick Bangs, Ruth MuEneky Stuart, Ougest a widespread reluctance to further 1 an e Thanet, Mary E. Wilkins, and
other popAn
advertisement
ular writers.
extend the privileges of woman suffrage.
SCIENCE: Story of the Progress of Scien *e
I am accent for t-lie above heater, ami
In view of the attitude of three woman
An Average Woman. Little Girl—Does
followed by
mustjbe
the
Nineteenth
a series of papers
during
mother talk much about woman’s
will guarantee it to give satisfaction.
suffrage States toward the questions decid- b> Dr. Henry smith Century;
WillLyms, supplemented your
others that are clear
ed at the general election on the. third of by contributions on special subjects by expert rights ?
Little Boy—No, she jus’ has ’em without
ami to the point to
November, this conservatism appears to scientists. Articles on the relations of" curious
psychological manifestations to physiology hv any talkin’.
be justified.
[Boston Journal.
Dr. ANDREW WII.sox.
get the desired re-
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We Furnish The Republican Journal and N, Y. Weekly Tribune

...

YEAR FOR

$2.00,

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO, BELFAST, MAINE,

Harper’s Bazar

Closing Out.. Sale" Furniture.
STORE

C. THOMPSON & SON1

J.

Oak &. Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,
FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS,

J. O.

Thompson

&

Sen, 39 Main St,

Advertising Is

Like Driving Nails,

Harper’s Magazine

CASTOR IA

Gurney

HOT WATER HEATER.

The

Cat's

Intellect.

judge of the Oldham county
England, lias given a decision

A
in

court,
the

on

It will
subject of the cat's intellect.
probably lie disputed by many friends of

that animal.
lie decided that a cat is “a quasidomestie animal,” and that its owner is not
responsible for its actions.
A cooper who sued a signalman for
damage sustained by the defendant’s cat
having killed and eaten Id of the plaintiff's chickens therefore lost his case. The
proposijudge laid down the interesting
tion that a cat’s intellect is not so extensive as to render it able to distinguish be[New
tween chickens and small birds.”
York Journal.
Marvelous Results.

From a letter written by Rev. J. Guuderr
of Diuiondale, Mich., we are permitted
“I have no hesitation
to make this extract:
in recommending Dr.King’s New Discovery,
almost marvelous in the
as tile results were
While I was pastor of the
case of m.v wife.
at Rives Junction she was
Church
Baptist
brought down witli Pneumonia, succeeding
La Grippe. Terrible paroxysms of coughing
would nisi, hours with little interruption
ami it seemed as if siie could not survive
A friend recommended Dr. King’s
them.
New Discovery : it was quick in its work and
highly satisfactory in results.” Trial bottles
free at Kilgore & Wilson’s, City Drugstore.
si?e 50c. and SI 00.

man

Regular

AMERICAN l EATCHES. The Hexico of ToDay, a series by Charles F. Lummis, splendidly
illustrated—the result of a recent visit to Mexico
undertaken tor HARPER’S MAGAZINE. Mexico
is
pre-eminently a silver-producing country, and
ns n..u etary operations rest
entirely on a*silver
basis. Owing to the keen discussions of certain
econoni < problems in connection with issues of
urgent importance in American politics, these papers will command general attention. American
Historical Papers by Woodrow Wilson, John
R-Y( ii
Mac.Master, and James Rarnes. The
true story of Sheridan’s Ride,
by Gen. (I. A. For.
sviii.
Continuation of Howell’s Personal Reminiscences ->1 eminent literarv Americans.
AFRICA AND THE EAST: White Man’s Africa, a fully illustrated series of papers by Poultney Bigelow, the result of
personal observations during a recent trip to Africa, covering the
whole held of European exploitation of that country. illustrated articles by Stephen Bonsal on
the transformations going on in Eastern Siberia,
recently visited by the author. Hungarian
Sketches, written and drawn by F. Hopkinson
Smith. The full story of the recent Coronation
of the Czar,
by Richard Harding Davis, illustrated by R. Canton Woodmlle, who was com
missioned by Queen Victoria to paint a picture of
the ceremony.

.\ewspapers arc

not to copy this advertisement
wit hoot the express order of Harper & Brothers.

HARPER’S MAGAZINE
For one year,

...

$4.00

all subscribers in the United
states, Canada and Mexico.

Postage Free

to

Address

HARPER & BROTHERS,
P. 0. Box 959, N. Y.

City.
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THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Relief

In

Six

SEWING MACHINES

Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
relieved in six hours by the “New Great

AM)

South American Kidney Cure.’’ This new
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
It
the urinary passages in male or female.
relieves retention of water and pain in passIf you want
ing it almost immediately.
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
Sold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy27

-OK IIIM...
Don't

For yet the Fiore,

GEO T. READ,
44 Main

Street,

Belfast.

land World.
You make no mistake when you buy dalton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and
dalton’s family pills. Everybody says so,
aud “what everybody says must be true.”

English Spavin Liniment removes alj
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blem.
ishes from liors >s, Blood Spavins, Curbs
Splints, Sweeney, Ring-Bone, Stifles,’
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Warranted
Save $50 by use of one bottle.

Blemish
Cure ever
the most wonderful
known.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., DrugIy27
gists, Belfast. Me.

Willie—“Are you the nearest -relative
I’ve got, mamma?”
Mother—“Yes, love, aud your pa is the
closest relative you’ve got." [Judge.

sults.

SUPPLIES FOR SALE

TWO TONS MORE

“Say, Maine,” saul Maud, “was Julius
Caesar what you would call a really great
How can you ask
man?”
“Of course.
such a question.” “Well, I never heard him
called the Napoleon of anything.” [Cleve-

“Help! Help!” cried the.man who was being robbed.
“Calm yourself,” said the highwayman.
“I don’t need any assistance.” [Tid-Bits.

Drive It Home,

FOR SALE.
]

30c.Tea 30c.
Just received, direct from China.
Our customers'say it is as good as
tney pay 50 cents for elsewhere.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

GOOD FAMILY OR DELIVERY HORSE,
sound aiul kind, weighs 1,000 pounds. Good
party can take him on trial. Also a two seated !
carriage, top buggy, sleigh, harness, etc. Will be
sold at a bargain. Will sell separately or all to-

A

gether.

GEO. A. QU1J1BY.
Belfast, Nov. 12,1896.

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
fine cellar, city water in* house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade frees,
Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
etc.
M. C. DILWORTH.
4ftf
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.

The Nose and Throat.
I\o.

Newhurv Street,
Nkak CoKNiat

BOSTON.

or

Falrrki.d Si

MASS.

Hours, 12 t«> 2. Other hours by appointment
only.
October, lSbf». -lyr-t.V

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

COUNTY

P. Nichols spent Sunday in town.

Capt.

E.

Miss

Ida

West

returned

from

Boston

Wednesday.
Capt. F. N. Park left for
Boston Monday.
A. J. Nickerson and
friends at Portland.
Mrs. 1.

a

business trip to

wife

C. Park is visiting her

are

visiting

son

Phineas

Attleboro, Mass.

in

C. Pike arrived home by steamer Penobscot. Sunday.
E.

Heading at the Congregational
this, Thursday, evening.

parsonage

CORRESPONDENCE.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest

ar-

D. V. Mitchell, who has been suffering
from congestion, is convalescing.

at

Mystic Grange Hall, Monday evening,

Nov. 23d, for Nathan Wellman’s benefit was
well attended; netting about 317.75... .The
members of the North Belmont Cemetery
Association will meet at the schoolhouse,
Belmont Corner, next Friday evening and

gospel meeting

every

Thursday evening

of

.George

Mrs. Emma f). Coleord, her
daughter
Maud and son Bert, left for
Bucksport Monday, where they will remain during the
winter.

day-Dr. Philip Hartshorn Greeley has
completed the medical course at Dartmouth
College and is at home-Mrs. F. M. Stevens is visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred Park, in
Boston-Mrs. T.|C. Smart is still suffering
severely with her face-J. O. Patterson
arrived last Monday night from a one week’s
hunting trip at Ambajejus lake with two
tine deer, one buck and a doe. L. W. Clements, bis .experienced guide, has au excellent camp at the foot of the lake, with every
facility for successful hunting, and knows
the hunting grounds well. Mr. Patterson reports game very plentiful. Parties wishing
to secure game will do well to employ Mr.
Clements’ services. They can find him by
addressing at Norcross Station... Mr. Noble
is visiting his sister, Mrs. E. A. Robertson.

I The monthly missionary meeting of the
Congregational Ladies' Auxiliary will be
held in the upper conference room
Friday
Miss

at 2

o’clock.

Emily Field Wliittum

is

the

among
type writers of this section. Any copywith J. W. Black will receive
prompt attention by Miss Wliittum.
finest

ing left

Fastnet Erskine. Agnes Park, Kate Nickand Irving Pendleton went to Bueksl'"rt Monday to attend the winter term of

»*1s

Sandypoint.

Mr.

J.

A.

Young

arrived

Sunday from Boston, where he has
been visiting-Mr. H. H. Morin is at work
ten E. M. C.
Seminary
in Perkin’s mill at Bucksport for a few
The school iti distrb t No 2 lias been disweeks.... Mr. Coburn Staples and his sisII
-nthmed, so few scholars were left to at- ters, Mrs. Porter and Mrs, Heffrcn, have retend.
This is a great, contrast to the silua- turned to their homes.James
Staples left
tii'i: thirty-five
years ago, when this district Monday for Norcross.
He was e,tiled here
ci'iiid muster more than a hundred scholars.
by the illness of his father several weeks
Capt. Ehen Curtis' ship, the Tillie E. Star- ago-Miss Caro Perkins of Penobscot
buck, has been sold to Litenbaeh & Co. of spent several days of last week with her sisNew \

ork.

Capt.

Curtis

They

will retain the services of
and lie will remain in command. The sl ip has been chartered for
Australia.

lie union services Thanksgiving were
held at the Congl. church last Thursday
1

evening.
gave

a

pastor, Rev. R, G. Harbutt,
excellent address. Rev. O. H.

The

most

of Mr. Everett E. Morton of this town, when
his daughter, Miss Maud C. Morton, was
united in marriage with Mr. Mahlon S.
Hatch of this town. The young couple stand
very high in the community and their outlook for the future seems very promising.
We are glad to learn that they intend to reside in town. They have the best wishes of
a large circle of friends.
The pastor of the
Congl. church, Rev. F. S. Dolliff, performed

evangelists, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Johnson.
They will preach at Poor’s Mills next Sunday afternoon and evening.

erson, Jr., has returned from Chelsea, Mass.,
to attend school.
W
E. Nickerson of
Bangor has sold his farm to Mr. E. L. Moore
of Winterport. Mr. N. was in town Mon-

non

Jackson. A very pretty wedding occurred
Wednesday evening, Nov. 25th, at the home

at

Hall’s Corner schoolhouse and every Friday
evening at Pitcher schoolhouse, Belfast, by

The skating on Opeechee stream is excellent. Monday several boys who ventured
on the ice too
early found the water very
cold.

after’

ABSOLUTELY PURE

elect officers and make arrangements for
holding more sociables-There will be a

Prospect Village. Miss Ella Partridge
Belfast spent last week with her sister,
Monthly contribution at the Congrega- j Mrs. Lizzie Lane-Messrs. Horace Gould,
tional church next Sunday morning.
John Libby, Jr., Frank Hamilton, and
The tire laddies enjoyed a very pleasant Andrew C. Littlefield, and Misses Sarah
Littlefield and Sarah KiWman attended the
t ine at their social Thursday evening.
ball in Winterport, Nov. 26th, all pronouncThe Cougi. society will give their annual
ing it first class-The members of South
entertainment and supper January 21st.
Branch Grange are all requested to be presMrs. E. E. Black and daughter Jessie are ent Dec. 5th with well filled
baskets, as they
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Gatehell in Augusta. are to entertain Stockton Grange that evenAmos Dow, who has been first officer of ing-Miss Grace Partridge of Belfast will
hark Lucy A. Nickels, is at home for a short spent the winter with Mrs. M. E. C. Libby...
visit.
Mr. Henry Reagan and Willie Gilman of
to spend the winter
C G. Sheldon left by train
Monday to ac- 1 Norrdigwoek, expect
with their mother, Mrs. Julia Gilman. .Mrs.
o pt a situation at the Atlantic
Works, East
James Haley of Winterport spent last week
Boston.
with her son and family, James A. Haley.
Capt. A. B. Colson and Clifford Nichols -Miss
Grace M. Libby, who is teaching
bare gone to Wi! liman tie on a hunting and
school in Massachusetts, will spend Christfishing trip.
mas week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. \V. R. GilKey amt family arrived
by John H. Libby-Dr. and Mrs. O. S. Erstrain Friday evening and will remain at
kiue and Master Harry of Frankfort, and
borne for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs Chas. O. Hatch of Stockton
A/ubia and Mary Decro leave Monday for Springs spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and
Westboro, Mass., where they will remain Mrs. Chas. H. Littlefield... .Mr. I. H. Gould
is doing considerable butchering for the
during the winter.
Boston market this fall. Those who have a
Joseph F. Nichols left by steamer Rockland *1 uesday to attend the Commercial ! veal or lamb to sell would do well to give
him a call.
college at Rockland.
Swanville. Mrs. A. E. Nickerson visitMiss Julia 13. Sullivan, assistant at the
ed her brother, Mr. Strout, in Belfast
post, office, returned from her vacation and
last week-Mrs. Fred Cuuningliam and
was at her post
Monday.
her sou Leslie, who have been visiting Mr.
E. L. Warren, wife and son,
spent several C.’s
parents, returned to Prospect Sunday
days in town the past week, returning to
night-The L. A. S. will have a poverty
their home in Bucksport Monday.
party at A. S. Nickerson’s this, Thursday,
Communion service at the Congregational afternoon and
evening... .Mr. and Mrs. S.
church next Sunday afternoon at 3.30. Com- I).
Greeley and family of Hampden were in
munion at the Harbor the
following Sunday. town over Thanksgiving...
T. Nick-

Mrs. M. L. Magow and daughter Sarah
lefr by steamer Penobscot
Wednesday to
spend the winter with Mrs. Geo. Newcomb
in East Bangor.

early loading of this staple, hence the scarcity of
twnnage at the moment has no special influence in
strengthening rates. Tin re is, however, a continued fair demand for tonnage to South Africa,
Australia, etc., anti suitable vessels whenever
available commmand full previous rates. A considerable quantity of general cargo, wheat, etc., is
awaiting shipment to the latter destination, and
general cargo and corn to the former are offered
qui e freely. Barrel oil tonnage has met with increased attention, though rates do not improve to
any appreciable extent. Since our last 2s. 10 l-2d.
has Ibeen paid to Dublin, and 3s. 3d. to Oporto.
Naval store freights remain quiet, with rates
nominally unchanged. The River 1‘late lumber
trade reflects no improvement, but the absence of
important demand la without influence upon rates,
$8(a$9 from the Provinces to Buenos Ayres and
Rosario being recognized as the market, and

Report

Belmont.
Miss Edith Morrill was in
Morrill last week visiting her sister, Mrs.
Abbie Merriam-The sociable and dance

our

Capt. C. M. Nichols, wife and daughter
rived by steamer Sunday.

U. S. Gov’t

home

ter, Mrs. Cora Perkins-Miss Nina Crockett, who has been attending the fall term of
school here, left Thursday for her home in
Thomaston-James Stowers, who attends
the Hampden Academy, is here fora three
weeks’ vacation
Mrs. Herman Grant was
—

called to Penobscot last week by the illness
of her mother, Mrs. Mills... .There were
the usual number of dinner parties Thanks-

the ceremony.

Ferry. Mr. Abner Warren of
in this place on business Nov.
25tli-Mr. Herbert Mixer has gone to Philadelphia on business-Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Heagan visited Mr. and Mrs. Elden Pendleton of Stockton two days last weekCapt. Rufus Harriman has gone to New
York to take charge of the barge Belle of
Oregon. Capt. W. C. Harding will remain at
home a trip... Mrs. S. S. Heagan left on last
Monday’s boat to visit relatives in Massachusetts-Mrs. B. C. Avery is visiting relatives in Hallowed_Frank Perkins of Mt.
Desert spent Thanksgiving with his mother
and sister in this place_Mr. and Mrs.
Orrin Luke are visiting relatives here.
Prospect

Searsport

was

Prospect. An invitation has been extended to Stockton Grange to visit Prospect

Grange
Saturday evening.. .There
two burials in Prospect cemetery last
week—Mrs. Samuel Reed of Prospect and
Mrs. Otis Harriman of Stockton Springs_
Capt. Eliakim D. Harriman had his flock of
next

were

sheep doubled this fad and they are now
for sale. Cad on Mr. George Crocker, where
the sheep have been kept... .The hog-killing
season is on us and pork is too
cheap to feed
hogs for the market, even with the low price
of corn, so many hogs are killed as pork
and beef hogs this year. Besides with the
short crop of hay the sheep are easier to be
disposed of and the docks will be reduced ;
and soon there will be a shortage of hogs,
cattle, sheep and everything else on a farm,
at the present low prices.
8

j
1

Camden.

Mrs. Reuel Robinson has gone
to spend the winter.
of East Cornith has
been in town the past week_Mrs.
Cyrus
E. Sherman is visiting her brother in Portland-An accommodation team lias been

Boulder, Colorado,
....Rev. J. W. Day

to

Waldo. C. A. Levanseller, who has been
quite sick, is now able to be out on pleasant
days-B. A. Clary, who has been at home
for a few days, has returned to Castine_
E. C. Chase left Monday for Bangor to resume his old place with J. F. Parkhurst &
Son-Ritchie Grange, which was organized
in 1893 by the late Hon. F. W. Ritchie of
Wiuterport, has had its name changed and
hereafter be known
Grange, No. 254.

will

Camden Base Ball Association held a successful masked hall Thanksgiving
evening,
at the Opera House-The public
is

library

opened for inspection this week. Books
will not be given out until Saturday.
Clark's Corner, Prospect.
Solomon
Y. Gray dined at our house, Nov. 29 th_
Walter Gray, while helping George Partridge thresh his grain last week, lost his
the straw. He knows very weli
who lias it, and the young man had better
bring it back and save trouble for himself.
-Mr. Geo. C. Ward was m this part of the
town Nov. liltli.... Warren Benson of Bangor was in town Nov. 18th, to visit G. O
Clark-Eastman Clark, who is in Winsted,
Conn., will return home this week_Miss
Eva Clark is fast convalescing.Mrs.
Gardiner Overlook, aged about 80 years, and
watch in

Mrs. Bridget Wentworth,
aged 75, busied
themselves all day Nov. 18tii making hogshead cheese. We have sampled the cheese
and pronounce it very line... Deputy sheriff

Ordwav was in town again last,
week.Mrs. Simeon E. Boyd, aged 70
years, is still making button-holes for one

George

B.

cent each.

from the Gulf to Montevideo and
Buenos Ayres. No action is observed in the line
of Brazil freights.
Tonnage to the Windward
Islands has been in better request during the interval, and shippers have been obliged to meet
full previous rates for necessary vessels. There
has also been more inquiry for coal tonnage to the
West Indies, and the fixtures completed indicate
the firm maintenance of previous quotations.
Backward business has offered more liberally ;
upon the basis of recent rates. The coastwise
lumber trade continues quiet, hence owners have
been unable to secure any advance upon previous
unsatisfactory returns. Tonnage for ties is in
better demand with rates showing a
hardening
tendency. The demand for coal tonnage to the
East, has fal en off considerably, and though a
large number of vessels have gone into winter
quarters, those remaining are prepared to accept
business upon the basis of recent rates paid. The ;
tendency of the market, however, is easier.

Frederic Ritchie

Thorndike. The Free Baptist quarterly
meeting will be held at Jackson village Dec.
4th, 5th and 6th....The members of New
Bethel Lodge, I. O. G. T., are having a lit-

DO YOU WANT A

WINTER GARMENT «i» |

Belfast Price Current.
Good programs are furnishmembers being added, and so the
CORRECTED WEEKLY' FOR THE JOURNAL.
good work goes on_Harvest Moon Grange
Price Paid Producer.
will elect officers for the ensuing year Sat- Produce Market.
20530 Hay, p ton,! 0 00a.12 On
A].pies, p 1m,
urday afternoon, Dec. 5th. After the elec4a 5 Hides, pit.,
dried, p lb,
3 1 2 a4
1 40 5.1 Go Lamb, p lb,
tion a treat, will be furnished by the Grange.
Iieans, pea,
5;a8
20iod30
medium, 1 40(5 1 50 Lamb Skins,
-Our traders at Thorndike Station are
4 a5
yel’wevesJ 40 a 1 50 Mutton, p lb,
10520 ()ats, p bu, 32 lb, 25 a 80
paying 30 cents per bushel for potatoes and Butter, p 1b,
Beet, p it.,
35 a 40
4(5 0 1-2 I’otatoes,
24 cents per dozen for eggs. There is no
405.45 Itouiul Hog,
4a,4 1-2
Barley, p bu,
lo«12 Straw, p ton, 5 OO.rdi no
market for butter_Mrs. 1). A. McManus Cheese, p lb,
105 12'Turkey, p lb.
Chicken, p ft,
1(5 a, 18
was called to Belfast last week to attend the
Calf Skins,
5<>a75 Tallow,
1 1-2 a3
(t o7
14,a 10 \ eal, p lb,
funeral of her niece, Mrs. L. T. Shales_ Duck, p lb,
20 Wool, unwashed, 12a 18
Eggs, p doz,
Mrs. Joseph Gordon has been quite sick for Fowl, p lb,
8 510 Wood, hard, 8 50,a 5 OO
14 a. 10 Wood, soft, 3 00^,3 50
two weeks.... Ablen Kenney and family fteese, p lb,
Petal/ Price.
Retail Market.
have moved to Belfast-Mrs. Elvira Stev90 a 1 00
Beef, corned, p lb, 7,a8 Lime, p bbl,
ens visited Mrs. Maud Hogan, Nov. 24th_
Butter, salt, 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal, p lb, 3a 3 1-2
41 Onions, p lb,
2 a3
Rufus Gross and wife passed Thauksgiving Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 41 ()il,kerosene, gal, 12 a 14
day in Brooks, the guests of Dr. and Mrs. A. Corn Meal, p bu,
41 Pollock, p It.;
3 l-2a4
Dial 5 Pork, p lb,
W. Rich-George Sherman and wife of Cheese, p lb,
7 a8
Cotton seed, p cwt, 1 20 Plaster, p bbl,
112
Burnham and Mrs. Horace Roberts of Codfish,
03
5 59 Rye Meal, p lb,
dry, p lb
70(0.75
Brooks took Thanksgiving dinner with Mr. Cranberries, p qt.07 5~O9 Shorts, p cwt,
Clover Seed, p lb, 11512 Sugar, p lb,
1-2
5(g5
and Mrs. J. G. Cilley-F. L. Philbrick Flour, p bbl, 4 505 if 75 Salt, T. L, p hu,
40
and family, V. N. Higgins and family and
2 a3
11.(1.Seed, bu, 2 00 a 2 10 Sweet I’otatoes,
8k!) 1-2 Wheat Meal,
Mrs. R. S. Higgins passed Thanksgiving day
Lard, p ft
21-2^3
with Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Files-Bert Flint
of Belfast was the guest of F. S. Hogan a
few days last week... .Alonzo Higgins, who
BOKjy.
has been in Burnham for three weeks, reBailey. In Penobscot, Nov. 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
turned to his home last Saturday nightV. N. Higgins hurt his leg while working in George O. Bailey, a daughter.
Billings
In Deer Isle, Nov. 13, to Mr. and
the woods and has been obliged to use
Philip R. Billings, a daughter.
crutches for the past three weeks-H ow- Mrs.
Bray. In Deer Isle, Nov. 9, to Mr. and Mrs.
ard Small butchered a hog a short time ag o Samuel P.
Bray, a daughter.
that dressed 500 pounds.
Hutchings. In Thomaston. Nov. 14, to Captain
and Mrs. Lucian Hutchings, a daughter.
McTaggart. In Belfast, Nov. 30, to Mr. and
ITCHING PILES.
Mrs. .John McTaggart, a son.
Any one who suffers from that terrible
Stover. In Bluehill, Nov. 12, to Mr. and Mrs.
plague, Itching Piles and Eczema, will ap- Frank W. Stover, a son, Newton G.
Sargent. In Sedgwick, Nov. 17, to Mr. and
preciate the immediate relief and permanent
Mrs. Arthur Sargent, a daughter, Ruth Frances.
cure that comes through the use of Doan’s
Weed. In Deer Isle, Nov. G, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ointment.
It never fails. Free Samples at
Weed, a daughter.
Kilgore & Wilson’s, City Drug Store, Bel- Samuel
Webb. In Deer Isle, Nov. 20, to Mr. and Mrs.
Me.
fast,
Stephen B. Webb, a daughter.
erary contest.

ed,

If you do call and

new

see ours.

$3.98

We have them

$15.00.

to

|
I

and

can

surely

suit you if you will call.

1

aHIl'

started

to carry people to and from Millville, morning and night. It is especially
convenient for the mill employees_There
has been much sickness of late ; severe colds,
pneumonia and whooping cough.... Mrs.
Darius Sherman lias sold her
large farm on
the Belfast road to Lowell parties_Tile

as

$11.50@12

N

OUR

WRAPPERS,

T0°- ARE lead!

in

style and price. Have you
New Lot just received,

seen

them

only Q8c,

We have
are now

lately

selling

received and
beautiful line of

a

Umbrellas
From

75c. up. A Beauty

at

$1.50

REMEMBER OUR REMNANT
SALE IS STILL ON. * * *

H. A. STARRETT, Belfast, Maine

lews.

MARKIED.
PORT OF BELFAST.
Clarke-Waterman. In Boston, Nov. 17, ACarlyle Clarke of Norfolk, Ya., and Sara Dell Waterman of North Appleton.
Dunbar-Greene. In Castine, Nov. IG, Isaac
D. Dunbar and Lizzie N. Greene, both of Penob-

ARRIVED.

Nov. 25. Sch. Maine, Swan's Island.
Nov. 28. Schs. Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall, Boston ; City of Augusta, Adams, do.
Nov. 29. Sch. Fannie A Edith, Ryder, Bangor.
Dec. 2. Schs. Charlotte T. Sibley, Ferguson,
Bangor; James Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
SAILED.

Nov. 25. Schs. Maiy Farrow, Morriessy, Win"
terport; Harriet Rogers, Lynam, Seal Harbor.
Nov. 28. Schs. Charlotte T. Sibley, Ferguson,
Bangor; Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall, do.; Maria
Webster, Turner, Mt. Desert; Maine, Swan’s
Island.
Nov. 3U. Sloop Passport, Eaton, Deer Isle.
Dee. 1. Sch. Fannie A Edith, Ryder, Beverly.
AMERICAN FORTS.

New York. Nov. 24.

Ar, sch. Olive T. Whittier*

Whittier, Turks Island; 25, eld, schs. James AGarfield, Wood, Martinique; Maud Briggs, Jacksonville; 27, ar. sch. Kit Carson, Philadelphia;
eld, sell. Celia F., Jacksonville; 28, ar. sch. Isaac
Oberton, Trim, Philadelphia; cld, sch. Georgia
Gilkey, Barbados; 29, ar, sch. 8. G. Haskell,
Richardson, Baltimore; Melissa Trask, Banger via
New Haven; 30, cld, ship R. D Rice, Yokaliama ;
barks Adolph Obrig, Saigon; Addie Mo.nll,
Buenos Ayres.
Boston, Nov. 24. Cld, sch. Annie G. Quincr’
Charlottetown, P. E. I.; 27, ar, sell. Jas. Holmes,
Ryan, Belfast; 28, cld, >ch, Leander V. Beebe,
Daniels, Belfast and Neu York; 30, ar, sch. Mary
E. H. G. Dow, Rockland, in tow, to repair; cld,
sch. Jessie Lena, Devereaux, Cayenne.
Baltimore, Nov. 25. Sld, soli. Win. B. Palmer,
Dyer, Antwerp; cld, sch. Talola, Fletcher, Tampico; 27, cld, bark White Wings, Rio Janeiro; 28,
cld, sch. Yale, Boston.
Portland, Nov. 24. Ar, sch. Sarah E. Palmer,
Whittier, Louisburg, C. B.; 25, cld, sch. J. Mancliaster Haynes, Matthews, Georgetown, Deni.;
27, ar, sch. Mary E. Palmer, Haskell, Louisburg,
C.

B.

Bangor, Nov. 25. Cld, sch. Isaiah K. Ste son,
New York; 28, ar, schs. Charlotte T. Sibley, Belfast ; Sarah L. Davis, New York; cld, schs. Fannie
& Edith, Beverly; Maud Snare, Lowell, N. York:
29, ar, schs. Arthur Clifford, Boston; Edward
Stewart, New York; 30, cld, sch. Nightingale,

j
|

scot.
Greknlaw-Greenlaw. In Deer Isle, Nov. 25,
Joseph A. Greenlaw and Eva 8. Greenlaw, both of
Deer Isle.
Greene-Trumble. In Bluehill, Nov. 1G, Richard P. Greene and Miss Hattie R. Truuible, both']
of Bluehill.
Hand-Martin. In Camden, Nov. 18. Vincent
B. Hand and Mrs. Mary Martin, both of Camdep.
Towle-Bowler. In Belfast, Nov. 25, by Rev.
Charles Henry Wells, John I,. Towle of Dexter
and Miss Celia F. Bowler of Belfast.
Wal»e-Frisbee. In Belfast, Nov. 18, by Ilev.
G. G. Winslow, Cushing E. W ade of New London,
Ct., and Miss Sarah A. Frisbee of Be.fast. [Cor-

j
|

rected.!

DIED.
Barbour. In Dorchester, Mass., Nov. 6, Marion
G., child of Albert E. and Ida Littlefield Barbour,
aged 0 years and 4 months.
Roden. In Brewer. Nov. 24, E. S. Boden, aged

S3 years and 8 months.
Cloi <;h In Worcester, Mass.. Nov. 22, the wife
of David ( lough, of Rockville. Rockpori, aged 05
years. The remains were taken to Rockville for
burial.
Harriman. In Stockton Springs. Nov. 25, Mrs.
Mary Harriman, aged 70 years. 5 months, 19 days.
Hinckley.
In Bluehill, Nov. 20. Harvey P.
Hinckley, aged 37 years, 4 months and 11* days.
Lam i’ll Eli. In Camden, Nov. 19, Mrs. William
W. Lampher.
Maker. In Seal Harbor. St. George, William
Maker, aged 70 years.
Moore. In Independence, Iowa, Nov. 14. William L., son of the late Dr. Calvin Moore of San
Francisco, a native of Belfast, Me.
Moody. In East JelTerson, Nov. 13, of pneumonia, Forest G. Moody, aged 19 years, 5 months.
Osborn.
In Waterville, New York, Nov. 9,
Col. William Osborn, aged 88 years.
Rich. In North lueksport,’ Nov. 24, Sarah B.
Rich, aged 70 years and 20 days.
Stackpole. In Thomaston, Nov. 21, Captain
Harris Stackpole, aged 8(> years, 5 months and 13

;
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PALMER’S.
i

Appleton. Members of Georges Valley
giving day. Turkeys are very scarce in this
Beverly.
vicinity, but ducks and chickens are plenti- Grange, presented the drama “The Deacon,’’ Rich,
Port Royal, S. C\, Nov. 24. Ar, sch. Flora RogWednesday evening, Nov. 25th, at Riverside ers,
Bunker, Boston.
Last week our smelt fishermen found the ful.....A robin was seen here one morning
Jacksonville, Nov. 28. Ar, sch. Susan N. Pick- days.
last week-Mr. Charles Shiite of steamer Hall, which was tilled with a very apprewater in the docks covered with kerosene
ering, Boston.
Shales. In Belfast, Nov. 25, Emily P. Shales,
was at
home two days of last ciative audience. The laughable farce, “The
Norfolk, V., Nov. 2(5. Sld, Hattie H. Barbour, aged 44
oil, supposed to have come from the tank Sedgwick
years, 4 months and 5 days.
week-Friends here offer congratulations Darkey Wood Dealer,’’ was given as a clos- New York.
Stephenson.
In Belfast, Nov. 20, ( ora V.
steamer Maverick, which struck on Gang29.
schs.
Nov.
Bath,
Sld,
Young Brothers,Snow, Stephenson,
and
Will
who
piece,
ing
aged 28 years, 2 months and 20 days.
Arrington,
personto Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Gallagher of Bangor.
Washington, D. C.; Daylight, do.
way ledge, some .‘>0 miles below here, when
I
ated the darkey in the. farce, and Pete in tile
schs. William H.
Nov.
27.
Sld,
Brunswick,
Ga.,
Mrs. Gallagher was Miss Amber A. Patteron her way to Bangor.
She pumped out a
Sumner, Pendleton, Perth Amboy; Levi Hart,
drama, was the recipient of many compli- Pendleton, New York; Jacob
of Sandypoint.
M.
Her
son,
Haskell,
Hart,
formerly
parents
quantity of oil and came off all right. That
u
ments for his fine delineation of the negro
Boston; 28, cld, schs. Adelbert Ames, Small, New
now reside here-There will be a sociable
oil, like Wickl.ff’s ashes, “goes where ere
York; Willie L. Newton, Coombs, do.
you want a
character.
After the farce the hall was
|
New Bedford, Nov. 27. Cld, sch. Senator Sulliin the hall Thursday evening, Dec. 3d. Supthose waters he.”
I
which is honestly comcleared for dancing, which was participated van, Crockett, Newport News and Galveston.
per from six to eight o’clock. Baked beans,
m ®
Perth Amboy,Nov. 27. Ar. sch. Hatiie H. Barpounded and which repreThis, Thursday, evening in the M. E. brown bread, pies, doughnuts, etc., are solic- in by a large number of the young people of bour, Norfolk.
The GOODS are RIGHT,
this and neighboring towns.Mr. H. C.
Fernaudina, Nov. 28. Sld, sch Nahum Chapin,
sents the advanced medical knowlvestry, the Searsport Light Infantry Cadets, ited from all.
A rev, Boston.
Pease left Monday for Boston, where lie
The PRICES are RIGHT.
of to-day, buy
under invitation of the League, will give a
Nov. 29. Sld, sch. Mary L. Crosby,
edge
Savannah,
Unity. Mrs. Edgar Harding, who has
will visit his daughters in New York. He Trim, New York.
drill and listen to a patriotic lecture by Rev. been in the Maine
And
YOU will be RIGHT if you
General Hospital, PortPhiladelphia, Nov. 30. Cld, sch. J. Holmes
will be absent two or three months... .Mr.
O. H. Fernald. Theme, “America, its grand
Birdsall, New Bedford.
Make
land, for four weeks, arrived home Monday John
your purchases of
Mobile, Nov. 30. Ar, sch. Metliebesec, Snow,
Sarsaparilla
^
Arnold, who has been very sick, is
possibilities, its defenders and preservers.” night much improved in health_John
Laguayra.
somewhat
better.
Fred
L.
who
Clam stew will be served at the close. Ad- Eels cut one of his feet
Davidson,
Providence, Nov. 28. Ar, sch. AlmaE.A. Holmes,
one
quite badly
day has been
30, ar, sch. Gov. Ames,
^.AND^
quite sick with typhoid fever, is Holmes, Philadelphia;
mission 15 cents. Doors open at (L30 standlast week. In the early summer he cut his
Davis, Newport News.
Wadsworth
slowly
ard time; lecture at 7 o’clock.
recovering.Merton
FOREIGN
PORTS.
hand so that he was unable to do any work
has gone to Beverly, Mass., where he has a
Hong Kong, Nov. 20. Ar, bark Fred P. LitchThe Masons and Odd Fellows house-warm- for the season-Leroy S. Knight entertainsituation in a hot-house_In the contest field, Newcastle, N. S. W.; 25, ar, ship R. R.
of
a
his
ed
friends
young
party
Thomas,
Nichols, New York; Oct. 17, sld, ship
Tuesday for the banner, which was to be awarded to
ing entertainment and supper will take
W. H. Conner, New York.
place Thursday evening, Dec. 10. The affair evening a good time was reported by all_ the lodge of Good Templars doing the most
Montevideo, Nov. 6. Ar, bark Mabel Meyers,
is strictly local. The supper is to be a The ladies of Unity will give the drama enMeyers, Boston.
Masonic Temple, Belt
pe-feet opening, closing and initiatory work.
Kingston, Ja., Nov. 14. Sld, Jennie F. Willey,
FOR v™ ,p mm
picnic, and a general invitation is extended titled, Anita’s Trial, Friday evening, Dec.
Pascagoula.
No. 103, won the prize.
Lodge,
Appleton
Rio Janeiro, Nov. 25. Ar, bark Priscilla, Baltito the ladies connected with the lodges to lltli. Miss Nina Van Deets has the part of
Ch ckawaukee Lodge of Rockville has held more via Bahia.
BLOOD and NERVES.
donate food. The members of the lodges, Anita. She is a talented young lady7, and
Cardiff, Nov. 26. Sld, bark Mannie Swan, Higthe banner the past year.
will do full justice to the part.
All who
are entitled to two tickets free, with the
gins, Pernambuco.
Bosario, Nov. 2. Ar, bark Thomas A. Goddard,
North Stockton Springs. Mr. Manzoni
YOU VVANT^_
It is the only combined
privilege of buying two more. Joint com- would spend a pleasant evening should
Cook, Parrsboro, N. S.
of Prospect visited relatives and
Rio Grande, Nic., Oct. 30. In port, schs. R. F.
mittees from both lodges have been appoint- come and hear this drama-Mrs. Mary Lanpher
friends in Stockton Springs recently_Mr. Pettigrew, Morse, for Boston, to sail in 14 days ;
ed. and every detail will be carefully looked Watson is much improved in health and is
R. W. Hopkins. Bond, for do.
able to sit up some.. ..Helen C. Thomas came N. W. Staples has a fine new milch cow and
after.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
.....
from Waterville Nov. 25th to spend Thanks- a calf for sale-Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Hatch
Spoken. Sell. George V. Jordan, Bergman, from
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
NATHAN h Hot > !
for Montevideo, Nov. 3, lat. 1 N.,lon. 29 W.
giving with her father-Susie Hamilton entertained a party of friends from Prospect Boston
New York, Nov 30. The two iron ships T. F.
H. P. Towle is in Massachusetts visiting
last Monday evening-Mr. James Staples
JOHN
11. QCIMBV
went to Brewer Nov. 26th to visit her uncle,
Tillie
E.
Starhuck, 1,931
Oakes, 1,897 tons, and
relatives.
tons, both hailing Irom N. V.. have changed
I. T. Crosby-Mrs. H. B. Rivers went to of Sandypoint visited Mr. and Mrs. Edward
VV.
II.
were
built
in
QUIMBY, Assi
Both
vessels
the
1883,
ownership.
OF ALL KINDS. BUY THEM AT
Six new members have recently joined
ON THE flARKET.
Liberty last week to visit her parents_F. Clifford last week-Mr. and Mrs. Fred Oakes at Pliila and the other at Chester.
have
been
chartered
to
load
Granite Grange.
Nine
American
ships
L. Ames of Skowhegan was the guest of Ellis gave a party last Wednesday evening
sugar at the Hawaiian Islands at $5 per ton for
Miss Luella H. Parsons of Swanville was Clias. Bartlett last <week-We have ser- in honor of Mr. Frank Holt, who is soon to
INCORPORA I I I
the ports ol Boston, New York and Philadelphia
Where they are made.
Benjamin F. Packard, Susquehanna, Indiana,
A <livilleinl
v
vices at the church all day Sunday—Rev. E. leave for Green’s Landing, where he has emin town last week visiting friends.
“7
Mi,
E. B. Sutton, Reaper, Wm. E. Babcock, Iroquois,
He sure and try our Molasses Kisses,
and Mrs. George Lanpher
wil! be paid by thr thove u.u',
St. Nicholas and S. 1’. Hitchcock. The Sutton
E. G. Smart and PL PL Clements of this S. Burrill, Methodist, in the forenoon; Rev7. ployment-Mr.
beat them all.
They
and St. Nicholas were built in Bath. The PackMonday. Den inl-c: 7, 18>with the public and place a reliAlso our home made Chocolates,
E. Townsend, Universalist, of Pittsfield, in and son Clarence of Prospect visited relaard is one of the Guy C. Goss ships, owned in
place and Bert Moody of Swanville left Satonly 25c. per lbDeposits made on or bei
who has had tives in town recently_The Centre Dis- Bath. The Susquehanna, Indiana, Reaper and
the
afternoon-Bert
able
line
within
remedies
Tozier,
of
for
the
wilds of Maine on a bunting
urday
trict Sunday school is in a prosperous conIroquois are all in theSewall fleet.
| £3P*Remember we make our own candies and placed on interest from Deemployment in Nashua, N. H., arrived home
Nov. 30. The steel
Helen
your reach.
Fernald occupied the pulpit with Mr. Harbutt and assisted in the preliminary services.

An Elegant Line of NEW GOODS
*

__

Suitable for Holiday

Dwight

P.

Palme

JF

THE FRESHEST,
THE PUREST,
AND BEST CANDIES

Nerve Food—
Blood Purifier

—

trip.

Mathews lias returned from Liberty,
where be was employed at the fish hatchery.
He is now employed in the carriage repair
shop of Geo. A. Mathews in Belfast.
E. A.

Could
know

every
how

week_Mrs. Florence Grant and
daughter returned from Boston last week.
last

_Mrs.

Perley Reynolds

is

quite

sick.

...Mrs. L. T. Webb, our vil lage dressmaker,
has ail she can do and has to hire help.

housewife

much

time,

trouble and labor is saved
and how easy cooking is
made with
A

GLENWOOD
RANGE,

She would

For Bale In all prominent cities and towns

throughout

New

England

Made

use no other.
the WEIR STOVE
Mass.

by

CO., Taunton,

dition and interest continues unabated. This
school was organized through the efforts of
Mrs. Emma Grant of Wakefield, Mass., nowdeceased. The school has bought a fine new'
organ, and a large supply of library books

by
Congregationalist Sunday
Wakefield, Mass. The officers are:
Littlefield, Supt.; Mrs. Gertie Kidley, Librarian and organist; Mr. Wilber
Ridley, Treasurer. The teachers are Mr.
Freeman Partridge, Miss Jessie Marden,
Miss Bertha Partridge, Mrs. Gertie Clifford.
....Floris and Eugene Partridge have gone j
to a logging camp about ten miles above
sent
school of
Mr. S. B.
was

the

ship
Daniel Mahany, from Shanghai,
Hong Kong for Baltimore, passed
of Suuda), Ocf. 24. The Brewer
ahead of ships that had sailed
three weeks before her, from Hong Kong. The
famous old clipper ship El Capital!, ( apt. Carver,
from the same port as the Helen Brewer, sailed
Both
from Hong Kong for Baltimore on Nov. 21
ships are strangers to this port, and are respectively, the sixth and seventh vessels brought here
within the past two years from China and Japan
Baltimore,
Brewer, Capt.
Nagasaki and
Anjer (Straits
passed Anjer

direct
Charters. Bark R. A. C. Smith, Pernambuco
to New York, Philadelphia or Boston, sugar, 21s.
Sch. Jennie A. Stubbs, Rum Cay to New York,
salt, (J cents; option New Haven, (> 1 4 cents. Sch.
York to Barbadoes, at! or
Moosehead Lake, for the winter-Miss Georgia Gilkey, New'Celia
F., New York to Jackabout $2,300. Sch.
Minnie Moody of Prospect was in town last I
sonville and hack. $4.80 on lumber for the round,
week canvassing for a superior kind of and
charges on outward cargo. Sell. Florence Lebluine... .Mrs. Nellie Carr of Searsport is land, Norfolk to Providence, lumber, $2.30, free
York to Bangor, salt,
visiting at. her father’s, Mr. James Jacob’s. wharfage. Sch. Izetta, New
-Miss Bertha Partridge called on friends $1.15. Sch S. Al. Bird, from Philadelphia to
gold, back to
in Belfast last Saturday-Mr. Emery Cal
Cientuegoes, coal, $2.10 Spanish
1 Hatteras, sugar, 11 and 12c. Sch. Wm.
derwood has been making extensive repairs t North
E. Dow es, Brunswick to Philadelphia, ties, 14
on his house and has one of the finest cellars I
and 14 l-2c respectively.
in this vicinity.... Mr. Marion Staples has
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown &
the largest piece of ploughed ground in town, Co., New York, reports for the week ending Nov.
28th:
hill
Notwithstanding Thursday was observed as
and he is said to go up on the
and look
business of the week has been
at ft several times a day, and any farmer a close holiday, the
in
volume. Case oil rates to the far East have
fair
would be proud of it-Mr. Wilber Staples
continued to reflect an east tendency, influenced
owns a colt, six months old, that is quite
by the freer tonnage offerings for forward load,
handy and has been remarkably well train- ing. To Shanghai additional vessels have been
ed....Mr. and Mrs. Wilber Ridley took ad- secured at 23 cents, and to Calcutta 17 cents w-as
for April-June loading
vantage of the first sleighing and|jwent to accepted in two instances
There is apparently little inquiry for prompt or
Belfast on business.

We Deal

or

nervous

lias

a

E. H. DURGI

Change of Business.

system, DA ETON'S
record for curing just such

WE PUBLISH
are

no

testimonials

not genuine and strictTRY Dalton’s Sar-

ly true.
saparilla

anti Nerve

Dalton’s

Family

Dalton’s

Instant

Tonic,

Pills
Rt

Fitting
the

—

undersigned have bought; the Millinery and I
Fancy Goods business of the late MRS. .1 C.
CATES, and will continue the business at the old
stand, No. 13 Main street, under the tirm name
Mrs. Theresa Cushof M. E. and L. 1’. ELLIS
man will continue in charge of the millinery deThe

cases.

which

JOHN it

Belfast, Me.. Nov. 24, iso*

67 Church St., Belfast.

8vv45

POOR BLOOD,
deranged condition of

the

all pure and fresh.

from any disease

from any

or

are

niXER’S CANDY STORE,

YOU ARE RUN DOWN
or suffering from Scrofula, Rheu-

matism, Humors
caused by

<

partment.
Belfast

Me., Nov. 20,

Plasters,

They are Standard Remedies.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Eye

aid Ear

From 12.30

to

a v 2

SEARSPORT,
TELK 1IONI’E ConnE<’TinN.

Legislative
NOTICE

1

i

!»

3anii

f

No

is hereby oiven 11:ai
RAILWAY COMPANY will t

House for Kent,
Large square house on Northport avenue, with
good stable, suitable for one or tw< families. Rent,
low for desirable parties. Apply to
R. F. DUNTON, Belfast, Me.
November 23, 1890.—2w48

ot Glasses and
Office hours until

MAUI) E. ELLIS.
LENA 1*. ELLIS.
3w48
1890.

or

lief

;$ SI

Mixer’

Squarely

they

|P
11

st

the next Legislature, asking b
to its charter ns will authorize
for street and highway purpo^.
fixed by itsexis injr charter. a
lease the same to the City o| b
restrictions and regulations atory to said cit\
November 2, IS5)0.
WALDO STREET RA 11
By Heath A: Andrews, its A'

j
|

!
i

